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Innocent Ex-Cons Discuss the Death Penalty Police
By Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Near-death experience is all 100 real
for the four men who walked into
Devlin 008 last Tuesday evening to protest Governor Paul Cellucci's proposal
toreinstate the death penalty in Massachusetts.
Freddie Pitts, Wilbert Lee, Joseph
Shebakah Brown and Rolando Cruz
were sentenced to the death penaltyforcrimes they did not commit.
We have the rare opportunity to4,

night to hear from four people who have
spent an extremely long amount of time
on death row for crimes they did not
commit," Dave Barron, A&S '00 and
president of Boston Col lege Against the
Death Penalty, said,
Since 1976, 77 innocent people
have been released from death row. Of
these, 29 have been released in the last
six years and three have been released
in the past two months.
Pitts and Lee were co-defendants
in a double murder case that occurred
in Florida in 1963. They were both sen-

tenced to death and granted a full pardon in 1975, after another man had confessed to the killings.
"My case is an excellent case of
being the wrong color, in the wrong
place at the wrong time. It is also an
excellent example for anybody who
says, 'it can't happen to me,'" Pitts said.
Pitts went to a service station 36
years ago in order to purchase gasoline
for his vehicle. Lee's ex-wife was at the
same station attempting to use a phone
to make funeral arrangements for a
friend and became involved in a dispute

with the station attendant over use of a
bathroom that was only for white men.
"And the motive, according to the
sheriff, and I say that term loosely, was
that we didn't like what the white man
said over the nigger woman using the
bathroom, so we killed him." Pitts said.
He added, 'The wrong thing [was]
said at the wrong time, and there you
go."

"We're lucky. You don't have to
wonder if innocent people get sentenced to death row," Lee said.
Brown was sentenced to death in

Florida in 1974 and released in 1987
after it was proved that the prosecution
had used false testimony during the
trial.
"1 was charged with three horrible
crimes', murder, rape and robbery. 1 did
not commit a crime. Despite my plea
of innocence. I was found guilty. I was
given a life sentence for the robbery, a
consecutive life sentence for the rape
and 1 was given the death penalty for
the murder," Brown said.

See DEATH, A5

Safety
Notice
ARMED ROBBERIES
PLAGUE OFF-CAMPUS

APARTMENTS
By

Laure Rakvic

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Boston College students living in
the area of 1700 Commonwealth Avenue
havebeen the victims of four confirmed
armed robberies.
The first robbery took place on
March 7 at approximately 10 p.m. A
second robbery took place the following day at 9 p.m. In both instances, BC
students were confronted by high
school-aged male suspects of AfricanAmerican descent displaying weapons.
In one case, a green North Face
three-quarter lengthski parka was taken.
The BC Police Department is working in conjunction with the Boston Police to secure the area and locate the suspects.

Back in Time: '70s Revisited at Studio 54
By Laure Rakvic
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

O'Connell House was the place to
and be seen on Saturday night.
The house, situated in the middle
of Upper Campus, was morphed to resemble the exclusive Studio 54, complete with an extensive line of anxious,
scantily clad students pushing their way
to the front of the line. Disco music
see

played, and people dressed from genies,
cowboys and Indians to people barely
dressed at all danced the night away.
Eric Cataldo, A&S '99 and an
O'Connell House manager, said, "This
was better than anything that I had expected."
At first, Cataldo was apprehensive
as to how students would dress, considering that the student body is usually conservative. He said, "I was blown

away at how everyone looked. Everyone looked amazing."
According to Cataldo, the
O'Connell House staff's primary concern this year was the music and the
lighting. "Those two elements definitely came through with flying colors,"
Cataldo said.
The theme rooms were barren by
the end of the night, as people tried to
cram the dance floor, resorting to the

stairs after failed attempts to find an
open spot.
When one o'clock rolled around.
the students were not eager to leave.
They clapped and shouted when Jada
Kavanagh, assistant dean for Student
Development, asked the deejay to play
for five more minutes.
The deejay. Nicky Siano, a disc
jockey since the age of 16, worked at
the original Studio 54 during its inau-

gural year in 1977. The music for die
evening ranged from disco to popular
hits of the '80s and '90s.
Siano describes music as an "exciting spiritual fo"".e something that allows you to connect with something
higher than yourself."
"The energy that I create when I
play is amazing to me," Siano added.
...

See STUDIO, A2

Panel Clarifies Details of Ex Corde Ecclesiae
By Ann Chaglassian
HEIGHTS STAFF

In response to concerns expressed
by the Boston College community,
the Jesuit Institute sponsored a panel
discussion on the proposed Ex Corde
Ecclesiae ordinances on March 11.
The proposed set of ordinances
that would apply the apostolic con-

stitution. Ex Corde Ecclesiae,

to

Catholic colleges and universities in
the U.S. has recently recieved a great
deal of publicity.
Panel members discussed the content and significance of the ordinances. The panel included Mary
Brabek (dean of SOE), Daniel
Coquillette (law school professor), J.
Donald Monan, SJ (chancellor, member of National Council of Catholic
Bishops Committee) and Francis A.
Sullivan, SJ (professor of theology).
Coquillette began the panel discussion by describing concerns which
have been expressed about the ordinances by the community.
'There are three major concerns

Inside
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that the faculty has expressed to me,
and they include questions about
where we are in the process, how does
it affect us individually and what we
can do to effect the overall outcome,"
Coquillette said.
He referred to recent media coverage, which has depicted the ordinances in a negative light.
"If you read The Boston Globe,
you will be alarmed because you read
that the fundamental laws of BC are
endangered by the ordinances,"
Coquillette said.
He added, "This is not true, because the ordinances state that academic freedom is an essential part of
Catholic universities."
Coquillette spoke about the process of evaluating the ordinances and
the involvement of members of the
University in this process.
'"Throughout the entire process,
University people have continually
been asked for their advice. University presidents have sought avenues
that would be of positive value to both
the University and the Church," he
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Coquillette also addressed a controversial clause in the ordinances,
which would require the majority of
University members to be Catholic.
ment that

such individuals constitute
the majority should be non-negotiable," Coquillette said.
He then discussed the governance
structure of BC as being derived from
Massachusetts law.
He went on to read from an official document, which described the
formation of the body of trustees.
"This charter makes it clear that
the trusteeswere formed without any
claim by an ecclesiastical body,"
Coquillette said.
Coquillette concluded his discussion by highlighting the need for the
BC community to be involvedin matters concerning the University.
Despite the fact that the mandate
relates specifically to the theology de-

See ORDINANCE, A2
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spond [to off-campus incidents]."
When the BCPD receives a call from
off campus, the Boston Police are immediately notified viaradio. The BCPD
will assist in an emergency, "but we have
to be careful because we have no legal
jurisdiction,"Neault added. "We will do
anything that we can legally and morally do."
According to Neault, even if the
BCPD became deputized and legally
able to handle off-campus incidents, the
Boston Police would still have primary
jurisdictionover the off-campus areas,
Students are reminded to be especially careful after dark, both on and off
campus. The BCPD also urges students
to use the Escort Service, shuttle bus or
the T whenever possible.
Robert Lafferty, the walking escort
service senior supervisor, said, "It is all
about safety in numbers."
According to Lafferty, the escort service provides services to both males and
females seven days a week. The walking escorts walk an average of 12 people
per night,and the vanescort service provides service to 20 to 50 students per

"Any Church-imposed require-
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The Boston Police Department believes that the robberies occurred at the
hands of the same suspects.
Detective Garrett Mitchell of the
Boston Police Department is workingon
the 1700 block cases. Boston Police officers are currently patrolling the streets
surrounding the block where therobberies took place. In addition, undercover
policemen are working in the immediate area of the armed robberies, hoping
to catch the perpetrators.
The BCPD has no legal jurisdiction
nver_any off-campus activity, but is anxious to work with the Boston Police to
make off-campus areas safer for BC students.
"We'll do anythingin the world for
our students," BCPD Lieutenant Eugene
Neault said.
According to Neault, We frequently jeopardize ourselves and re-
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An administrative panel composed of BC
professors discussed the Ex Corde Ecclesiae.

night.
Lafferty noted that the escort service
provides transportation from off-campus
locations to other off-campus locations
depending on the circumstances. "It is
important that studentsrealize that [the
escort service] is a safety service, and
not a taxi service," Lafferty said.
Lafferty urges students to not get
discouraged when they have to wait for
the van service to pick them up. "We are
out there serving the students Lafferty
"

said.
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BC Bus Hijacked
By Molly

Sell

HEIGHTS ASSOC. NEWS EDITOR

was secured.
Rumors, which circulated about the
incident, inferred that the officers, who
attempted to restrain the bus hijacker,
then handcuffed. The bus
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"I have faith that when I play, I am providing a service for the people.'1

Siano, who does not take requests,
feeds off the energy provided by the
crowd. He resides in New York, and is
opening his second nightclub in the city.
Inspira, on March 19.
Cataldo noted that this was the first
time that Siano has played at a college,
and when asked if he enjoyed playing
for the BC crowd, he did not hesitate
before saying yes.
Ellen Colleran, A&S '01. won a
ticket through the raffle at the door.This
year, 10 single tickets were raffled off
at the door to students who were dressed
up for the event.
Some students were disappointed
that the tickets raffled off were single
tickets, making it difficult for couples
or friends to attend the dance,
Colleran and her roommate were
able to attend. 'This is the best event
that I have ever been to at BC Colleran
said. "The line to get in could have been
improved, but everything else was perfect."
Michael Picone, CSOM '01. attended Middlemarch for the second
year working for BC catering services.
According to Picone, the night went
smoothly for the caterers, although it is
sometimes difficult to work around
people who are consuming alcohol in
large quantities.
The Middlemarch guests tapped a
total of five kegs, and over 12 gallons
of wine were consumed.
"I thought the costumes were much
better this year, although it was tough
to top Titanic as far as decorations go,"'
Picone said,
There were several theme rooms
surrounding the main dance floor,

In the early hours of Monday, February 22, Christine Toronsello, A&S used excessive force.
'01, was speaking to one of the Boston
The friend of the student said when
College bus drivers in the lobby of the student went to surrender, an officer
Walsh Hall. The driver had finished his who had followed him ran around the
shift, and before he returned the bus to right side of the bus and tackled him
the depot, he wanted to purchase a soda from the side.
"They roughed him up," he said. "I
from the vending machine.
During the conversation, Tomasello
saw the end of it. I saw the cops on his
said, a BCPD officer came into the
back."
According to Neault, "There were
lobby and reported that the driver's bus,
which had been parked by the Lower no weapons used, and no one was inCampus bus stop, had been stolen.
jured."
The bus hijacker, later identified as
Neault said the student was treated
a BC student, "got on the bus, which
for the abrasion on his forehead which
was running," according to his friend,
hereceived either when the bus crashed
an anonymous source.
or when he kicked in the window.
His friend continued to explain that
The friend of the student, however,
after waiting for a long time, the stubelieves the abrasion came from being
dent jumped into the driver's seat and tackled by the officers.
drove the bus down Beacon Street and
He said the crash into the wall was
not enough to cause the abrasion and
up Tudor Street to Upper Campus,
At approximately 2:30 a.m., two the front bumper of the bus just scraped
BCPD officers observed a bus driving the stone wall.
around the comer of Upper Campus.
Neault maintains that the BCPD
According
does "everything
to Lieutenant
by the numbers."
Eugene Neault,
He referred to the
since the BC
tapi.ig of all the
"[The bus was] travelContinued from Al
booking proceshuttle bus stops
ing
high
at
a
rate
running at 2
dures in order to partment, Coquillette advocated inspeed[and] just missed protect the rights volvement by all community mema.m., the officers
bers,
became suspiof the suspects as
into one
running
"We must have a shared vision,
atas
police
cious and
well
the
because anything that affects this vithe cruisers."
tempted to sigdepartment.
sion affects us all," Coquillette said.
nal the bus to
"I comLt Eugene Neault,
The differences between Church
mend [the officers]
pull over,
and university members were also
for their restraint,"
commented on during the discussion.
in response to
he said.
"There are indeed clear differpolice
the
A crimiences in interests and viewpoints belights,
began
hearing
judicial
cruiser
the bus
to head
nal
as well as a BC
intween Church members and institudirectly toward the cruiser.
ternal hearing board will determine the
tional staff," Monan said.
"[The bus was] travellingat a high fate of the student.
"However, I can assure you that
rate of speed [and] just missed running
The student is facing four felony
they have no desire for control of the
charges, which include larceny of a
into one of the cruisers," Neault said.
universities," he added,
According to the BCPD, the bus
motor vehicle, unauthorized use of a
Monan described the proposed orpolice
receiving
vehicle,
property
aimed at a second
cruiser at some motor
stolen
dinances and what stage they are curpoint before it crashed into the stone
and two accounts of assault by means
rently occupying in the process,
wall in front of Fitzpatrick dormitory.
of a dangerous weapon, in addition to
"We are dealing with a subcomAfter the bus crashed, the student
four misdemeanors.
mittee report that was circulated
allegedlykicked in the window on the
Although the student refused a
merely for comment," Monan said.
bus door. Then, according to the BCPD, breathalyzer test and therefore immeThe draft document has been crepretended
by
diately
being
the driver
to surrender
lost his license, he is
ated by a subcommittee of bishops
putting both hands in the air, but instead charged with driving under the influand canonists and submitted to a comence.
attacked the officer who was attemptmittee set up by the National Confering to make the arrest.
"This is a solid kid," said the friend ence
of Catholic Bishops (NCCB).
It took a number of BC police ofof the student. "None of us can believe
Monan referred to the controversy
student,
always
ficers to restrain the
who was it. He's
the rational one."
"
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Students show off their style and dance moves at the 1999 Middlemarch Ball.
This year's theme. Studio 54 proved to be a success.

which

was complete with a disco ball,
scaffolding and colored lights.

The A lice in Wonderland room featured a larger-than-lifecouch that one
needed a stool to reach. Clouds and
rainbows hung from the ceiling of a

There was also a room with a foampadded floor and fluorescent stars and
lights.
"We just wanted to create one insane club." Cataldo said. "With such an
open-ended theme, it was so easy to get

neighboring room.
Upstairs, there was a room wallpapered with foil. The "red room" was
draped in red mesh netting and chairs
were covered with plush red, white and
black faux fur.

creative."
Connor Leon, A&S '99, commented on the authenticity of the disco
decor. He asked himself, "What year is
it tonight?"
A total of 50 volunteers worked to

together the event. They worked
alongside the five current O'Connell
House managers and the managers for
next year.
Cataldo said that representatives
from Abercrombie and Fitch attended
and photographed the event.
The clothing company is planning
on including the 10best collegeparties
in their next quarterly catalog, and they
are reviewing Middlemarch as a possibility.
put

Administrators Explain Ordinances

of

the proposed ordinances and the
effect it has had on the University.
"Every candidate who has applied
over

connection between the trustees and
the University as a whole.
"That body of trustees views its

of

?

Voices
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The discussion of the Ex Corde Ecclesiae continues
for a position at BC has made reference to the document." Monan said.
He explained his response to such
questions by describing the

from the

at BC.

Christian inspiration as separate from
Boston College," Monan said,
Coquillette further clarified the affiliation between the Church and BC.

"The mutual respect, trust, and assistance from the Church does not
translate into Church control," he
said.
The exercise and nature of ecclesiastical authority was also clarified
for the audience.
? ''Papal infallibility does not guarantee that, every,,law enacted by the
pope must necessarily be good law,"
Sullivan said,
The misrepresentation of Ex
Corde Ecclesiae was further referred
to by many of the panelists.
"The principal point of Ex Corde
Ecclesiae was to have a recognition
in Catholic tradition to cultural
events," Monan said.
Coquillette added, "These ordinances are threatening the popularity
of the Ex Corde Ecclesiae, which was
previously very popular."
"I think that the misinformation
out there has a negative impact on recruiting prospective teachers and students," Brabek said.
She added, "These kinds of discussions which expand our own un-

derstanding are

a big

help."
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Spirit ofEducation Week
Sponsored by SOE Senate

Missing BC Student:
Parents Plea for Help
In the early morning of December 14, 1998, Jason Fernandez, a second-year student at Boston College,
disappeared from Edmond's Hall.
His roommates recall that he had
been studying throughout the night for
two finals the next day. At six in the
morning, one of his roommates went
to sleep, while Jason continued to

He is 56", 160pounds, has short
black hair, brown eyes, occasionally
wears glasses and has a medium build
and a medium brown complexion.
He is of Indian origin and is sometimes called by the nickname "Jay."
Jason's family is in a state of sorrow and shock. We are appealing to
you, the students, the faculty and any

study.

around December 14, the date of his
disappearance. Perhaps you have seen
him since then. Perhaps you remember a conversation with him that could
be relevant now.
We have talked to all the students
that we know, but we probably do not
know all his contacts at BC.
If you do see Jason, please convey the message
that we are very
worried about
him and are praying daily that he

When the roomwoke up at
nine in the morning,
Jason was gone.
contact someone
Jason's roommate
became concerned
so that we know
when Jason did not
that he is safe.
show up to take his
We miss him
very much, and
finals that day.
After calling all
hope that he is
his friends and findable to come
ing no clues as to
home soon.
If you have
where he could be,
any information
Jason's roommate
at all, please connotified his parents,
who in turn called
tact Joseph or
Lilly Fernandez
the police.
at (781)891-3620
Over the next
few days, weeks and
or (781) 891-0311. Fax (781)
months, Jason's fam8 9 1-9762
ily and friends
worked desperately
or c mail at
to find him. They
jfenvtn9s6@aoican.
searched through airThank you, and
PHOTO COURTESY Or FERNANDEZ FAMILY
port records, talked
please keep us
Jason Fernandez has been missing since December 14, 1998. and Jason in your
to distant friends and
prayers.
appealed to the police, but no clues
This
have been found.
other member of the BC community. letter was received by The Heights
Jason is a friendly and easygoing for any information you might have from Joseph and Lily Fernandez, the
parents of Jason Fernandezcomputer science major from Weston, to help us locate our son.
Massachusetts.
Perhaps you spoke to him on or
mate

?

UGBC Senate Update
By

Scan White

HEIGHTS EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

The UGBC Senate discussed issues ranging from Easter shuttle buses
to the Fiesta Mundial at its March 14
meeting.
During committee presentations,
the Committee on University and
Academics (U&A) distributed surveys to all Senate members.
The surveys, which were part of
an ongoing project led by U&A
Chairman JP Yorro, A&S '01, questioned Boston College students' personal banking preferences.
"Are you a Bankßoston customer?" and "Would you like to see
Boston College switch venues?" were
among the questions on the survey.
The Senate plans to distribute the survey to Cabinet members this week.
The Committee on Communica-

tions and Programming (C&P),
chaired by Michael Allegretti. A&S
'01, presented plans for Fiesta
Mujidi&L the B.akLEagle Award_cerr
emony and the Easter shuttle bus service.
According to Allegretti, the Jukebox nightclub in Downtown Boston
has confirmed for Fiesta Mundial.
The committee plans to have a salsa
band present at the event.
Preparations are being made for
the Bald Eagle Award ceremony, in
which the UGBC Senate will honor
Massachusetts Governor Paul
Cellucci.
According to Allegretti, the
University's public relations office
has agreed to publicize the event.
C&P also presented the proposed
Easterbreak shuttle bus service to Logan Airport. The service will run on
Wednesday, March 31.

The Committee

on Student

Lacy

Sell and
O'Toole

HEIGHTS EDITORS

to

honor two outstanding bus drivers
within the BC community.
A ceremony is in preparation, in
which two $50 gift certificates will
be presented to the two bus drivers.
The committee also set up an emai! account to which students can
send complaints about the BC bus
service. The e-mail address
designed
for this
task is
busscotnplaint@bc.edu.

After committee reports, the Senate voted to approve a new attendance

policy.
The new policy enforces more
specific attendance standards.
The meeting ended with a closeddoor financial presentation.
UGBC Senate will hold its next
meeting on Sunday, March 21 in
Gasson Hall.

(the place that artists such as Total. Puff Daddy, Rome,
Toni Braxton and Wu Tang Clan) has an outstanding internship opportunity
based in Boston for a motivated, enthusiastic, creative individual who loves and lives
black music.
Just a few requirements:
?

?

?

?

said.
The third day of the Spirit Week also
features craft and game tables in the
Campion foyer. Going abroad options
for SOE students will be discussed between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. in Campion
131.
Thursday, the craft tables in the
Campion foyer will be replaced by egg
decorating tables. At 4:30 p.m., a panel
of alumni will discuss teaching and
learning at BC in the McGuinn third
floor lounge. Thursday night also concludes with a faculty-student dinner.
Friday, the final day of the Spirit of
Education Week, there will be a major
and program information fair featuring
students and advisors to help answer
students' questions. Fraga considers this
to be the highlight of the week because
it will allow students to explore important decisions such as choosing a second major.
Robertson said that the turnout for
previous Spirit of Education weeks was
"not as big as we hoped." However, she
added that she is very optimistic about
this year's celebration.
Yet, she also added. "This year we
hope it will be big and that it will become bigger as the years go on."
Russell said, "We hope to make this
week not the same old thing. Maybe it
will add some spice to things."
Nicole Manning contributed
to this article

"We hope to make [the
Spirit ofEducaiton
Week] not the same old
thing. Maybe it will add
some spice to things."
Heather Russell,
SOE'OO and SOE
Senate secretary
?

Floor, an event scheduled for Monday
afternoon, provides an art show in Cam-

pion. The first day of the Spirit of Education Week concludes with a facultystudent dinner, which also gives students
and faculty a chance to become better
acquainted.
On Tuesday, craft tables and games
will be set up in the Campion foyer for
the duration of the day. The afternoon
of the second daybrings the Human Development Career Fair to the Campion
Faculty Lounge.
Once again, there will be a faculty-

?

student dinner at 6:30 p.m.
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school.
"If they don't receive enough funds
and supplies, they are in the threat of
closing," Russell said. The Easter card
event is an attempt to raise awareness
of the school's situation.
Proof of the Existence of a Fourth

r

De-

Over spring break, 20 members of
the Boston College community went to
Natchez to visit the Holy Family school
and its 109 students. From 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m., volunteers from the Natchez
Immersion Trip will share their experiences through a slide show and com-

ementary

The School of Education Senate is
celebrating its third-annual Spirit of
Education Week beginning Monday,
March 15.
Throughout the week, the SOE Senate will be holding a series of activities
for students and faculty that focus on
education.
"This year we wanted to simplify
[the week] and bring the most important events to students," Christina Fraga,
SOE '00 and SOE Senate vice president,
said.
Pamela Robertson, SOE '01 and
SOE Senate treasurer, added that the
purpose of the week is to "promote the
spirit of educating in the school and
bring people together on issues of education."
One of the goals of the week is to
"get different members of the School of
Education together, so they [can] get to
know each other and get to know the
faculty better," Heather Russell. SOE
'00 and SOE Senate secretary, said.
"We planned different activities that
students in SOE will want to go to [and]
that will spark interest," she added.
The week kicks off on Monday
morningwith the faculty-student breakfast, which will be held in the Campion
Faculty Lounge. The breakfast will be
held each morningof the Spirit Week.
According to Russell, the breakfasts
are planned from 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
so that students can drop in when convenient. The breakfasts are "very, very
laid back," she said.
Throughout the afternoon, Easter
cards can be created for children at the

*

velopment (SD) presented plans

Holy Family Catholic School in
Natchez, Mississippi. The school is the
oldest Catholic African-American el-
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BMG Entertainment
1540 Broadway
NY, NY 10036-4098
Fax # (212) 930-4862

I
IT HAS

the best music, selection,
sound stations, in-store I
appearances and more I
It has to be HMV.
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Middle Campus Project
in Judge's Hands
Lawand the
City of Newton presented final
oral arguments on the proposed
CHESTNUT HILL. MA
yers for Boston College

?

Middle Campus Project in Massachusetts Land
Court last week and
now await the

judge's decision.
BC administrators expressed satisfaction with the
University's presentation of its case, although Judge Karyn
Scheier's decision
may not come for

Campus is unreasonable," said
General Counsel Joseph Herlihy.

the city's current zoning restrictions applying to Middle Campus

State and Community Relations
CHESTNUT HILL, MA
Nobel
Paul White added. "Boston Col- Peace prize winner and Visiting Prolege has taken fessor of Irish Studies John Hume will
update the University community on

?

The oral arguments capped a

put forth extensive, credible
arguments as to why the Board of

trial that began in April 1998 and
continued intermittently until last

have

Thursday.

Aldermen should not have turned

BC is appealing the October
1996 decision of the Newton
Board of Aldermen to deny a special permit for the Middle Campus Project, which proposes con-

down the application for a special
permit and why the zoning ordinance that applies to the Middle

struction of a new student

?

every step to
demonstrate the
need for this

project and why
we should be
able to build it

under the law."
Herlihy

said the judge
indicated she
will place a
high priority on this case, but since
its outcome could set a precedent
that may affect educational institutions throughout the state, her

decision is not expected in the immediate future. There is no legal
deadline forthe judge to issue her
decision. Herlihy added.

the Irish peace process in a public lecture this Thursday, March
18 at 2p.m.
in Gasson 100.
Hume, who received an honorary
degree and addressed the graduates at
BC's 1995 commencement exercises,
has visited the campus each spring for
the past three years as a visiting professor.
Last year, Hume and David
Trimble were named co-winners of the
Nobel Peace Prize for their efforts to
end the violent conflict in Northern
Ireland.
Irish Studies Associate Director
Robert Savage. Jr. said Hume will discuss the history of the Northern Ireland troubles at his March 18 lecture,
as well as the current status of the
peace process. He will alsoanswer
questions from audience members.

17 Faculty Members Promoted
CHESTNUT HILL. MA

?

Will-

iam P. Leahy, SJ, University president,
announced the promotion of 17 Boston College faculty

members. The pro-

motions became effective on March 1.
Jushan Bai

(Economics),

Hiram

Judith Clair
Hotchkiss

(Finance), Lisa

Barrett (Psy-

(Law) were promoted to associate pro-

fessor with tenure.
Professor Richard Amott

chology). Claude Cernushi (Fine Arts).

(Econom-

ics), Associate Professor Stephen

Mizrahi (Romance Languages and Lit-

Borgatti (CSOM) and Associate Profes-

James O'Toole (History),

erature).

Lee

Ziqiang Wang

and Dorothy Jones (SON)

Edith

Elizabeth Graver (English), Irene

Brownell (Psychology), Thomas Oboe
(Music)

(CSOM).

(Physics), Kent

sor

Daniel Kirschner (Biology)

granted

were

tenure.

CHESTNUT HILL. MA ? The
seventh annual Archbishop Oscar
Romero Scholarship Award reception
will take place on Saturday. March 27,
in the Heights Room of the Lower
Campus Dining Hall at 8 p.m.
The Romero Scholarships are
named in honor of the Archbishop of
San Salvador, who was assassinated in
1980. He is regarded by many Salvadorans as a martyr in their country's
struggles against repression.

By

A committee of administrators, faculty and students award the scholarships to Boston College juniors of
Latino descent who best represent the
values and ideals inherent in the life of
Romero.
Students are selected on the basis
of their academic performances and
dedication to community service.
For further information, or to make
a reservation to attend the event, call
ext. 2-1996 by March 15.

By

Project.

"Our goal is to raise awareness, get campus-wide
supportfor women who have been abuse andfor
people to realize that [abuse againstwomen] happens, "?Kelly Mathews, A&S '99 and WRC staff
member
behavioral perceptions of

men

and

Theactivities continue on Tuesday
6:30 p.m. on O'Neill Plaza with the
"Take Back the Night" rally and march.
Survivors of rape and sexual assault
will share their experiences to inform
students and combat a growing social
problem.

"The speakers are all survivors of
abuse. The range of expression and
emotion go from overwhelming sadness and anger to release and a reclaiming of the spirit," said Christine Safriet,
A&S '99 and WRC staff coordinator.
"It's students speaking to students
about things that happen to people we
know," she added. "In our society and
culture, sexual violence is something

The project is a product of T-shirts
designed by the friends, families and
survivors of abuse, which are displayed
on the

Dustbowl.

It

serves as an "opportunity for
healing" and as a "demonstration of the
strength of survivors and their advo-

cates."
The Women's Resource Center,
which has been in existence on the BC
campus for 26 years, is very excited
about the Stop the Violence Week,
which has been running since the '80s.
"Next week is going to be awesome!" Safriet said.
Stop the Violence Week is sponsored by the Women's Resource Center, the UGBC Women's Issues Council and the Women's Studies Program.

Caroline Brancatella

In an effort to spice up an idle Tuesday, why not stop by O'Connell House
and check out Inasense this Tuesday,
March 16?
Althoughrelatively unknown. Boston College is not the first college at
which Inasence has performed. In addition, after this performance the band
will begin to tour South Carolina and
Virginia.
The music demonstrates a Middle
Eastern influence that comes from the
Israeli root of band members Noah

and "C" Lanzbom.
In the early '90s both Chase and
Lanzbom were living in Israel and testing the music scene there when they
started collaborating. Lanzbom had already shown off his guitar skills on
numerous albums in Israel.
Once he and Chase met up, they decided to concentrate on combining the
Middle Eastern sound that he had perfected with more American sounds of
rock country and blues.
The two moved to New York in
1991, where other members of the
group joined, and Inasense was born.
The band recently released their second
Chase

full-length album. The Ride, to add to
their first, selfctitled release.
The new CDcontains both studiorecorded and live material, which has
been dubbed "Desert Rock."
Inasense offers lyrics similar to
those of bands such as Dave Matthews
Band and Rusted Root, but their Middle
Eastern sound gives their music a new
and different twist. Their live performances are known as both powerful, entertaining and very welcoming to the
audience.
The band's free performance will
be held at O'Connell House this Tues-

day at B:3opm.

I

Our team of physicians at Caritas

\\,3533Z

that is ignoredand silenced. 'Take Back
the Night' is an opportunity to bring out
these issues out."
In addition to the opportunity tor
survivors to share their experiences, the
march and rally also offers an anti-violence workshop for men.
"It's an alternative way for people
who aren't really comfortable with
marching to show their support"
Mathews said.
Thursday continues with Art Extravaganza, a concert and art exhibit.
Friday culminates with a legal violence workshop and the Clothesline

O'Connell hosts Inasense
HEIGHTS EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

ffasitA**.

Stop the Violence Week will be held
from March 15 to 19 toraise awareness
of violence against women.
"Our goal is to raise awareness, get
campus-wide support for women who
have been abused, and for people to
realize that [abuse against women] happens," Kelly Mathews, A&S '99 and
WRC staff member, said.
The week begins on Monday,
March 15 at 6:30 p.m. with a lecture
by Gail Dines on the effects of media
imagery, includingpornography, on the

at

Greenfield (Law) and Ray Madoff

were promoted to full professors.

Scholarship Reception to
be held March 27

A\jtJL

Brewster

HEIGHTS STAFF

women.

center

and academic building.
Throughout the trial, lawyers
for BC have argued that the
project is in fact worthy of a spe-

By Elwyn

Associate Vice President for

?

are unlawful.
"I remain confident that we

WRC Stop the
Violence Week

BC

cial permit based on its merits ?
the denial, therefore, being arbiand that
trary and capricious

"I remain confident that we have putforth
extensive, credible arguments as to why the
Board of Aldermen should not have turned
down the applicationfor a specialpermit."
General Council Joseph Herlihy

several months.

John Hume
to Speak at

Medical Group is unique. Just like your health needs. We give students, faculty, and staff access to some

of the area's finest doctors-all with different areas of specialties. From obstetrics and gynecology to cardiology to internal medicine, you'll
receive the highest quality of care from a unified group of professionals. And, because we're affiliated with St. Elizabeth's Medical Center,

you're backed by the specialists and resources of the area's premier health facility. For more information on all our doctors and services,
please call 1-800-488-5959; or for an appointment, call the Caritas Medical Group nearest you. Most major insurance plans are accepted.
Caritas Medical Group at Brighton
280 Washington Street, 617-782-5316
Caritas 08/GYN Group at Brighton

11

\u25a0
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HP]

Nevins Street, Suite 406,

617-562-7006

Caritas Health Services at Brighton Marine
77 Warren Street, 617-562-5250
Women's Health Pavilion at Sl Elizabeth's
736 Cambridge Street, 617-562-7007

Caritas 08/GYN Group

at

Brookline

1180 Beacon Street, 617-739-1662
Caritas Medical Group at Newton
29 Crafts Street, Suite 400, 617-964-7530

? 2^W
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CARITAS CHRISTI HEALTH CARE SYSTEM
Affiliated with St. Elizabeth's Medical Center

Caritas Medical Group at Newton Centre
1400 Centre Street, Suite 205, 617-244-1191
Caritas Medical Group at West Roxbury
2020 Centre Street, 617-327-0700
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Death Row Survivors Speak Against Death Penalty

Continued

from

Al

matter"

He added, "Receiving this sentence
was the judges way of saying I would
never again see the streets."
While Brown was on death row, the
state of Florida killed 16 men.
"I came within 13 hours of becoming number 17." Brown explained.
Cruz was sentenced to death in Illinois for the murder of a ten-year-old
in 1986. Twelve years later, in 1998, he
was released on the grounds of false
evidence being presented by police and
the prosecution in his murder trial.
"I went in when I was 20-years old
and came out when I was 32.1 was fourand-a-half hours away from being executed. They said 'We, the people'
they didn't say the prosecutors; they
didn't say the judge's name on the death
warrant. They said 'We, the people.' I
didn't see the people in that courtroom
asking to have me murdered for a murder 1 never committed," Cruz said.
The prosecution and police who
invented evidence are currently on trial
for abuse of power in the Cruz case,
"They had the DNA of the real
killer from the victims body and they
still say he is a liar. His time card said
he was at work every day except for the
day of the murder," Cruz said.
"I have made US history various
times and I am making it again as 1
stand here today by being the first person able to prosecute a judge, two prosecutors, two lieutenants and two detectives for sending me to death row for a
murder I didn't commit. The trial started
today in Chicago," he added.
Cruz explained his encounters with
the police and the prosecution before
his trial.
"I said to them, you know that I'm
innocent. They said 'Yeah, you know
it, I know it, but they don't know it and
that's all that matters.' But you know
what, that isn't all that matters. I matter. My mother matters, my people
?

Currently, Cruz is working to help
other innocent people still on death row
to receive pardons,

'There are 77 of us. I worked directly to help eight others get off of
death row after me. I am ashamed that
I have to dothis for a living.
That I have to help people get off death
row because they should never have
been there in the first place," Cruz said.
Brown discussed his life on death
and on death watch.
"Death row is a cell where you take
five feet forward and have to turn
around and take five feet backwards. It's
a eel I where you spend 23 hours of the
day. You're allowed out for two hours
once a week for outside recreation, provided the weather was good. You're also
allowed out for a six minute shower
twice a week."
However, according to Brown,
death row is a just a temporary place
until the governor signs your [death]
warrant. Then a prisoner is removed and
taken to a place called deathwatch.
"Death watch is a cell adjacent, located exactly 30 feet from the electric
chair. You spend an average of 21 to 23
days in that cell. There are only two
ways out, in a pine box or a stay of execution," Brown said.
"During that 21 to 23 days in that
cell, you are treated to what we call the
presidential treatment. The presidential
treatment consists of you sitting in that
cell listening to that chair being tested
twice a day in your honor. Death watch
is a place in which many a man went
crazy," he added.
The men went on to speak of capital punishment being returned to Mas-

He said. "This isreal. What you see
up here is reality. This is the real deal.
You arc looking and listening to real
live, breathing human beings. When
you look at us, you cannot say a mistake will not happen. You cannot say
that the system works."
Brown added, "If you allow capital
punishment to raise its head again in
this state, mistakes will be made. There
are no ifs about it."
"Capital punishment is cruel and

would

not be a debate about capital
punishment being reinstated in this
state. Because either all
or none," he said.

being the only men and women that
ultimatelyreceive the sentence of capital punishment.
"As we look back over the years,
we never tell of a rich people being executed. Poor people and minorities get

lives are sacred

Cruz and Lee discussed life imprisalternative to the death
penalty.
"Don't turn him lose or set him free.
Put him in prison. Somewhere down the
line if he's not the right individual, then
he will be free himself," Lee said.
According to Cruz, the death pen-

onment as an

executed," Lee said.

row

"My case is an excellent case of being the
wrong color, in the wrong place at the wrong
time. It is also an excellent examplefor
anybody who says it can't happen to me."
Freddie Pitts, innocent death row surivor
?

unusual. Two wrongs do not make a
right. 77 people have been released
from prison. That's enough to open your
eyes up and you'll not ever sleep again,"

Brown questioned why Cellucci
would ever want to reinstate the death

Lee said.
He added, "One thing I want you
to remember as you look at us is, if you
don't dothe right thing, to avoid capital punishment being put back on the
book, one day it could be you."
Cruz stated that he would support
the death penalty if the world were perfect, "because in a perfec' society, we
won't kill each other."
He went on to speak of Cellucci.
"Your governor says it's a coward that
kills a child. Well, Mr. Governor, it's a
coward that is willing to kill innocent
people. How ignorant can you be to not
understand that they are killing inno-

penalty,

cent people?"

"This states has one of the lowest
crime rates in America. Why should you
even contemplate bringing back this
penalty?" Brown asked.

Brown also expressed anger towards Cellucci for his desire to reinstate
the death penalty.
"If life was sacred to you, there

sachusetts,

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

alty is an easy alternative to life spent
in prison,
"Itis a blessing for the guilty to be
executed. Because they would have to
be incarcerated for the rest of his life
and live a horrible, horrible nightmare.
Ninety-nine percent of the time it is a
blessing for those that are guilty to be
executed because they don't have to live
the rest of their life in a penitentiary
suffering at the hands of others," he said,
Cruz also spoke of the costs that are
accrued through the death penalty as
opposed to a lifetime spent in prison.
"It costs approximately 10 to 20 or

times more to execute a person than
it does to incarcerate them for the rest
of their natural life in a penitentiary,"
he said.
He added that the usual maximum
life that a person survives living in a
penitentiary is between eight and 12-and-a-half years.
Also discussed last Tuesday was the
issue of minorities and poor persons
so

Brown said that the history of slavery in the United States has led to the
death penalty being a punishment only
for minorities,
"This is a system with 400 years
plus of slavery as its legacy. Look at
this audience tonight. There's a few
blacks, but there's enough white people
to start a XXX meeting," he said.
Cruz told the audience that he was
ashamed to be in Massachusetts.
He said, "I am ashamed because in
other so-called uncivilized societies,
they don't even do it. But here in this
so-called civilized society, the leader of
the free world will be more than happy
to turn around and execute a mentally
retarded person and many who are innocent."
Brown spoke of the two pains that
he endured during his time on death
row. The first occurred in 1979 when
his brother needed a kidney transplant
to live. Brown was the only match that
his brother could find. However, he was
not permitted to leave death row to go
to the hospital.
"1 sit here tonight before you, realizing that my brother took my death
sentence. It was carried out on him,"
he said.
Brown's second pain came on September 18, 1983. On the very same day
he was to be put to death his oldest
grandson was born,
Lee and Pitts spent 21 years after
their pardon attemptingto receive compensation from the government for the
time they spent in prison.
Finally,the House awarded each of
them $500,000. This was after the Senate proposed that the House allot each
man 1.5 million dollars in relief funds.
The House sent the proposal back to

the Senate, claiming that it would be
dead on arrival if it came back to the
House for one sent more than $500.0()(I,
"Twenty-two years of nothing,
$500,000 does not even begin to say,
'Well, we might be a little sorry,'" Lee
said.
Brown also discussed the lack of
compensation he received,
"If you do one day find yourself in
prison, when you are released you are
given a ticket to wherever you want to
go in the United States, $100, a set of
clothing and a set of identification
cards. 1 did not receive this because they
said that I was not qualified. If I don't
qualify, who the hell does?"
Finally Brown made a plea to the
audience, "We come to you asking that
you not allow one or two incidents to
override your better judgement. Mistakes are going to happen because
you've got human hands involved
There are many of the four of us inside."
He added, "What you have to decide is how many will have to be killed
to satisfy your lust for revenge?"
The Boston College Against the
Death Penalty coordinated the event
The evening featured many spon
sors including, AHANA student pro
grams. Amnesty International. BC Police Department, Black Student Forum,
University Chaplaincy, Council on In
temational Affairs, Democratic Committee, History Department, Learning
to Learn, NAACP, OLAA, Partnership

for Life, UGBC, UNITY and Women's
Studies.

Unclaimed Pnopcßry

Auction

The Boston College Police
will 6c conducting an auction on
CDanxh 27, 1999 staßtlng at 9 a.m.
In the Cabaßet Room
of Vandenßllce Haft.

Prcvlcui at 8:30 o.m.
Pnocceda benefit the Campus School
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STUDENTRESPONDS TO CHRISROCK CONCERT STUDENTS COMMMENDED
To the Editor:

Established 1919

Only Together Can Men and
Women Stop The Violence
This week marks the annual Stop the Violence On the other side, women are confined to secrecy beWeek at Boston College, and it could not be more cause they often blame the violence on to a personal
timely. The recent acts of rape and violence against trait or imagined fault. The silence must end. We must
womenon the Harvard University campus have placed speak out together as a unified voice against violence
the spotlight back upon women's issues in Boston of all kinds.
schools.

Stop the Violence Week, which is co-sponsored by
the Women's Resource Center, the UGBC Women's

The BC community cannot deny that violence towards women is a serious problem. However, we must
not make the fatal error of ignoring the fact that vio-

Issues Council and the Women's Studies Program, is a lence is not only a problem suffered by women, but is
much-needed endeavor to create a forum for discusa problem that plagues men, women and children alike.
sion of general awareness of acts of violence against It crosses gender, age and race lines without discrimi-

women.

nation.

However, this awareness needs to go well beyond
women being concerned for their own safety. Women

Men are encouraged to participate this week not
only to become sensitive to women's needs, but to be
able to recognize violent behavior that may or may
not be present in their own lives or the lives of the

cannot be the sole audience of this week's activities
men's hearts and ears must be open this week as well.

-

If womenare to be safe, this awareness must be burned

people they love. Male members of the BC commuinto the minds of women and men alike: violence is nity are encouraged to attend this week's events, such
never the answer. It is important that members ofboth as Take Back the Night, the Clothesline Project and
genders become aware of and involved in the events

the Gail Dines lecture.

of this week.

Hopefully, by witnessing the lectures that will be
Society must also recognize that men are also vic- given by student survivors of violence against women,
timized by violent behavior, although these acts are members of both genders who are otherwise complareported significantly less frequently due to the ex- cent or unaware ofthese ever-pertinent issues will find
pected male gender role. Men are forced into silence a way to help stop these incidents in their own lives
for fear that they will be deemed effeminate or weak. find in the BC community.

(jhrysaus
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Arrogant moralizing is pervasive
among both the Christian right and the
politically correct left. Constituents of
both of these factions must step down
from their pulpits. They must realize
that they are not ministers, nor are they
infallible. Furthermore, they must refrain from theirritual of assuming their
Jesus Christ poses on their sanctimonious pedestals.
Most recently, members of the politically correct BC left have pointed
their fingers at Chris Rock. The reality
of the situation is that Chris Rock is an

entertainer and should be viewed as
such. If UGBC wanted to foment serious discussion they would have brought
Meet the Press. Rather, UGBC's intention was simply to make us laugh.
Moreover, Rock's mix of comedy and
social commentary was hardly deleterious to this community; instead, it was
beneficial. By exposing unpleasant aspects of life such as racial tension and
by making us laugh at these unpleas-

What is most annoying about this
trend towards the politically correct is
that as we become more PC, our speech
becomes more sanitized and, hence, less
powerful. Besides, what is so bad about
offending someone? Can anyone imagine a Malcolm X who sanitized his
words? Had he done so, he would have
been a far less effective leader. This was
the purpose of Newspeak in Orwell's
1984; through Newspeak, the oppressive elite of the
Orwellian society maintained control over their domain by greatly inhibiting their constituents' power of
speech. The rationale for this is simple:
speech is an immensely powerful
weapon. Hence, when a group of
people's power of speech is disarmed,
that group of people becomes impotent.
Peace.
TimHalHday
A&S'99

STUDENTDISCUSSES CLOTHING CONTRACT
To the Editor:
It has come to my attention that
Boston College has chosen to join other
colleges and universities in demanding
that the CollegiateLicensing Company
change its code of conduct governing
factory conditions abroad to begin the
process of eliminating sweatshop conditions. Last summer, while traveling
with a Boston College organized trip
to El Salvador I had the unique opportunity to meet with sweatshop workers,
and since then this issue has been close
to my heart. I am happy to see that Boston College is taking an active role in
creating a more justworld (as we ought
to, per our Jesuit mission), but it saddens me to see that we are stopping
short of the full requirement of demanding that companies reveal where their
factories are located abroad.
The claim that revealing factory locations jeopardizes a company's ability to compete makes no sense, and really exposes that clothing companies
are willing to give lip service to human
rights while still hidingtheir operations.
Obviously one conceals something because there is something worth hiding.
Ifclothing manufacturers are truly willing to respect the rights of their workers, then they should have no problem
revealing the locations of their manufacturing facilities. Could you imagine
if Ford tried to hide the location of their
manufacturing plants in the US for
"competitive reasons"? Government
regulators and union watch groups
would have a field day making a public protest to such a policy. Yet for some
reason when a clothing company seeks
to hide their operations, we think nothing of it.
Earlier this week, Levi's announced
that it is laying off 11,000 factory workers in the United States and moving
some of its operations abroad. As more

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the piece
submitted by Chris Keswani, CSOM
'00. I think in all of the luxury which
this young man experiences in the
School of Management, he somewhere
has forgotten that this is actually a
Catholic university founded on respect
for humanity taught to us by Jesus.
I was shocked that Mr. Keswani regards the homeless as having "no
chance in hell of contributing something to this society." Mr. Keswani generalizes that Americans are out for
themselves, that "this is a dog-cat-dog
world." (It. is clear why he is in the management school.) I'm shocked that The
Heights would publish such a piece of
writing that is filled with so much ignorance and animosity towards the hu-

j

man race.
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laughter.

and more clothing manufacturers move
their operations over seas for "cost savings", we as an American society consistently turn a blind eye to human
rights violations because they create
cheaper goods and services for us. As a
Jesuit school, and as Catholics of good
conscience, it is imperative that we take
a collective stand on the injustices that
accompany the global economy. The
actions of Levi's this week make this a
very timely discussion, and the disclosure clause of the code of conduct is
one place where we can make a firm
stand today.
Boston College has been a great follower for the past 25 years. (Indeed, it
has been through following schools like
Duke, Georgetown and Stanford that we
have reached such a prestigious academic reputation.) Now we need to lead
the other schools involved in this discussion and push for disclosure as well
as bring upthe issue of wages. We have
the resources and influence to make a
difference on this issue, and our voice
would, to the contrary of what you
wrote to Angela, make a huge difference.

It is hard to get personally involved
in an issue that affects people thousands
of miles away, but we cannot let the
distance between Boston and the sweatshops obscure our visions of justice,
and make us forget that fellow human
beings, made in the image and likeness
of God, are literally dying so we can
have cheap Superfan shirts. Once again
this is an issue begging for a loud and
confident voice from Boston College on
behalf of justice.
Thank you very much for your
time, and please consider the public
stand that Boston College takes on this
issue very carefully.
?Bill Zahner
A&S '99
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ant societal elements, Chris Rock gave
us a wonderful coping mechanism:
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Ihave lived in lower Allston fortwo
years now. When I walk around my
neighborhood I see die lives of decent,
hard-working people who never had the
chance to attend such a high-price university. Sometimes you get laid off, or
you experience trauma, or your spouse
dies, or your parents die, or you get sick.
There is no safety net for many people,
and it's scary out there. Homelessness
is the bottom of the barrel, and instead
of hatred we should care for those who
have been subjected to such a fate. Jesus
teaches that we should help our neighbors, and those doing so will be rewarded. Our goal is to advance ourselves as a collective human race. Mr.
Keswani mightlearn that if he chose a
different course of study.
Suffering is a big part of all our lives

and those who have the power to alleviate another's struggle must do so. It
is destructive views like those expressed
by this particular gentleman which have
been the cause of so much suffering.
We are lucky to have the privilege of
gainingsuch valuable knowledge at this
exclusive university and thus we are
given the power to help those who are
not so fortunate. There is great joy in
having the power to help others and
using it!
Maybe in writingthat piece it was
you, Mr. Keswani, who was publicly
working on your own guilt of being a
belligerent, materialistic ignoramus
who can't seem to find joy in anything
else but money.
Maybe you are unhappy being in
the CSOM. Just reread the article and
it's clear. (There are some of us in A&S,
SOE, and SON who refer to CSOM as
SCUM).

Mr. Keswani's writing contained a
subconscious slip: "We, as U.S. citizens, are not obliged to help anyone but
ourselves." I think he meant to say "obligated." He is certainly obliged, but
clearly

not

obliging.

When Ms. Chung referred to students here as "self-absorbed, J. Crew
wearing, A&F suburban white elitists,"
maybe it was her own abrasive and miscalculated way of reaching out to students to do more in helping others. We
are the privileged and we do have an
obligation to others. This is a university founded on the word of Jesus, not
the words of the Dow-Jones.
?Mary Taylor,
A&S-00

Dear Students:
We are writing to express our strong
support for your efforts to ensure that
apparel and other products bearing the
names of your colleges and universities are not made under sweatshop conditions. We applaud your successes toward establishing effective codes of
conduct and strongly support your protests against weak licensing agreements
that would undermine the campaign to
stop sweatshops.

Your recent protests have drawn imattention to the fact that some
codes of conduct, like the one being developed by the Collegiate Licensing
Company, do not meet all of the criteria that you believe are necessary to
ensure that university licensed apparel
is not made in sweatshops. You have
forcefully argued that licensing agreements must include payment of a living wage and full public disclosure of
factory locations in order to effectively
combat sweatshops, or else codes of
conduct may end up providingcover for
poor working conditions. You have also
demonstrated that a "consensus" code
of conduct does not have to mean an
ineffective code of conduct.
There will always be some people
and certain companies that will try to
get away with the weakest workforce
protections they can, even when negotiations, such as with Duke University,
called for stronger standards. But by
raising your concerns and your moral
voice, you have the ability to expose
and suspend measures that fall far short
of the mark.
Last year, we were proud to support your efforts by passing through
Congress a resolution urging all American colleges and universities to adopt
rigorous licensing codes of conduct to
assure that university licensed merchandise is not made by exploited labor in
portant

sweatshops. Today we are again expressing our support for your actions
to make sure that university codes of
conduct are strong and effective.
Creating codes of conduct to
change the over $2.5 billion university
licensing industry will be a significant
achievement in the long and difficult
fight to eradicate sweatshops. As stu-

dents you have a powerful influence on
your schools and on our country and
we support your efforts for a more just

society.
?George Miller
Richard A. Gephardt
David E. Bonior
John Lewis
Rosa Delauro
Bernard Sanders
Sherrod Brown
Lane Evans

Marcy Kaptur
George Brown

Tom Barrett
Dennis J. Kucinich
Sam Gejdenson
Juanita Millender-McDonald
Donald M. Payne
John W. Olver
Carlos Romero-Barcel
Max Sandlin
Bennie G. Thompson
Lynn C. Woolsey
Barbara Lee
Jose E. Serrano
Major Owens
John M. Spratt

Letter to the
Editor Policy
The Heights welcomes correspondence from readers.
Letter must be submitted via c-:
mail to heightsed@bcheights.com or
must be submitted on disk to McElroy
113. Letters not submitted by disk or
via e-mail will not be considered for:
publication as of this week.
To be considered for publication,
letters must be 750 words or less and
include the author's name, relation
to the BC community (i.e.. student,
faculty, Newton/ Brighton resident)
and a phoue number for verification.
TheEditor reserves the right to reject, edit or condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements-.
Due to the increasing amount of
letters being submitted, those handed
|n early in the week have a better
chance of being published.
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Our Fathers' Hero, In and Outside of Yankee Stadium

MATTSWENSON

Questioning
Uniformity
all Massachusetts public schools make
past

Thursday.

As Cellucci told The Boston Globe in Friday's
edition, "With our proposal, Massachusetts will
join a nationwide trend that has seen parents,
teachers, principals and school committees work
together to promote an atmosphere of safety and
seriousness in theirclassrooms by regulating what
students wear to school each day."
While it is certainly commendable that
Cellucci wants to create an environment more
conducive to learning in public schools, making
school uniforms mandatory is not necessarily the
solution.
The reasoning behind bringing in school uniforms is that it supposedly will lessen violence in
schools. The idea that students will stop fighting
because they are all dressed alike is problematic
at best. Even if it were true, forcing students to
wear uniforms is an overly simplistic, temporary
solution that does not get to the real root of the

problem.
Doesn't it sound strange that it has been established that students tight because of the clothes
they wear, but no one is trying to find a way to
stop kids from fighting over the clothes they wear?
Instead, schools are trying to make everyone dress
alike to circumvent the real problem. This kind
of skewed logic does not make very much sense.
Instead of making kids wear shins and ties to
school, why not introduce classes in conflict resolution or peace studies when they are still in the
early grades of elementary schools? When children are still that young, they can be taught that
there are better ways to resolve conflicts than
fighting. Students will be taught lessons that they
can apply for the rest of their lives instead of thinking that you have to act and look like everybody
else in order to avoid serious problems.
Being able to express your individuality is
essential to leading a happy life, and learning to
deal with others who do the same is what life is
all about. One of the easiest ways children express themselves is by what they choose to wear.
By not allowing students to learn how to do this
in school, you are only retarding their personal
growth. You do not want people learning to express their personalities after they have gone
through college and are in the "real world."
As Tor creating an atmosphere to make learning easier, perhaps Cellucci should worry more
about Massachusetts' teachers Uian what students
are wearing after last year's test results. It would
seem that if the teachers were better that it would
be easier to learn. Especially in a state where over
50 percent of teachers failed a test to measure their
competence, there is no need to worry about what
kids are wearing to school. Once Massachusetts
rights its own ship, then perhaps it can look to
change what its students are doing.
Hopefully, Massachusetts will come to their
senses and not allow Cellucci to stick a BandAid on the serious problem of fighting. Kids will
fight no matter what clothes they wear, which is a
sad but true fact. We should focus our attention
on teaching students better avenues to resolve their
disputes, rather than saying they should wear
school uniforms. Then, we will be trying to help
the students, as well as society.
Matt Swenson is the Review Editor of The
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I can see and do a whole
I lot more every day

needed to be said. There were a great many personalities on the trip and a great many opportunities
for the big to step on the small. It didn't happen.
Things went the other way.
It was great to see. And in many ways it could
only happen in a place where we had a common
causeL_and_djjnn£_a_we_e_k when 30 strangers bad-the
time to get to know each other. Yet it made me realize there is a pressure we do create, and an atmosphere we do impose, that kills the relationships
offered and challenges posed by the stranger beside us.
This letter will not speak to everyone. It you
do not know what I am talking about, congratulations, you have lived a full and open life. Maybe
ihere are some, like myself, to whom this letter will
speak.
If you are not graduating in May, find your way
to Appalachia next year. If another region of the
country is too far to go to, it's a good bet the individuals of any BC service organization will shake
you up. But most importantly look around you,
wherever you may be ? upper campus, the Eagles
Nest, or the mods. Say hello to a stranger, have a
long overdue conversation with a roommate, do
more than hold doors. In many cases, it's a long
time since we should have been living this way. In
others, it's a wonderful new opportunity. Reach out.
Do it. You'll be surprised at what you get back.
?An Appalachia Volunteer
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son next to them, taking the time to make the appropriate gesture of concern, and say what was
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To the Editor:
There is a hunger on the Boston College campus. A hunger for inspiration, meaning and mutual concern. I know because everywhere I have
talked about what I am going to say. there has been
appreciative silence and a noddingof heads. I know
because 1 have felt it myself and experienced a
personal change over this spring break. I know
Keeause it is no coincidence -that, in, t he-last four
years, participation in the Appalachia Volunteers
at Boston College has more than doubled: it has
grown from a small 170 students to a newsworthy
430.
Since 1 have been a freshman al Boston College ihere has been a lot of talk about BC apathy.
Are we really concerned about the number of students who vote in UGBC elections? Or is there
something else at the heart of this talk, something
more difficult lo discuss? Some dissatisfaction
about the way we treat each other, and the way we
see people being treated on this campus?
The pressures of school are immense. And in
many cases, we students did not create them but
suffer under them. That is why during a spring
break, hundreds of miles awa> from Newton, with
40 minutes of conversation time after every meal
and no classes, I saw a different side of BC.
In many ways, this trip has renewed my faith
in Boslon College as an institution and in the students of BC as people. What 1 saw throughout the
week constantly, every time I looked around
was an individual pausing lo think about the per-
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...BECAUSE SHE CALLED
BEFORE TRAVELING
And now she's sowing so
much money on her

The

APPALACHIA TURNOUTREFLECTS POSTIVE ON STUDENTS
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found the need to look up the word "'hero"
the other day. Apparently, it's a person of
exceptional quality who wins admiration
by noble deeds. I would have looked up
the world "noble." but I think society has already done that for us. and embedded into it is
an association with sports.
At least one guy has shown us the above
statement doesn't have to be a bad thing. It appears Joe DiMaggio's death serves as an unfortunate, but much needed, wake-up call. Now, I
wish I would have set my alarm a little sooner.
Growing up as a baseball fan, I've always
known DiMaggio's career batting average,
home run total and hitting streak. Somehow,
though. I've never been able to see him as a
person beyond the numbers ? even though my
dad had always idolized him, even though we
had the two-volume Joe DiMaggio encyclopedia in the house and even though my dad would
hang his DiMaggio plaque in the family room
if my mom would only let him.
BC students, as well as others al 1 arou nd the
world, knew about the tragedy as soon as it happened, passing it around as if it was top-notch
gossip. ESPN used a big chunk of their programming to honor the "Yankee Clipper" through
words and pictures.
Truly, these are signs that we did not just
lose a baseball player ? we have also lost a
part of our American culture. We have lost a
guy who appears in history books and is the sports.
subject of songs.
I know I always have, and I'd want my kids
We have lost my dad's hero.
to do the same.
Based on my dad's sad reaction and the reaction from many others who felt the same way Greg Gagliardi is the Features Editor of The Heights.

an apparent attempt to further eliminate
individualityfrom today's youth, Massachusetts Governor Paul Cellucci proposed that

school uniforms mandatory this

about DiMaggio. il looks like it doesn't hurt anyone to call a hitting streak a deed of heroic proportion.
However, we must not overlook the fact that
the record was made nobler because of the humane and modest way in which it was accomplished.
In a sense, there is no such thing as little
league without kids wanting to be Mark
McGwire or Roger Clemens, simply because
they need someone to aspire to be on the baseball field. They need heroes to admire and heroes to talk about. Being a good athlete these
days doesn't necessarily mean that one has good
sportsmanship, too.
It is time to look at legends like DiMaggio.
who were known to be heroic in both of these
areas. It is time we realize that a hero isn't an
athlete, for if that was the case, then almost everyone is a hero.
Those famous DiMaggio-inclusive words of
Simon and Garfunkel's "Mrs. Robinson" were
passed on to the Lemonheads in a song of the
very same name. Perhaps the generations aren't
as different as we think. Maybe it's about time
we try to understand our country's legends while
they're still alive.
It's time to choose today's heroes and do it
right, so our generation can have a symbol to go
along with it that is as prominent as DiMaggio.
It's time to look at our father's heroes, share in
them and make them our own. Better yet, it's
time for today's youth to see their fathers as the
heroes rather than only looking for them only in
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BC hosts
a dose of
madness
Michael Teevan

March 15, 1999

Bring on the Vols! BC beats Ohio State
A four-peat
could be in
the works at
Tennessee

Eagles win

first-round

game, 72-59

i
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On Friday, the Fleet Center was diagnosed with a severe case of the condition that plagues many this time of
year: March Madness.
The NCAA Men's Basketball Tournamenthit Boston over the weekend to
rousing results. While the Boston College Eagles were not playing on the
Celtics' green parquet floor, BC played
therole of host school to the festivities.
Upon walking into the decked-out
building, one was bound to see the
friendly, familiar faces of Conte Forum,
including Athletic Director Gene
DeFilippo and Associate A.D. Chris
Cameron, who were overseeing the administration of the tournament.
To the disappointment of many
fans, top-ranked Duke was not among
the teams headed to Boston. The Blue
Devils, who are the overwhelming favorites to win their third national title
of the decade, stayed close to home and;
played their ho-hum first and second
rounds in Charlotte. Duke earned the
advantage of playingin a dramatically
weak East bracket, making Boston's
pool of teams pale in comparison to
other sites.
Instead of Coach X and Elton
Brand, fans saw the likes of Miami (not
WallySczerbiak'sMiami of Ohio). Cincinnati, Temple, Purdue and Texas.
The highlight of the day was
Lafayette's tough first-half play against
Miami. The Leopards, whose pre-game
warmups conjured up images of a 5-5
jrjtfxanujr,ai...team playing at the Plcx_.j
made some shots early and hung in
there, luring the neutral fans over to
their side. At the half, Miami led just
34-29, largely because the sore back of
star forward Tim James left him in obvious pain and made him a limited option. Eventually,, sharp-shooting forward Johnny Hemsley. who drained a
school record nine three-pointers en
route to 31 points, proved too much for
theLeopards. The juniorplayed up his
careergame to the Lafayette crowd, motioning to them after his baskets.
The spirit of March Madness was!
best exemplified in the Temple-Kent
game. After their 61 -54 loss, Kent coach
Gary Waters thanked God for the
chance to partake in the tournament.
Then, after his Owls advanced, Chancy
said, "I'm hoping we'll turn out to be
lightningin a bottle." He then glanced
upwards and said, "Hear me, Lord?"
Waters and Chancy captured the
right theme of the tournament. For
sports fans, now is truly a holy time of
year.
***

My oddest moment of the night occurred after returning from the Miami
press conference, which cut into the;
start of Purdue-Texas game. When II
went back to The Heights' seat on the
floor, who was sitting there but Leonard
Hamilton, the head coach of Miami,
scouting his next opponent. I didn't feel
that it was appropriate to tell the Big
East Coach of the Year to get out of my
chair. Feeling a little uncomfortable, I
sat down next to him. He proved to be
a very nice guy. I never thought Iwould
say this, but go Miami.

By Greg

Ball

HEIGHTS STAFF

In a season characterized by endless milestones, you would think that it
would be difficult for Boston College
women's basketball coach Cathy
Inglese to isolate one single event as
most significant. But last Saturday night
in Knoxville, Tennessee, she didn't
have any trouble identifying the
season's biggest high. Sealed at a table
next to Becky Gottstein. Alissa Murphy
and Brianne Stepherson, she was asked
if that evening's NCAA first-round victory' over Ohio State was (he biggest win
of the season. !n typical Inglese fashion, she replied without hesitation,
"Yeah, this is the biggest win."
Everyone in attendance seemed to
agree. Why wouldn't they? Minutes
earlier, the eighth-seeded Eagles had
walked off the court with a convincing
72-59 victory over the ninth-seeded'
Buckeyes. They had just left the Thompson-Boling Arena floor with a
notch in the "W" column in the
program's NCAA tournament debut.
Earlier in the week, Inglese had
emphasized her confidence in her
team's ability lo compete in the tourney. She said that her message to her
players was, "Don't be happy just to
make the tournament,,. go there to win
and go onjouhe next game.''The Eagles
aren't a team to ignore to ignore the
coach, and they took her advice to heart.
Freshman forward Gottstein was
Saturday's unlikely hero, leading the
Eagles'charge in coming off the bench.
Alissa Murphy posted
Gottstein returned to an ankle injury
that had sidelined her for nearly two rilicial lamb Appalachian State in Satweeks to lead the Eagles with 23 points urday night's main event, 113-58. The
and 12rebounds. "I was really pleased whipping was so bad that the Mounwith Becky, coming off the bench and taineers didn't even look like they were
playing the same game as the hosts. In
giving us that spark," Inglese said.
fact, it didn't even look like they were
Fiery shooting guard Alissa
playing the same sport.
Murphy also came up big for BC, talThe fresh-faced Eagles witnessed
lying 22 points (including 11-12 from
the charity stripe) to go along with her the execution from the stands on Saturday evening, trying to pick up a few
six rebounds.
The Buckeyes were certainly not ideas as to how to contain the seempushovers ? they stayed within seven ingly uncontainable Lady Vols. They
would take the scouting reports and
points of BC until late in the second
half ? but they pale in comparison the their unblemished 1-0 tournament
Eagles' next challenge; the Tennessee record into Monday night's match-up
with the vaunted Vols (after The Heights
Volunteers. The top-seeded, secondwent to print) against the Volunteers, a
ranked and three-time defending national champions, the Lady Vols game that was without question the
most significant in the program's histhrashed first-round opponent and sac-

Fleeting Madness

And Lafayette's band can't crankj
like BC's.

out that "Hey Baby" song
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COURTESY Or WmVCBSSPORTSUNE.COM

22 points in the Eagles' comeback win
lory.

COURTESY Ol- WWW.CmSI.COM

Cameron Stephens (21) 1itied Purdue in Friday's action at the Fleet Center.
Boston College was the host school for this weekend's East regional

over Ohio State.

they turned the ball over
mistakes
23 times, resulting in 17 BC points.
But the final score didn't indicate
how close the game actually was. Playing in the capital city of women's basketball and in the nation's best
postseason tournament, the Eagles took
a few minutes to get their feet under
them. After matchingfour buckets with
the Buckeyes, the Eagles allowed nine
unanswered points. Offensively, BC
missed easy shots, mishandled passes
and turned the ball over.
Inglese allowed her squad seven full
minutes to get warmed up before taking a 20-second time-out tore-tool their
game plan.The coach wouldn't specify
what she told her team during the short
?

So what was it that got them to this
point? Rebounding and defense. The
Eagles crashed the boards hard, out-rebounding the Buckeyes 37-24. On the
defensive end. BC ate up everything
that came off the glass, holding a 28-15 advantage. The squad's aggressive
play in the paint complemented their
defensive press and kept Ohio State
from getting high percentage shots off.
The Buckeyes' Marrita Porter (14
points), Michaela Moua (16 points) and
guard Jamie Lewis (14 points) scored
almost every time they got an open shot,
but the Eagles kept them under wraps
by denying them legitimate scoring
opportunities. The Eagles' relentless
pressure also forced Ohio State to make

See BUCKEYES, B5

See VOLS, B5

Garay pins wrestling crown
By

The basketball team formerly
known as BC, Ohio State, advanced to
the Sweet 16. Criticism about the de-j
partures of Head Coach Jim O'Brien
and third team All-American Scooniej
Perm to the land of the Buckeyes still
runs rampant on this campus. Those
people must remember that if O'Brien
didn't want to be here two years ago,
then BC would not be having Ohio
State's success to begin with.
My New Jersey Nets acquired BC
alum Billy Curley from the Minnesota
Timberwolves as part of a three-way
trade. The Nets also got some guy
named Mar bury.
Speaking of Curley, his 1994 BC
team's 75-72 upset of top-ranked North
Carolina was ranked by Sports Illustrated as the I Oth greatest upset in tour-

This is Volunteer Country. There is
doubt about it. And I don't mean
"volunteer." I mean "Volunteer," as in
the University ofTennessee Volunteers.
Down here in eastern Tennessee, people
live and die by the success and failure
of the local team, and most often they
relish in its success.
The team that attracts the locals'
most loyal support is the Lady Vols basketball team. Football may be a big
draw, and the men's hoops team is usually competitive. But there's no question that the Lady Vols are where it's at
in Knoxville County,
My education in Volunteer basketball began on my flight from Boston.
Directly after the seatbelt sign had been
turned off, the captain began drumming-up support for the Vols over the
public address system. As soon as we
entered the airport, we were greetedby
large, black-lit signs celebrating the
team's three consecutive national championships. The electronic message
above the baggage claim flashed "Go
Vols!"It was utterly inescapable.
Walking into the University of
Tennessee's Thompson-Boling Arena
for Saturday night's game was an aweinspiring experience. The building, with
its 24,535 Volunteer-orange seats, exudes an incredible aura of tradition and
excellence. And that's before you see
what hangs from the rafters. High above
the court, seemingly placed there to
strike fear in the poor souls who have
to face the Lady Vols here, hang six
national championship banners.
The Lady Vols are the type of team
everybody (except those in Knoxville)
loves to hate. Under veteran coach Pat
Summit, Tennessee has made 17
NCAA Tournament appearances since
1982. In those 17 opportunities, they
have advanced to the Final Four 14
times and competed in six national
championship games, all of which they
have won. Every player to pass through
the program since 1976 has competed
no

Mark Vernazza

HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

***

nament history.

Greg Ball
at the NCAA
Tournament

Freshman wrestler Antonio Garay,
also a standout defensive end for the
football team, became the first Boston
College athlete to win the East Coast
Wrestling Association's (ECWA)
heavyweight championship and was
named the most valuable wrestler ofthe
tournament, held March 6 to 7 in
Hempstead, New York.
The victory earns Garay an automatic bid in the NCAA tournament
held this week at Perm State where, according to Head Coach Rod Buttry. he
could challenge for a national.
Garay's success on the wrestling
mat has been startling. Garay pinned
last year's ECWA heavyweight champion and the nation's 16th-ranked wrestler, Marc DeFanesco of Rider University, just 1:47 minutes into the final of
the conference tournament, pushing his
season record to 19-0. According to
Buttry, the buzz in the wrestling circle
is that Garay will likely be named an
All-American ? another first for a BC
wrestler.
Garay is no stranger to dominating
wrestling. As a senior at Rahway High
School in New Jersey. Garay obtained
an outrageous record of 35-0 with 34
pins, 32 of which came in the first period, en route to winning the national

championship.

Garay is almost certainly the best
wrestler to come to BC in the history
of the now ill-fated program. Although
he is not the first BC wrestler to wind
up in the NCAA tournament, he may
be the first to actuallyhave a chance at

school, but Antonio wanted to play
football, too. We were very lucky to get

him."
After 19 matches, including three
at the conference tournament, Garay's
record remains unblemished. In fact, it
would be hard for Garay to even rewinning.
it was
''He should finish in the top six and member the last time he lost
has a chance to win," said Buttry. "A sometime during his junior season in
lot of the matches in the NCAA come high school.
In the NCAA tournament, Garay
down to the final few seconds and it is
a brawler. Antonio is a brawler, so that
will be up against the country's best in
the heavyweight division, including
should be to his benefit."
Garay is 6*4", weighs 265 pounds, two wrestlers whom Buttry calls "real
is lean like a thoroughbred and has studs." Garay will not be the favorite
massive hands. But Garay's size is far going into the tournament,but he could
from his only asset. "Sometimes you surprise the field. Garay possesses the
size, strength, quickness and intelliget a big guy who is just big and (hat's
gence to do it.
it, said Buttry. "Garay has a lot of skill.
Garay's situation with the wrestling
He has very good mat sense and quickteam oozes with irony. In the year folness."
Despite BC's small stature in the lowing the team's crushing demotion,
college wrestling world, Garay is a beatheir best wrestler ever arrived on the
scene. In four years, when Buttry's procon of greatness. BC's wrestling program was dealt a harsh blow last July gram will likely be limping towards its
end, Garay has the potential to be bidwhen the athletic department announced they would be demoting ding for his fourth straight All-Ameriwresting to club status infour years as can birth and mightalready have a national title or two in his back pocket.
part of a series of cuts aimed at achiev"Itis great to get a kid like this here
ing compliance with Title IX. a federal
statute mandating gender equity in
at this point," said Buttry. "He'll probably be an All-American and will consports.
"This is almost like a Christmas lend for the national title. Maybe he can
present for our program," explained generate excitement that could get the
athletic department to reassess the staButtry. "Usually a wrestler of that caliber would go to a bigger wrestling tus of wrestling at BC."
?
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Men's lax attacks
the new campaign

"Joltin' Joe" dies at age 84
By Michael Teevan
HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

By

Ernie

Kappotis

HEIGHTS STAFF

1

.

Joe DiMaggio. who dicu on March
8 at the age of 84. was not just a great
baseball player. He was the symbol of
an American generation.
DiMaggio graced center field for
the New York Yankees, winning nine
World Series and three Most Valuable
Player Awards during his illustrious career. Joltin" Joe set one of the most renowned records in all of sports, hitting
safely in 56 consecutive games in 1941.

Last Saturday, another season of
Boston College men's lacrosse got underway in Towson, Maryland against
Towson State University. Although the
[Eagles dropped their season opener 16-4. this season promises to be one of
growth and success for Coach Ed Moy's
team.

the NCAA Championship Tournament
in May. and only four teams are selected
to participate in the ECAC Tournament.
which is also in May. Coach Ed Moy.
who is in his 14th season patrolling the
sidelines for the Eagles, expects to conclude this spring better than the last,
when his team received a bid for the
ECAC Tournament. Regarding
anNCAA Tournament berth, the coach
said, "The possibility of an NCAA is
always out there and it is always a goal
you strive for. The realistic goal is to
get to the ECAC and win an ECAC

'

;

:

;

-1 j

I

BC finished the 1998 season with
a record of 7-9 after losing to Fairfield
He swatted 361 home runs in his career, while striking out only 369 times.
I 20-9. in the first round of the ECAC
Championship."
(By comparison, Chicago Cubs slugTournament. With strong upperelassThe road to a potential postseason
ger Sammy Sosa has nearly struck out men leadership and an exciting cast of
that number in the last two seasons rookies, the Eagles seem poised to conappearance will not be an easy one for
alone.)
tend in Division-! college lacrosse again the Eagles. The Towson State team that
On the field, the Yankee Clipper this spring.
defeated BC last Saturday was ranked
career,
always carrysailed to his epic
The Eagles arc led by junior number 13 in the country. In March, the
ing himself with dignity. With the exaltackman Dan Hayden. In 1998, the Eagles will host Harvard, Stonybrook,
ception of his hard slides into home
Lakcwood. Ohio, native posted 16 goals Sacred Heart and Hartford. All of the
plate, his pinstriped uniform was rarely
home games in March will be played
and nine assists in 15 games. BC's predirty. He did everything with ease. His
miere midfielder is junior Kieran
at Bentley College. On March 30, the
Ri/./uto,
teammate. Phil
described him
O'Connor from Fairfield. Connecticut. team will travel to Amherst to play
as "poetry in motion." At baseball's cenin
UMass.
tennial in 1969, writers gave DiMaggio Playing every game last year, the junMoy is charged for another spring
ior finished third on the team in scorthe litle of "greatest living player."
ing by accumulating 21 goals and 25 of BC lacrosse and cannot say enough
Away from the game, DiMaggio's
about the heart and character with
legend far transcended sport. His was points.
When il comes lo defense, junior which his players compete. "People are
taily an American dream ofa life. When
Mall Casamassima from under the impression that we have
he went oul in public, he always wore
scholarships and a fully funded proa suit, feeling it necessary lo present i Manhassel, New York is the man for the
himself well to his fans. He carried him- | Eagles. A year ago. his superbplay was gram. That is not the case," he said.
self more like a senator than a baseball ] recognized beyond the Heights, as he
In fact, BC does not offer a single
scholarship for men's lacrosse. "The
slar.
.was awarded with an All-New England
The son of Italian immigrants. Honorable
Mention.
Senior players here get aid the same as any
DiMaggio was a beacon of hope for idefenseman Mark Whipple and senior other student gets aid," added Moy.
those new to America. He left the Yanmidfielder Rob McMullen share the "This is for the love of the game, the
kees in the prime of his career to serve
competition and the opportunity to
captainship with Casamassima and proin the Army during World War 11. After
leadership for this alcompete at this level."
vide
additional
his retirement, he was briefly married
When asked of the difficulties of
ready potent club.
to Marilyn Monroe in 1954.
As for newcomers, the Eagles have recruiting without scholarships to disLiterature and music turned
tribute, Moy said, "The student-athlete
DiMaggio the man into myth. In The ; brought some talented freshmen aboard
you get is something that is paraan altackman,
that
Lee,
spring.
this
Scott
I
Sea,
Old Man and the
Ernest
mount to us anyway."
Hemingway wrote. "I would like to take ! appears to be the early frontrunner
The coach offers high praise to both
the great DiMaggio fishing. They say iwithin this young crop. Dan Rtpp, anhis father was a fisherman. Maybe he other freshman from Wilton, figures to the athletic and academic achievements
was as poor as we are and would unContribute heavily for the Eagles on of his players. 'This demonstrates the
derstand." In "Mrs. Robinson." Simon defense. The midfield will also be values that they want to try and teach
and Garfunkel addressed his heroic sta- 1 guided by rookie John Finn from here," he says."The motto is 'Ever to
tus, singing, "Where have you gone. Joe i Manhassel, New York.
Excel. It's nice to be associated with
DiMaggio? A nation turns its lonely
The Eagles, who are registered as young men who believe in that."
eyes to you."
an Independent in NCAA Division-I
No matter how far into May this
Now, "Joltin" Joe" has left and gone Lacrosse, are currently unranked in the
team plays, one has to admire the comaway.
national poll. Only 12 teams qualify for mitment of the BC men's lacrosse team.

COURTFSYOF

nww.CNNSI.COM

Joe DiMaggio, the "Yankee Clipper." captivated America in a manner like no other. He died on
March 8 at age 84 after a prolonged illness.

INATTENTION SENIORS!®^
Saturdayl Saturday! Saturday! And Three days next week,
It's the Senior Week Ticket Sales at Conte Forum!
T-shirts, mugs, and of course

-

tickets, It's Ticket Sales!

Senior Luau, Gatsby Ball, Dance through the Decades, Red Sox game, Commencement Bell
All can be purchased. If s Ticket Sales where seniors buy tickets!
-

Times:

Sat.

March 20

10ara-3pni
Spra Spm
Spra epra
Spra Spra

March 22
Ties.
March 23
Wed.
March 24
Location: Conte Forum, enter from the Plex side
Important: 1. Bring your BC ID and a second form of photo ID (e.g. passport,driver's license).
You need them to purchase tickets.
2. First come, First Served
Guaranteed that no event can sell out on Saturday.
Please be sure to read your senior week booklet for details.
Questions? Comments? Didn't get your booklet? Call us on the Senior Week Hotline at 552-3492
or, visit us on the web at www.bc.edu/seniorweek
Mon.

-

-

-
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THE HEIGHTS
Women's Basketball Statistics

Hockey East

(as of March 7)

W
18

GP
24
24
?Maine
24
?Boston College
24
?Providence
?Boston University
24
24
?UMass Lowell
24
?UMass Amherst
24
?Merrimack
24
Northeastern
?Clinched Playoff Home Ice
'Clinched Playoff Berth

Team
?New Hampshire

Overall

L
3
5
7

T
3
2
2
11 1
13 3
15 0
14 2

17
15

12
8
9
8
7
6

16

16

1

2

Pts
39

GF
100

36

94

32

99

25

90

19
18
18
15
14

72
65
56
67
74

GA

W

49
64

28

27
23

73
81
86
85
86

19
14
17
12
11
11

94

101

USA Today/
J
American Hockey Magazine
Men's
J.YXCII 3 Poll
X UII
(as

1. North Dakota
2. New Hampshire
3. Michigan State
4. Maine
5. Colorado College
6. Clarkson
7. Boston College
8. Michigan
n
9. Denver
10. St. Lawrence
_.

W-L-T
29-3-2
26-5-3
26-4-7
25-5-4
25-10-1
21-10-1
21-11-4
20-10-4
22-12-2
20-11-3

~._-._

Pts
99
91
80
67
60
47
40
24
17
14

T

24
20

3
4

GF
152
149

4

156

1
3
0
2
1
3

152
116
112
80
107
108

GA
77
84
115
127
127
117

114

136
132

men-sfencincFINAL TOP 20 POLL

,
2
3

5.

Previous

6.

1

7.
8

4
2
3
5
6
7
8
..j.
NR
NR

GP-GS Mm
28-28
37.7

FG%
.432

3PT%
.420

FT%
.885

R/G
4.3

A/G
3.1

STL
34

BLK PTS
7
15.9

32 STEELE, Whitney

26-24

27.5

.482

.000

.659

5.0

0.9

25

41

11.6

54 GOTTSTEIN, Becky

27-14

24.0

.572

.000

.638

7.1

1.1

22

2

10.1

11 STEPHERSON. Brianne

25-24

34.8

.409

.306

.761

3.7

4.2

23

2

9.3

24 CONWAY, Nicole

26-15

24.5

.442

.237

.667

3.3

1.5

22

5

6.8

05 BOUCHARD, Cal

13-13

34.4

.393

.313

.646

4.2

3.3

17

2

12.7

44 BACSO, Paula

25-14

18.7

.488

1.000

.676

2.8

1.8

9

1

5.7

20 COURNOYER, Jamie

27-6

13.1

.505

.000

.750

3.4

0.7

5

16

4.6

04 O'BANION, Danielle

27-2

11.0

.352

.311

.600

1.3

0.6

10

0

2.6

50MACKIE, Kirn

12-0

8.9

.500

.000

.455

2.3

0.4

4

1

1.9

35 RAINER, Shawna

4-0

3.3

.571

.000

.000

1.3

0.0

0

0

2.0

22 FEW, Latisha

5-0

3.2

.000

.000

.000

0.2

0.0

1

0

0.0

PnStte

4.

ofMarch 8)

L
5
5
11
16
19
19
21

SUMMARY
12 MURPHY, Alissa

%

11

No,reDame

Co| umbia
Princeton
Vale
St. John's

Pennsylvania
Stanford

J^S,

The Heights'" Final Four Picks: TheDuke Invitational

NYtj
12. Harvard
13. Air Force
14
'*?

(In order of champion, finalist and

Ohio State
uke

16. Northu Carolina
?

two semi-finalists)

Sports Editor Michael TeevairfDuke, Stanford, Kentucky,

~

Bosto ? College
18 Brown
19. (tic) Lawrence and MIT

17

Men's Basketball Final Statistics
(as of March 7)

GP-GS Mm

FG%

3PT% FT%

26-26

28.5

.421

.416

.756

FUG
3.7

A/G

13 HARLEY, Kenny

1.5

STL BLK PPG
39
2
11.2

28.0

v375

.347

.746

4.0

trl

20

7

10.5

St. John's; Assistant Sports Editor Mark Vernazza:
Duke, Maryland, Kentucky, UConn; Greg Ball: Duke, UConn, St. John's, Utah; Artie Dolan: Duke, UConn, St.
John's, Michigan State; Ernie Kappotis: Duke, Stanford, jvHchigan State, St. John's; Matt Sefick: Duke. UConn.
Michigan State, Maryland; Casey O'Connell: Duke, UConn. Maryland. Kentucky; Marc Velasquez: Cincinnati,
UConn, Maryland, Utah; James Sheppard: Duke. Connecticut, St. John's, Kentucky; Seth Piken: Duke, UConn, St.
John's, Kentucky; Review Editor Matt Svvenson: Duke. UConn, Kentucky, Maryland (and Saving Private Ryan, lan
McKellen, Gwyneth Paltrow and Steven Spielberg); Assistant Review EditorMartin Foncello; Duke, UConn, Michigan
State, Auburn (choosing four number-one seeds is no fun): Assistant Marketplace Editor Patrick Morrissey: Duke.
Maryland, Kentucky, UCorin; Assistant Photography Editor James Gallagher; Duke, UConn, Auburn, Miami of
Ohio; Associate Copy Editor Marisa Consolla: Duke, Maryland, North Carolina,Kentucky; Editorial Assistant Caroline
Brancatella: Duke. UConn, Michigan State, St. John's.
And-finally, Features Editor Greg Gagliardi's Final Five: the Washington Generals, Alcorn State, the Philadel J
'\u25a0? phia 76ers. Winthrop and Florida A&M.
- '.- ?
:

SUMMARY
21 WALLS, Kenny
03 COTTON, Michael

26-26

29.1

.442

.264

.625

4.6

1.3

38

3

10.0

45 ROSS, Brian

26-20

26.8

.465

.339

.659

4.9

0.7

29

12

8.5

12 SIMS, Clinton

20-17

22.3

.396

.321

.707

3.0

0.8

23

3

8.6

04 BEERBOHM, Jonathan

27-9

20.9

.443

.250

.745

2.6

1.0

24

28

5.9

35 DEANE, Willie

26-0

14.8

.374

.300

.644

1.6

1.2

25

0

5.3

05 PINA, Dwayne

27-27

30.0

.413

.378

.510

2.7

4.3

51

2

4.3

31 MILLAR, Osei

21-0

10.6

.273

.000

.500

1.3

0.2

9

10

2.2

34 BAH, Julian

7-0

3.3

.333

.000

.000

0.4

0.0

2

3

0.3

42 BOLAND, Jim

2-0

0.5

.000

.000

.000

0.0

0.0

0

0

0.0

10 DUNN, Nicholas

2-0

0.5

.000

.000

.000

0.0

0.0

0

0

0.0

The Cosby Kids and the Nothingmen welcome
writers to The Heights' Sports meetings. Come
by the Eagle's Nest at 4:15 p.m. each Monday,
or contact us at sports@bcheights.com.

OBEY.

That voice inside your head
telling job to Wt tkt road is
not to be messed with.

L %s

BTake

the first step
towards law
school...

Did you know:
At most law schools ffie LSAT constitutes
at least 50% of your application.

266-6014

297 MoWMtfy SlfltdK
MttTON

ST/i
STA TRAVEL

WFVEBtEN THERE.

(800) 2-REVIEW

j

Hockey East

\u25a0^^\u25a0?

www.review.com
We also offer courses for the
GMAT, GRE, MCAT, SAT and USMLE
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Boston College
Intramural Sports

Notebook
Outsiders crowned intermediate hockey champs
The Outsiders capped a perfect 13-0-0 season in thrilling style. Down 1-0 late in the third period, the
Outsiders stormed back to tic the game. The team then completed their undefeatedrun at the 3:46 minute mark of
the first overtime, when a breakaway goal found the back of the net It was the second straight overtime victory for
the champs. The night before, they needed an extra session to cap of a 3-2 victory over the Nothingmen.

Advanced hockey finals set
The advanced hockey finals will be played on Sunday, March 14at 8:30 p.m. The finals match fourthseeded Jerry's Kids versus the second-seeded Whalers. In die semifinals, Jerry's Kids turned in a strong defensive
effort by blanking the top-seeded Ticklers, 1-0. The Whalers easily removed the Chiefs, 4-1.

Hockey all-star competition announced
The second annual hockey all-star competition will take place on Thursday, March 18 from 8 p.m. to 11
p.m. There will be a mandatory all-star practice for all players who are participating on Tuesday, March 16 from 8
p.m. to 11 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend this event There will be fan participation games and prizes awarded
Kevin Eidt memorial basketball tournaments set
The fields have been selected for both the men's and women's intramural basketball championships.

Women 's lax has high hopes
By

Caroline Brancatella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

\u25a0

You don't want to peak too early.
After starting their season with two
losses this week, the women's lacrosse
team still maintains a positive attitude
about the games to come. After going
5-10 last season, this year's team boasts
an influx of fresh new talent as nine
freshman ore on the squad. While the
large number of new players bodes well
for the future, the team can only claim
die experience of two seniors?captains
Katie Gladshuk and Christy Plotner,
BC suffered their first regular-season loss at the hands of Notre Dame

last Monday with a final score of 3-9.
Despite the loss, sophomore Emily
Ryan's play was highly lauded by
Coach Maryann Foley. In an offensive
explosion Ryan posted five goals
against the Notre Dame goalie.
The

team traveled to

Brown Uni-

versity, falling to the Bears 17-6. Junior Liza Kimball posted two goals while
Emily Ryan continued to show off her
scoring skills by contributing a goal
giving her 6 for the season in only two
games.
Despite the losses, Coach Maryann
Foley remains optimistic about her team
and their prospects for a successful season. "Even though we lost our first two

games on the road there is still much
improvement over last year. Our outlook is very good, we jusc feel that we
need a little more time to polish."
Senior co-captain Katie Gladchuk
shared her coach's enthusiasm.
"We have a lot of young talent since
we have nine freshmen. We have the
most potentialthat we've had in a long Questions
Ifyou have questions about anything pertaining to the intramural sports program, please call or stop by our
time.The early losses give us an opportunity to work out the kinks as the sea- office. We are located on the second floor of the Plex, office number 24. Our office hours are Monday to Thursday,
from 4:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. To reach us by phone, call (617) 552-4783.
son goes on," Gladchuck said.
The team hopes to realize several
of these goals as their season continues
through April. They'll get their next
chance with a home St. Patrick's Day
match against Harvard.

--\u25a0«-\u25a0-

-BOSTON

COLLEGE

OFFICE OF THE DEAN FOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

k3 JL \~J

-Ml.
_ue \u25a0r

now

_.

/%.

,i IJ J^rAl_xXi-m.l-_<
__p

\u25a0

\u25a0

t

being accepted

Applicants from the
Classes of 2.000 and 2001
The Student

Judicial Board is composed of representatives from each class,,

zuithjrae board members and one Chairperson sitting; as judge and jurors
in disciplinary hearings involving their peers. The board adjtidicates
cases and, z&hen appropriate, recommends sanctions to the dean's office.

Applications for members of the Class of 2000 and 2001 are available in the^^X
Office for the Dean of Student Development, IMcElroy 233. They are due
J
fey IVtonday, IVfarch 22-
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Eagles
knock off
Buckeyes
CONTINUED FROM

Vols are
at top

hoops
world

Bl

break in the action. Maybe she reminded them of what Doug Flutie told
them before they left for Tennessee. The
Heisman Trophy winner was invited to
practice last Friday, along with various
other football alumni, to add an element
of size and strength to the team's scrimmages. More importantly, Flutie provided the team with some inspiration.
"I've been through a lot of situations, and I know how exciting it can
be," said Flutie. "I just told them to enjoy it andrelax. The team that just plays
their game is the team that plays well
and wins." Maybe Flutie's words resonated in the Eagles' ears, because they
came back from the timeout with confidence and composure.
Gottstein and Paula Bacso entered
the game and initiated the Eagles' turnaround. "Becky and Paula [haven't]
practiced much." said Inglese. "And
when both Becky and Paula came out,
I think they were the two off the bench
who got us settled down a little bit."
Early in the second frame. Murphy
nailed a three-pointer off a Buckeye
turnover to even the score and launch
the Eagles' run to victory. Gottstein and
Murphy then helped the Eagles build a
10-point lead eight minutes into the
half. From that point on.the lead was
never less than seven.
Inglese tried to suppress her emotions after the win, but the occasion was
just too momentous. "I was extremely
overjoyed with our first trip to the tournament," she proclaimed.
The Eagles' task became a little less
daunting when Volunteer guard Semeka
Randall came down awkwardly on her
ankle early in the second half of their
game wiih Appalachian State. The preliminary diagnosis was a severe ankle
sprain and possible ligamentdamage.
Randall, a fan favorite, is the emotional and vocal leader of the team, and
many here in Knoxville believe the
Lady Vols can't win a national championship without her.

CONTINUED FROM

a Final

?

Baseball vs. Stonehillon Wednesday,
March 17, at 3p.m.

Softball vs. Fairfield on Thursday,
March 18, at 2:30p.m.

Softball vs. Boston University on Saturday,
March 20, at 12p.m.

Men's lacrosse vs. Sacred Heart
on Saturday, March 20, at lp.m.

Women's lacrosse vs. Harvard on
Wednesday, March 20, at 3:30p.m.

Bo?

www.bcheights.conv
sports

Bl

Four. That's right ? every
player over the past 24 years has played
in at least one.
People may hate the Lady Vols, but
they also respect them greatly. Boston
College women's hoop coach Cathy
Inglese has called Tennessee "the
Mecca of college basketball."
BC freshman guard Briannc
Stephcrson understands the Volunteer
tradition. "There is so much hisiorv
behind Tennessee," she said. "It's an
opportunity to play one of the best
teams ever in NCAA basketball."
Tennessee players have nicknames
like "Boo" (Semeka Randall) and "Ace"
(KristenClement), and fans carry oversized playing cards to show their support. Their bench could probably heal
most Division-I teams, as supported In
their impressive showing in the second
they scored 60
half Saturday night
points to the starters' 53 against Appalachian State's first line.
Senior forward Chamique
Holdsclaw has racked up countless
awards throughout her career and especially in her final season (20.9 points
per game, eight rebounds per game).
Experts regard her as the Michael Jordan of the women's game.
The mighty Volunteers beat up on
16th-seeded Appalachian State Saturday night in the first round. The Lady
Vols were smiling from the tip-off to
the final buzzer, and it just looked too
easy. They had the game won in the first
five minutes, as they scored 19 points
before the Mountaineers got on the
board.
The Vols entered the arena before
the game to deafening applause from
the Volunteer faithful, and the raucous
crowd didn't let up until the final horn
had sounded and the Lady Vols walked
COURTESY OF iWirCBSSPORTSUb£COM
off the court. The fans just couldn't get
There would be no denying Brianne Stepherson and the Eagles theirfirst NCAA Tournament victory on Saturday against Ohio State. enough of the Lady Vols. After all, this
is Volunteer Country
in

Upcoming BC
home games

For the 4-1-1 on
Eagle sports, there
is only one site
you'll need. Visit
us online at:

of
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Men's basketball looks ahead after
enduring a 6-21 season
By Ricky

Doyle

HEIGHTS STAFF

They were overmatched in the Big
Apple. Quite simply, Boston College
had no answer for the Syracuse
Orangemen in the first round of the Big
East Tournament, losing by a score of
96-55. the biggest margin in the history
of the tournament. Ironically, Syracuse
was on the receiving end of the old
record, losing to Seton Hall by 33 in

1993.
The game was never in doubt, as
Syracuse raced to an early 20-3 lead,
behind the dominating play of big man
Etan Thomas, who had nine points for
the Orangemen during the spurt. At the
half, Syracuse led 47-18, and BC was
never able to make a dent into the lead.
Thomas finished the game with 19
points, while Jason Hart added 15 for
Syracuse,
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The men's basketball

team

will remain intact for next year.

BC loses homefinale to Syracuse
By Greg Gagliardi and Matt
HEIGHTS EDITORS

Swenson

Acknowledging they would possibly be playing them again in the Big East
Tournament, Coach Al Skinner said his Boston College team would need to step

it up against Syracuse. Unfortunately, the realization came a week before they
got stepped on. The 73-56 Orangemen win on Wednesday. February 24, only
proved to be a gentie forecast of what was to come for the Eagles,
"There was just no way we could match up," Skinner slated after the game.
The biggest cause of this mismatch was the powerhouse at center. Elan Thomas, who made 10 of 13 shots from the floor, for a total of 25 points, on top of
nine rebounds and a block. The front court wasn't the only pan of the BC team
having problems, however. Both Syracuse guards had 15 points each, and guard
Jason Hart added seven steals and four assists.
In the Eagles' final home game of the season, Kenny Harlcy had 20 points,
most coming in the second half. While the immediate future was retroactive for
BC. the later future might be brighter, as all of the Eagles" starters will be returning next year.
Syracuse applied a record-setting 96-55 whipping to BC the following week
in the Big East Tournament.

This was the third meeting between
the teams this season, with Syracuse
winning all of the games handily. BC
had no answer for the strength and
quickness of the Orangemen in any of
the games. Thomas, one of the leading
shot blockers in the country, presented
match-up problems in each meeting for
the much smaller Eagles.

Leading the way for BC was fresh-

Willie Deane, who had 19
points. Michael Cotton added 11 points
and five rebounds for the Eagles. The
game ended BC's season with a record
of 6-21, while Syracuse improved to 20-11.
With the season now finished, it is
time to take a look at the performance
of the Eagles this year and examine
what we can expect from nest year's
Eagles. Amazingly, for the first time in
Al Skinner's tenure at BC, depth will
not be a problem for BC next season.
The Eagles graduate no one from this
year's team and add transfer Xavier
Singletary to the mix, as well as up to
four recruits.
Here is a look at the Eagles, by position, in the season gone by:
Guards: Perhaps the deepest position on the BC roster this past season,
the guards were deadly at times for BC,
but needs to develop consistency in
their games. Dwayne Pina, the former
walk-on, ran the show for BC al the
point all year long. Pina began to develop his offensive game toward the end
of the season and it is essential that he
be able knock down the open juniper
for the Eagles next season.
Expect Pina to get some competiman guard

tion from newcomer Troy Bell from
Minnesota and also Willie Deane, this
year's backup.Kenny Harley was solid
all season long for BC at the shooting
guard position and should only improve
with another year of experience under
his belt. Freshman Clinton Sims
showed flashes for BC, especially early
in the season, but for some reason,
struggled for playing time down the
stretch.
Forwards: The forward position
should receive a major boost next year
when Skinner will no longer be forced
to use Brian Ross and Jonathan
Beerbohm at the center position and can
return them to their natural position.
Michael Cotton was solid for BC this
year and developed into one of the
Eagles most consistent players. Cotton
was forced to play out of position all
year long and did a great job on the
glass.

The two gems of the 1998 recruiting class, swingmanKenny Walls and
the bigger Brian Ross, could be scary
by nextseason. Wall's high-flying game
brought the crowd to their feet several
times this past season and he proved
that he could alsoknock down the open
three. Although he was often left guarding opposing team's centers, Ross was

incredible for BC in the last month of
the season. He punished teams who left
him open from outside. Perhaps the
most improved player for BC was Jon
Beerbohm, who seemed to really adjust to his role coming off the bench
and gave the Eagles quality minutes
defensively. Seldom-used freshman forward Osei Millar also returns for BC
and it remains to be seen whether or
not he can contribute.
Centers: The Eagles will be young
at the center position, but at least they
will have a center, unlike this year's
team. Skinner already has signed Andrew Dudley, a 6' 10" center from New
Jersey and should sign at least one more
big man in the late signing period.
Skinner is expected to bring in two
more players in addition to Dudley and
Bell in next year's recruiting class.
Among the names being mentioned as
potential Eagle targets are Jamal
Brown, a 66" forward from Maine
Central; James Thomas, a 67" forward
from Milford (CT) Academy and Ivan
Kartelo, a 6'll center from the
Winchendon School.
With a group of players returning
to next season's team and the addition
of the highly-touted Singletary, there is
a good possibility of improvement.

Men's tennis prepares for new season
By

James

Sheppard
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The Boston College men's tennis
than those
of recent years. Last year, the Eagles finished their season with a record of five
wins and 16 losses. One could say that
the program was struggling, but Head
Coach Nigel Bentley thought differently.
"I told the team we were going to
be the hardest-working team in the Big
East." Bentley said. This year, the combination of hard work and confidence
in close matches has enabled the Eagles
team has enjoyed better days

make tremendous improvements.
Freshman Marc Lucero also captured a
This young squad has already bevictory, keeping up his good play in
gun to see their hard work pay off. They recent matches.
have a 9-7 record on the year following
The strong play of the doubles
their Big East victory over Villanova. teams has helped carry the Eagles this
The Eagles recently competed in six year. Chris Amundsen and Matt Stutz
matches in Hawaii and posted victories had a strong performance against the
over Eastern Michigan and Chaminade, Wildcats. The tandem of Brad Hughes
The team has been fueled by the and Amundsen were victorious in their
steady play of junior Anand Annigeri, match, which gave the team momenwho posted a win against Villanova as tum into the singles competitions.
the number-one singles player. SophoThis spring could be a victorious
more Jason Cowett had a strong vicand fun one for the Eagles if they contory in straight sets over the Wildcats.
tinue to work hard. "We still have areas
to

where

we need to improve, but we are
gaining experience and we feel more
confident against our opponents,"
Bentley said.
The most impressive part of this
team is the turnaround from last year.
"We have not had nine wins in a long
time. This is a big step up for this young
team," he said,
They are preparing for a tough Big
East schedule with matches against
Seton Hall, Rutgers and St. John's in
the next few weeks. These emerging
Eagles seem up for the challenge.

The Big East's All-Time Top 50
*

The Big East Conference, in celebration of its 20th anniversary, has released a list of the 50 greatest players in its history.

1. Patrick

18. Terry Dehere, Seton Hall

35. Michael Smith, Providence

2. Chris Mullin, St. John's

19. Donyell Marshall, Connecticut

36. Rafael Addison, Syracuse

3. Pearl Washington, Syracuse

20. John Bagley, BC

37. Louis Orr, Syracuse

4. Derrick Coleman, Syracuse

21. Mark Jackson, St. John's

38. Eric Murdock, Providence

5. Walter Berry, St.John's

22. Otis Thorpe, Providence

39. Billy Curley, BC

6. Ray Allen, Connecticut

23. Dan Callandrillo, Seton Hall

40. Billy Donovan, Providence

7. Kerry Kittles, Villanova

24. Dikembe Mutombo, G'town

41. Nadav Henefeld, Connecticut

8. Charles Smith, Pittsburgh

25. Lawrence Moten, Syracuse

42. Andrew Gaze, Seton Hall

9. Alonzo Mourning, Georgetown

26. John Wallace, Syracuse

43. Craig Shelton, Georgetown

10. Allen Iverson, Georgetown

27. Brian Shorter, Pittsburgh

44. Mark Bryant, Seton Hall

11. Billy Owens, Syracuse

28. Michael Adams, BC

45. Bill Martin, Georgetown

12. Reggie Williams, Georgetown

29. John Duren, Georgetown

46. Chris Smith, Connecticut

13. Sherman Douglas, Syracuse

30. Dana Barros, BC

47. Harrold Pressley, Villanova

14. John Pinone, Villanova

31. Malik Scaly, St. John's

48. David Russell, St. John's

15. Sleepy Floyd, Georgetown

32. Rony Seikaly, Syracuse

49. Danya Abrams, BC

16. Ed Pinckney, Villanova

33. Jerome Lane, Pittsburgh

50: Roosevelt Bouie, Syracuse

17. Charles Smith, Georgetown

34. David Wingate, Georgetown

Ewing, Georgetown

\u25a0-. '\u25a0\u25a0.\u25a0:'\u25a0;\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0"\u25a0\u25a0'

Are you concerned about loss of muscle mass and strength due to aging? The jean
Mayer USDA Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts University fes currendy recruiting health/, young, average weight women aged 18-30 to participate in a
3-day muscle quality study for body composition testing.
Exclusions include; Neuromuscular disease, congestive pulmonary disease, congestive
heart failure, rheumatoid arthritis, ostearthrttis of theknee of hip or any knee or hip
replacement. Insulin dependent diabetes, steroids, irregular menstrual periods, and
regular strength or aerobic training.

A stipend of $250 will be paid for completingthe study. Health insurance is required.
For more Information, please call (617) 556-3300
and request Study #1385.

*

Postseason
hockey and
hoops are here...
the Spring
sports are here...
read about them
by visiting:

www.bceagles.com
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Waldron's work ethic Baseball team, McGowan
to
start
off
fast
catches on for BC
By

By

Conor Kells

HEIGHTS STAFF

In the Webster Dictionary of Sports.
there is an uncanny picture of Jeff
Waldron. It's on page 57. Most people
overlook ii on their way to more important things, but it's there, and captioned underneath the co-captain of the
Boston College baseball team is the
word "dedication."
Much like Waldron. it's in small
print, barely standing out over the twopage spread of the word defeat, encapsulating the Los Angeles Clippers. Bui
for those prudent enough to catch it. (he
playing career of Waldron has been brilliant.
He's put up numbers with bigleague potential won the respect of everyone who has played with him. He is
the quiet man. the leader by example,
the guy who's ihe first to enter and the
last to leave. And now. in his senior
year. Waldron is close to achieving the
dream of all six-year old little-leaguers
in their first at-bat: a shot at the pros,
Like many of those same littleleaguers. Waldron was playingbaseball
from ihe time he began to crawl. Griming up in Lynn, Massachusetts right
around ihe comer from BC. Waldron
was a three-sport phenom.excelling in
baseball but also captaining his high
school football team and playing on a
basketball team destined to win the
Division-11l state title.
But, baseball was always his bread
and butter. "Itsuited my personality better." said Waldron. "My dad was a ball
player as well, and baseball just kind
offell into place. It's a game I liked and
enjoyed."
In high school, Waldron was recruited by BC's ex-coach, Moe
Maloney. and with good reason. Having earned The Boston Globe's AllScholastic honors in 1m senior year.
Waldron had academic integrity, hut it
was his numbers on the field that really

impressed.
In both his junior and senior years.
Waldron led the conference in batting,
hitting .441 and .452, respectively, in
those years. He earned himself a spot
on the District-I All-America baseball
team in that same senior year, and he
put together a siring of MVP honors.
playing in both the Eastern Massachusetts All-Star game and the Mass.-Connecticut All-Star game.

"I spoke to Moe Maloney about the
team, and at the time I had a sister who
went here, so I was familiar with BC. I
grew up around it. went to all the football games and stuff, but ultimately my
decision to come was an academic one.
It was nice lhal the school had the balance of athletics and academics and it
was nice to be close, but not too close,
to home."
His impact on the BC baseball team
was immediately felt. In his freshman
year. Waldron was one of only three
players to start in all 40 games, earning
the catcher position with his unrelenting hard work. "It worked out great that
year for me. There were other good
players competing for the spot, and we
pushed each other, but it was nice to
win the position." Waldron said.
The, catcher position was handcrofted for the likes of Waldron. "Itsuits
my type." he said. "I like ihe control of
it. I like going oul there and being in
charge of the game."
Having pitched in high school
in fact, going 6-1 with a subterranean
0.63 ERA ? Waldron could havebeen
a huiier as well. "I caught so much
when I got here that I just kinda got out
of pitching." he said, 'it's a good thing.
The physical demands of doing both
would have been 100 tough. I have no
regrets about noi pitching.''
In his freshman year, Waldron batted only .256, but showed signs of maturity, managing to walk 31 times to
only 23 strikeouts. In his sophomore
campaign, however, Waldron began to
come into his own. "It was a maturity
thing. Having seen more pitching.
growing and getting stronger, it was
basically like growing up," he said,
Waldron 1 s numbers grew as well, batting .344 with 14 multiple-hit games.
He was second on the team in at-bats
and hits and third in RBIs and total
bases. He once again started all 42
games, all the while just doing what
?

Simon O'Connell

FOR THE HEIGHTS

Managers Often say that warm

weather caters toward hitting, and on
their eight-game road trip lo the Sunshine Slate, BC did just that
hit. As
a team, the Eagles smacked 15 home
runs during their stay in Florida, and
batted a viscous .436 average en route
to a 6-2 start to the season. Throw in a
Big East Co-Player of the Week Award
?

for senior slugger Scan McGowan and
a near-victory over the Red Sox, and
Head Coach Peter Hughes is all smiles.
On day one, Stephen Langone
made his presence felt on the mound
and in the box. Langone took the hill

in the

season opener, pitching a solid
six innings. The staff ace helped himself along the way, going 3-4 and sparking a 23-11 stomping of Valparaiso.

Sophomore third baseman Erik Olson
aided the cause with a two-run dinger.

The following day, Langone once
again stole the headlines. The junior
designated hitter capped off a lale inning come-from-behind victory with

three RBIs. Paul Bibbo collected the
win, scattering three runs over five innings as the Eagles topped Dayton in

On March 3, junior Andy Sullivan
took the hill and tossed five solid innings as Valpo was stung for a second
time by the Eagle line-up. BC knocked
the Crusaders staff around, producing

20

the afternoon. Lead-off hitter Jarett Mendoza proved the fuel with
four hits, and McGowan added the fire
as he stroked two more bombs while
runs on

driving in six. BC upped its mark to 4-

Ion the

Valpo was finally able to clip the
Eagles in therubber match of the threegame series. Mendoza went four for
four, but the Eagles were unable to contain the Crusaders as they fell 8-16. In
the late game, junior David Conley kept
Baldwin-Wallace University off balance all afternoon. The hurler held the

Yellow Jackets at bay, yielding justone
run over six innings as the Eagles won
5-1.
Langone took the ball from Hughes
on

while going the distance. McGowan
went the distance in another all too familiar manner, blasting his sixth four
bagger of the season. Joe Kealty hamout three

hits and drove home

two.

The Eagles nearly added icing

10 innings.
Coming off an 8-11 loss to St.

Bonaventure

the final day of the trip against

Saginaw Valley Slate and fanned nine

mered

on

March 2, sophomore

and Greg
Doble teamed up on a two-hit shutout
over the Milwaukee College of Engineering. McGowan, Olson and
roommates Chris Gannon

Langone led the onslaught, each clubbing a home run, and freshman out-

fielder Jeff Macko started the season off
right with not one, but two shots that
went yard.

one

around."
The Eagles looked impressive

against their competition, and Hughes
felt that a quick start was important for

confidence before conference play begins. "Ouroutfield play has been great,

and

one through seven I think we're
going to be as good as any team in New
England," Hughes said.

Scan McGowan was an offensive
machine, batting a gaudy .583 with six

season.

to

the cake with a heartbreaking loss to
the Red Sox on March 6. Brian Macci,
batting .625 on the season, took the
Sox's staff deep. Trailing 4-3 in the
ninth, McGowan had an opportunity to
add a final chapter to his fairy tale week,

but grounded out with two on. Hughes
had only positive things to say of the
experience, "Obviously, the game was
tremendous confidence booster, and
it shows we're ready to play with any-

a

home runs, 20 RBI and 16 runs scored.
The senior slugger didn't have main
cheap bloopers, as 11 of his 21 his hits
were for extra bases. His numbers didn't
go unnoticed, as McGowan was named
Co-Big East Player of the Week for his
efforts.
Mendoza has made

The little things
like majoring
in psychology, learning how to handle
different pitchers, hanging with a
curveball, jumpingon a fastball, improving the pop to pop when throwing
out runners and. most of al I, leading by
example. Hughes said, "Younger players see what he does and it helps them.
It's a definite cause and effect thing."
Waldron 's goal for the year is to
make the Big East tournament, something that has eluded him in his three
years here. It's what he's been working
for, leading for, striving for and improving himself for ? and this year may be
the year he gets it.
But it's the impression that Waldron
makes on others that will have the most
lasting effect at BC. "In the fuiure, 1
came naturally.
hope thai this year leads to greater sucHis junioryear brought more of the cess for the BC baseball program. I'd
same, as he batted .340 in the 39 games
like lo think 1had some impact in that,"
he started. His performance behind and Waldron said.
at the plate earned him All-Northeast
Whatever happens in years to come,
Hughes will be carrying that Webster's
All-Star second-team accolades, allowing him lo play in the New England dictionary with him. And whenever he
Intercollegiate All-Star game. "We feels the need, he'll pull out that picdidn't u in as inan\ games that year, but lure of Waldron on page 57 and chalwe had some good players. Colleclenge his team to be as dedicated as the
tively, we improved, and that year
man in the picture. That's impact.That's
should help us this year," said Waldron Jeff Waldron.

VIII \l»l

to the BC run-producing machine. The sophomore center fielder
was a sparkplugfor the Eagles, batting
.531 on the trip and crossed the plate

12 limes. "[Mendoza is] starting to
into his own as a young talent."
said Hughes.
Langone was the team's workhorse,
come

showing tremendous command in his
13 innings on the mound, with a 2.77
ERA, 13 strikeouts and only

HAVE A GOOD TIME
AND LEAVE YODR CLOTHE§

Stop by our Grand Opening Sale at 449 Carnbrids3 St.,in Allstan, to donate any used clothes, goods or toys. And
If you see axiythingyou like, we'd be glad to sell it to you. Proceeds support job training and youth services.
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EMOD SQUAD
movie, the very limited 1/mod collection
available @ levi.com + selected stores.
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walks.

The Eagles of Ihe diamond battle
Stonehill on St. Patrick's Day at 3
p.m.. and then head for a threegame series with Arizona State.

1/mod
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two

The Eagles have a week to prepare for
their first home game of the season
against Stonehill College on March 17
before heading to Arizona for a threegame series against perennial powerhouse ASU.
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impact at the top of the lineup, and his
ability to get on base has been one of

things."
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Catcher Jeff Waldron is one of the leaders of the baseball team.

of his third year.
In the past two summers, Waldron
has run the bases in the Cape Cod
league, a league that is renowned for
its development of top college talent.
"I've learned a lot playing up (here, especially how to hit with wood bats,"
Waldron said. 'There's a lot of great
players in that league, and it was nice
to meet players from all over instead of
just from within New England."
Last summer, Waldron even managed to bat .295 against the nation's finest, a feat that probably contributed to
his 12th-round selection by the St.
Louis Cardinals in the 1998 draft.
'"It's always been a dream of mine.
to have that opportunity at the professional level;' said Waldron of his draft.
But. he ultimately decided return to BC
to finish his senior year. "I determined
that I was in a good position to finish
my education here, which was something I really wanted to do. but I'd still
like to play somewhere when I get out
of school."
So what is it that makes Waldron
so special? He's not the first to play in
(he Cape Cod league and get drafted,
though those achievements are lofty
enough. He's not the first to be showered with accolades, play .md start in
every game since he's b an at the
school, and put together a cumulative
average of .318 in three years. He
doesn't hit Ruthian home runs, he
doesn't torch people with 100 mph heat.
But he's got that intangible,something
that can't be taught, something that
Rudy Reuttiger is immortalized for at
Notre Dame. It's found on page 57:
dedication.
Ask Head Coach Peter Hughes
about Waldron, and you get a long
pause. "He's the best worker I've ever
been around. I've never seen him take
time off from a practice like some
people do. He works when no one is
watching, he works when they are
watching, he works when we're up 20
or down 20. And that's why he's so
good," Hughes said.
A captain and team leader, Waldron
quietly embodies the work ethic that
every coach wishes, he had more of. But
when asked where it comes from,
Waldron, like all the greats, has noexplanaiion. "It's something that I don't
see. 1 don't think I work any harder than
anyone else. I just try to improve myself every single day. My parents were
good motivators and gave me that desire to improve, and what has worked
for me has been focusing on the little
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Eagles gain momentum by ousting UMassLowell in Hockey East quarterfinal
By Artie

Dolan
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The Boston College men's hockey
sweep of
UMass-Lowell in the Hockey East
quarterfinals and solidified their
chances for an at-large berth in the
NCAA tournament this weekend. BC
(23-11-4) powered past the Riverhawks
(17-19-0) 5-0 on Thursday and 5-4 on
Friday in iheir final games at Conte
Fonim this season. The Eagles will face
Maine in a one-game elimination this
Friday at the Fleet Center.
"We're ona pretty
roll. That's
four straight and I feel pretty good about
23 wins
not many teams have 23
so we feel pretty proud of the
wins
accomplishments we have," Head
Coach Jerry York said.
The Eagles were lead by Jeff
Farkas, who tallied both game winners
and Brian Gionta, who registered seven
points in the two games.
The Eagles struck first in game one
when Farkas skated in on a breakaway
and beat Scott Fankhouser to take the
lead. Gionta then added a goal on the
power play by stuffing in a rebound of
a Bobby Allen shot. It marked his first
goal in five games.
"The playoffs start a whole new
season and we came out ready to play
tonight. The emotional level was there,
just the same as last year," Gionta said.
Gionta added another goal in the second and the Eagles also got scores from
Blake Bellefuille and Jeff Giuliano,
Scott Clemmensen was solid in
goal, turning aside 26 shots and collecting his fifth career shutout, the first
since last year's record-breaking streak
of 254 consecutive minutes played
without allowing a goal.
"They had a number of good opportunities to score goals and I thought
he really responded and got his first
shutout of the year," York said of his
sophomore netminder
"I think the team has gotten a lot of
momentum coming off the last couple
of weekends and I think 1 have "been
playing well right down the stretch. I
team completed a two-game

?

?

feel a lot more comfortable coming into
the playoffs this year. Having the year
of experience really helps a lot,"
Clemmensen said.
BC faced a much tougher test in
game two because UMass was fired up,
looking to avenge their 5-0 loss the
night before. The Riverhawks struck
first just one minute into the game,
when BC got caught standing around
in their own end and Brad Rooney made
them pay by chipping the puck past
Clemmensen during a scramble in front
of the net.
The Eagles struck back six minutes
later on a neat passing play between
Gionta, Marty Hughes and Andy Powers, who netted his 12th goal of the season. Three minutes later, UMass center
Kyle Kidney won an offensive zone
drawback to Kevin Bertram, who hesitated, then threw a soft shot at the net
which deflected in off of Clemmensen's
pads.
The building was lifeless until the
second period when Gionta forced a
turnover in the neutral zone. This set
up a pretty goal by Blake Bellefuille,
who extended his goal-scoring streak
to four games. Bellefuille took the puck
from Gionta and skated in on a twoon-one with Jeff Giuliano. The defender
slid to take away the pass, but
Bellefuille snapped a wrist shot over
goaltender Jimi St. John's shoulder.
"That's a pure goal scorer goal.
There's not much room up lop." said
York.
That goal shifted the momentum in
BC's favor and the team's intensity level
picked up. Clemmensen kept the Eagles
in the game by making a point-blank
save on Anthony Cappelletti and then
fended off a three-on-none breakaway
with a timely poke check.
In the closing seconds of the period,
Gionta scored on the power play to give
the Eagles a one-goal lead going into
the third. Allen scored on a wicked wrist
shot six minutes into the third and
Farkas seemingly sealed the game thirty
seconds later with his third goal in as
many games, making the score 5-2.
But UMass's Kevin Bertram didn't

lIL-.IGIIISPHOTO' JAMLS GALLAGHER

Jeff Farkas has scorched UMass-Lowell for eight goals in five games this season.

give up. A minute after Farkas' goal,
Bertram put the puck past a screened
Clemmensen. bringing his team within
two. The Riverhawks then dominated
the last 10 minutes of the game, while

As postseason dawns,
Eagles starting to thrive

a reeling BC tried to hold on. Doug
Nolan deflected in a Bertram shot with
seven minutes left in the game but the

"1 give a lot of credit to Lowell. They
never quit on themselves and with a 5-2 lead in the third, theyreally came back

Eagles damped down defensively and
escaped with a 5-4 win.

and made it a heck of a scries. !l was a

physically hard series. They play a

ion of the whole
Gionta explained. "I feel better now and I felt real good out
there."
Gionta's illness was a secret. But beating it will be a
tremendous boost lo the team. Gionta has clearly steppedup as BC's leader. Last season's team rallied around Marty
Reasoner, and that may be Gionta this year down the stretch
run for the Eagles. On a team that has an incredible collection of talent. Gionta could be the one to bring them together
on the ice. If that happens, the Eagles should be unstoppable. "He represents a lot of what we are all about as a
team," said York. "He is definitely the heari and soul of this
team."
How did Gionta respond to being chosen as the league's
sneakiest/ dirtiest player in an informal Hockey East poll
conducted by The Boston Globe 1? Aside from scoring seven
points ovei the weekend, he didn't let it bother him.
"Brian just shrugged it off," said York. '"I thought that
wasn't in die spirit of college hockey and wasn't at all true.
Brian is very physical and won't back down from anyone.
but dirty is not a fair label."

brand of good, hard-nosed hockey and
I thought we matched them in that respect so were going torest a couple of
we're pretty well banged
days here
up." York said.

series

?

could have changed.

Go West young men?
Twelve teams make the NCAA tournament?the brackets will be announced on Sunday on ESPN2. BC will certainly make the field, as will Hockey East colleagues University of New Hampshire and Maine (automatic berths go
to the winners of the Hockey East regular season and the
tournament).

BC will certainly make the NCAA
Tournament, as will Hockey East
colleagues New Hampshire an
Maine.

Unless BC wins the Hockey East

HEIGHTSPHOTO,' KIMAIME

Goaltender Scott Clemmensen defends the crease from Lowell's Doug Nolan.

Mark Vernazza
It was almost as if the regular season was all justone big
dress rehearsal. Crowned the nation's number one team in
the preseason, the men's hockey team fumbled through an
inconsistent regular season, finishing out of the running for
the Hockey East title and falling to the nation's number seven
spot. But the Eagles still played well enough to lock down a
home-ice advantage for the league quarterfinals by finishing
in the top four in Hockey East with a 20-11 -4 record.
When the postseason arrived onThursday night with the
first game of a three-game Hockey East quarterfinal series
against UMass-Lowell, the Eagles may have started to peak.
"I think we are definitely playing our best hockey of the
year." said Head Coach Jerry York. "I am pretty proud of the
way our team has been playing."

Will old friend Momentum rejoin the Eagles for the final stretch, as it did for last year's championship run? After
a disappointing 5-2 loss to eighth-place Merrimack two
weeks ago, ihe Eagles responded by squeaking out a 3-2
win over Boston University and by thumping Merrimack in
therematch. With two convincing wins over a pesky Lowell
team (game two was a one-goal game but Lowell was never
really close), BC will face Maine in the Hockey East semifinals on Friday with a four-game winning streak under their
gulp!
belt for the first time since
October. A check of
BC's vital signs looks good.
?

?

A healthy Gionta could go a long way
After a five-game goalscoring draught, sophomore Brian
Gionia broke out with a modest seven-point weekend. Gionta
was back to his usual antics of making picturesque passes,
poking home rebounds and hurdlingplayers to convert shorthanded goals. "I have been sick for about ihe past month,"

Farkas in high gear
Junior forward Jeff Farkas might be playing his best
hockey of the year. York said after Friday nighi's game, "J
thoughtUiis was Jeff's best game of the season. He is a tremendous player for us and showed it tonight. He was doing
everything for us."
Farkas took a liking to playing Lowell this season. He
scorched the Riverhawks for eight goals in five games, including his team high 29th of the season. Farkas has more
talent than he knows what to do with, but has been inconsistent at times this season.
Farkas played his best hockey of last season during the
postseason, when he might have been even better than
Reasoner. Having his best game of the season on Friday bodes
very well for BC. The Eagles have struggled scoring goals
during their slumps this season and Farkas can put the puck
in the net as well as anyone in the country. If Farkas stays
hot, he could single-handedly bring BC to the final four in
Anaheim.
Clemmensen can save Eagles
Sophomore goaltender Scott Clemmensen earned his firsl
shutout in over a year on Thursday night and was razor sharp
the whole game long. Clemmensen, however, was not in the
same form on Friday when he appeared a bit tentative yet
still made big saves when he had to. "I thought Scott battled,"
York said aboul Friday night's game. "He wasn't quite as
sharp as he was last night, but he was a game goaltender."
Clemmensen seems to thrive on pressure. He was tremendous down the stretch for the Eagles last season and has
shown flashes of regaining that form recently. In the first
game against Lowell, Clemmensen looked as if he was invincible. Hesel the tone for the series by stonewallingLowell
when they came out swarming in the first ten minutes of the
game. IfLowell had jumped to an early lead, the complex-

tournament, they have

awarded
seeds in each region. UNH is almost assured
of one of the byes in the East, as is Maine. If Clarkson wins
the ECAC tournament, in addition to the regular season title,
they will steal Maine's bye
which might touch-off some
controversy because Maine probably deserves the nod by
virtue of their exceptional record.
The question that remains is whether or not the Eagles
will stay home and play in the East Regional in Worcester or
be thrown into ihe Western half of the bracket which will
battle in Madison, Wisconsin. There are two schools of
thoughtregarding this.
The Eastern school: The prevailing sentiment is that the
selection committee will keep the Eagles in the Eastern
bracket because they will sell tickets. The NCAA hockey
tournament is not the automatic sellout that its roundball
counterpart is. so the committee might follow the almighty
dollar and invite the Eagles to Worcester. With UNH, Maine.
and BC playing in the Centrum, it would ensure a big payday for the NCAA.
The Western school: The committee will want to avoid
two Hockey East teams playing each other in the second
round and that would be inevitable if all three Hockey East
teams are in the East. Unless BC wins-out at the Fleet Center this weekend, they will be the one Hockey East team to
get an at-large bid and finish third in the regular season race.
So it would make sense to put BC in the West. The wild card
here is actually ECAC contender St. Lawrence. The Eagles
were significantly ahead of St. Lawrence in the RPI index
which is heavily relied upon in selecting the field but
ha\e slipped behind them recently. If BC can climb back
ahead of St. Lawrence, they will definitely slay East. If noi,
they could go West.
The dollar is the most powerful factor in all of this, howand
it
all
ever,
no chance of being given a first round bye, which are
to

the

top

(wo

-?

?

?
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.because life is made up of many things; life is composed offeatures.
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When it comes to service trips,

there is "nun" better

Katie Herrick

Have you ever considered spending
your
spring

Instead, the Congregations Notre
Dame's (CND) administralon conceived the concept of this voflnteer organization to help people of ftmmuni-

test

in which thejmters dWie congre-

gation helped Bcflthink ok catchy
name." Rossi »
works wfci many
universities,

orgWizing stud«s who

break in a
convent?
Would
you just
toss the
sunscreen

ers. "Our favorite time was our hour for \u25a0 Lkeep

how exhausted
the local hang- 1 \u25a0their
and hoping that the
Out al pushegall themables together \u25a0oodtfjfud help them and their chiland talked." walya sail
dren," Wesft^aid.
i Nik o 1
Two BC sSdents flew to South DaO'Neil, A&S '02, "kota, where tfjly spent the week on a
worked in Staten 1s- Native American reservation and
land with four
other BC students, two students from the
University of

i 1
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and swimsuit aside
to work
without

New
Brunswick
and one from
Adrian
Heights College in Michigan. While

getting
paid?

Two
weeks
ago, 25
Boston

there,

they

r k c d
o u g h
JProject Hospi-

College

tality, which
-

students
had a life
lesson
while living in reli-

Seventh graders from Yonkers. NY watch friends perform skits on reasons to A

ing through the "Gimme a Break" pro-

"Gimme a Break" does not involve
KitKat bars or Nell Carter iflny way.

ties in need and give some ot the sisters, who normallydedicate their time.
a "break."
CNDs devote their time reaching

volunteer. In some caseaH
has a contact person at the collejß
communicate through, s ucliwHH|
Mahoney at BC, but at other colleg^MH
want

r
terns PHoro kaii! nr.RRiCK
Many students prepared groceryMM mpood. for those in need.

helps AIDS

those recover?
ig from addictions
r lives back.
'hey worked in a
soup kitchen and a
food pantry, inter

gio us

communities and
volunteer-

sisters a shot in the arm of life" to see
young dedicated people donate their
only free time to their causes, Mahoney
said. "It's the energy and enthusiasm
of youth that reenergizes the older sisters."
Mahoney then read a thank-you

to

Hway you'll
Hpey, but it's

Hneil said.
Hnasantly surprised
mllv

,iiiniK,,l

.

fVMi

matnvrrMffa convent wasn't at all like
Sister Met. "I thought their lives were
all boring but they were a bunch of
crazy g«s," she said, laughing.
LealmVestra, A&S '02, who volunteered iffYonkers, NY, had a similar experience. "1 expected the black dresses,
no JMighing. no smiling, no talking. I
knew it [that perception] was wrong, but
thaC the usual stereotype." Instead
JjKtra stayed in a four-story "villa"j^
Ihe
Bronx
that
...

worked in the Red BB|]ndJaji [Elementary] School,
SOE '00, said it wasjß

llwers,

amazing and

cy e-open i
flVe
kids in the school had fetal alcohol syndrome, parents in

learning <l_rifl

"There is so
erty and chaefe.rjut [at
there's something
that
didn't make it depresjpfg," Powers said.
Every experience

\u25a0"

\u25a0*?\u25a0?

To find out more
about the "Gimme a
Break" program,
contact Sister Joan

on

education. Even if
didn't
work within schools, they all learned
from the
members and the
sisters. AlLdolunteers seemed to come
back
having learned something
about JR societ", religious life, themselvj|Pand/ or life in general.
about giving your heart at the
moment" Megan Gavin, SOE '02, who

Mahoney in
McElroy 226.

Applications will be
available in
November of 1999.
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Shakespeare In Love in the Oscar race,
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is adored by the St. Jude students in Chicago, Illinois.

m

Mil every night a hired cook mafl
i

she relies on brochureyfnd advertise?*
those in
Their motto of "liber-MI ments to entice
ating
education" Mm. "Gimme a BjJk" came
emodies the spirit of l|&rs ago when Mahoney first started
"bring[ing] love and working in Chaplaincy. "Lasi year we
faith to those in need,"
sent eight students to four different
places, including Montreal, New York
Sister Joan Mahone\
(CND) said.
Cily, South Dakota and Waterbury,
Mahoney, who coConnecticut" Mahoney stated. This
ordinates the BC year, more agencies and students have
branch of "Gimme a jumped on the "Gimme a Break" band?
Break" through Chap25 BC students were sent to
wagon
laincy, came up with A«me different placements throughoul
the idea in the
the United State^aj^inadai^fe
L of 1995, but she
Jcnn Warren, A&S '99. went to the
wiat
"[_mer] Yot/ville Center in Ottawa, Canada*
jfi'hich was a high school and day care |
\u25a0kiryanne iffßossi
the 'center for teenage moms and their ba-JS
wßk. [Bwssi] has dejf bies. "It was like visiting family nrjo
[the programs friends the whole week. It was nothjHg
ow."
like a service trip," she said.Jlvhile
iney furthem there, she and another BCy&lunteer,
PHOTO COURTESY OF JENNIFERROWERS
Volunteers attended wakes and funerals of
ed
that^j Karinn Svalya, A&S '00, spent most of
reservation members in South Dakota.
their Lime sharing stories with the moth, ,J held a conout to

spent her time at St. Jude School outside of Chicago, said. "I will look to
the children to [learn] how to progress

delicMus meals.
Mjring the days, Westra worJedlI
witllunior high school students anil in I in my life and be more open-minded,"
a parish setting up the food pantry and I she said.
thrilstore. "I don't think I cajfexpress I But it's not only the volunteers who
in yArds how 1 felt givir||whe food out \u25a0ome away from the "Gimme a Break"
[to p?)le of
J just wperience enlightened. "It gives the

Marketplace
Check out where to go on-line for
NCAA basketball websites,
Cl2

\

Red Cloud Indian School elementary kids are extremely eagerto work with the volunteers.

1

Mahoney is also in charge of a full
year post-graduation
volunteer program entitled
A.L.I.V.E (A Lay Invitation to a
Visitation Experience). Spots are
still available in a children
community school, a high school
for women and STEPS to end
family violence. If interested,
contact Mahoney.
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Get a doctorate faster than you can
pick up a textbook,
C2
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A good kind
of "sham"

A doctorate is just a website away
The Diploma Factory
By Greg Gagliardi
HEIGHTS FEATURES EDITOR

Hard work. Dedication. Scholastic
ability.

These three terms are the key to
earning a doctorate at a top university.
However, if you happen to believe that
any doctorate is better than no doctorate at all, then replace the hard work
and ability with $19.95. and you're
ready to go. It won't help you land the
job of your choice, or
even a job at all
but at
the very least, it could
land a laugh or two from

offers an alternative to the typical gift

Himmel's feature items, which are
ordering
available
for
at
www.diplomafactory.com, are personalized with the recipient's name, the
date of graduation of the individual's
choice and a selected area of interest.
While all diplomas are Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degrees from the
Universite dc Mom Saint Michel, the
academic concentration can range from
procrastination to eating to sarcasm, or
can be something made up by the buyer.

?

a roommate.

The Diploma Facclaims to offer "the
finest doctorate money
can buy," Shipped in a
11" x 14" leatherette diploma frame and featuring customized information, the diploma could
very well be the newest
craze in a society where
education is paramount.
"Business itself is changing," Roger Himmel,
president of the Diploma
Factory, stated. "Never
before could an individual market a service
or product anywhere in
the world for pennies."
Himmel started the
company
in
1990
through Barnes and
Noble mail catalogues. However, due
to the extra expense, it simply wasn't
profitable for him. After a few months,
he stopped offering the product and decided to concentrate instead on his advertising and marketing. In fact, it
wasn't until this past December that he
saw the opportunity to market what he
always believed was a great and effective novelty concept.
tory

<-

-

(

Himmel's favorite concentration is
created by a colonel in the
Air Force, who purchased a diploma in
"Logistic Nightmares." He noted that
sexual expertise, beer drinking and
sports such as tennis and golf are also
popular as areas of interest among customers. The most common use of the
diplomas is as a joke gift for friends.
"A virtual store like mine is what I call
one that was

one. However, if that's not enough, the
'the Great Evener,"' Himmel said.
In fact, joking around is the only pseudo-Latin such as "[John S' Mth is
acceptable use of this novelty. Himmel now admitted to that degree] withus all
stated that some people want a fake di- the rightus privlegistums thereuntutem
ploma to try to obtain a real job, noting appertaining totums" may be an even
a recent request from a man who better indication. And, like the words
wanted a specific diploma shipped to that follow, "That's no jive!"
him immediately. However, Himmel
On top of being used as a gift for a
refused and decided to give him his friend, the diploma has been adopted
money back. "My ethics won over my by many corporations to give lo their
sales and marketing teams. "I'm also
desire to make money," he said.
There are disclaimers listed surprised at just how many are bought
as gifts for pets," Himmel
stated.
The idea originally
struck Himmel as he was
looking for a gift idea
himself. "At the time, I
was looking for a birthday present for my
brother-in-law, a guy
who's pretty difficult lo
buyanythingfor because
he has everything." He
added, "Although I didn't
give him a diploma at the
time, he got a cigar case.
He was one of the first
guys to get a Ph.D. in cigar smoking."
To celebrate graduating magna cum laude
from this near-prestigious academic institution, a variety of T-shirts
can also be ordered, and
one
can
get
ihe
company's version of the
graduation
march.
throughout the site which explain the "Pomp and Flatulence," to go with it.
Diploma Factory will not knowingly
As a doctoral candidate, you must
personalize anything that can be "misask yourself if a fake diploma is a good
construed by persons of limited intelli- idea for a friend or even for yourself. If
gence."
the verdict is "yes," then your candiA diplomathat lists Sigmund Freud dacy will be taken one step further
as "Chancelloranus" and Elizabeth
well, sort of anyway.
Barret Browning as "Deanus of
Ifthe verdict is "no," then go take
Graduatus Schoolem" is a good clue the $19.95 you would have spent and
that this academic degree is not a real buy yourself a guide to grad schools.

By

Patrick M.

Morrjssey

HEIGHTS EDITOR

This semester, a group of five
freshmen have spearheaded a shamrock, fundraising campaign in Upper
Campus dorms in honor of St.
Patrick's Day to raise money for muscular dystrophy and Jerry's Kids.
Dave McGowen, A&S '02 and a
member of his dorm's Residence Hall
Council (RHC), along with his classmates and friends Kevin Burke, A&S
'u2, John Buck, CSOM *02, Vanessa
Conte, SOE *02 andKatie Puzo, A&S
*02, initiated the campaign. It is similar to those that some convenience
stores hold, in which you donate a dollar or two and your name is placed on
a board along with the other donors.
McGowen got the idea from a
that raised several
hundreds of dollars at Boston College
High School. He contacted the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA),
and they provided him with materials, signs and pins for free. TheMDA
was very excited that BC showed an
interest in tbeir cause.
Ifyou live .on Upper Campus, you
have probably seep the shamrocks
tapedto the outside ofstudents' doors.
The group of five students prepared
the paper sbjunrocks on their own and
have spent the last week walking
around Upper Campus dorms, trying
to sell them to freshmen for one dollar. The shamrock reads "From the
Heartof,"and there is a blank to write
in someone's name. Underneath are
the words, "Comes a Shamrock to
help fight Muscular Dystrophy."
'*It's for kids, so it is hard for

to say no," McGowen said.
"Walking door-to-door is the best way
to do it, because people always have
a buck or laundry change. I'm sure
we can sell 2,000 or more.*'
In the first day of their campaign,
the five students sold more than 130

people

shamrocks. This campaign is a personal effort on the part of the five stuV
dents, since they opted not to go
through the RHC because they would
have been required to have donors fill
out contribution forms, and this paperwork would have limited contributions. Without having any red tape
to deal with, the students are free to
simply collect donations. They are
raising the money to help this worthy
cause and, in theprocess, hope to dispel notions that the BC student body
is composed of a bunch of stuck-up*
trust-fund babies who don't care
about others.
"BC students geta bad rap of rich
college students not pulling their
weight," McGowen said. "BC students really do have big hearts."
The fundraiser will last for the entire month of March, so even as St.
Patty's Day comes and goes, you can
still make a difference by donating a
dollar to this worthycause. At the end
of the month, McGowen will send
Jerry's Kids a check and, if they raise
a significant amount of money, he
may send it to them in install merits.
If you are interested in learning
more about the shamrock drive, buying a shamrock or helping to sell them
to students on Lower Campus, call
Dave McGowen at (617) 656-5418,
or simply stop by his room on Upper
Campus in Claver 212.

Features still meets on Thursdays
in the Eagle's Nest at 4:30 p.m.
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Ten students get lucky

Police Blotter
March 5,1999

2:57 a.m.
Control was warned
that a white male subject wanted for
armed robbery was headed toward
BC.

7:14 p.m.
An officer assisted Boston Police detectives in arresting a suspect near the stores at Commonwealth
Avenue and Lake Street

March 9,1999

March 2,1999

Rubenstein.

5:23 p.m.
Control received a report of homophobic graffiti on the
door of Duschesne Hall.

9:38 p.m. A subject was placed under protective custody after being involved in a fight at the MIAA Hockey
Tournament.

3:11 a.m.
Officer observed two
females urinating in the McElroy
parking lot. Both subjects were transported to the infirmary for further
evaluation.

?

?

March 8* 1999

?

reported receiving a suspicious
phone call from a male who stated
he had found her lost ID and keys
and wanted to meet with her to return the items. The male caller was
very vague and evasive in his answers when questioned by the student.

February 21,1999

2:22

?

A fight broke

out

?

March 6,1999
1:05 a-m.
Ahon-BG person was
found to be in possession of marijuana at the Walsh Hall bus stop. He
was issued a trespass warning and
sent on his way.

?

An RA reported

con-

?

Many of the students outside managed to put together flashy costumes
without spending a lot of money. John
Rydzynski, A&S '01 and wearing nothing but boxer briefs and body glitter,
said, "I only spent $20 for the makeup, body glitter and the gel."
Kendra Morgan. A&S '01, was
wearing a shimmery skirt and body
paint. She said, "I found most of my
costume in my closet. I only spent about
$15 for the rest of it."
Overall, everyone seemed to be

Laurie Martindale
HEIGHTS STAFF

The disco music roared outside
O'Connell House on Saturday night, as
approximately 25 half-naked,
Middlemarch-crazed students braved
the chilly temperature with hopes of
being one of just 10 lucky ones to gain
free admittance into the dance. In order to be fair, each person was given a
ticket, and 10 numbers were randomly
picked at 9 p.m.

be-

Waitham and Arlingtontans on 6:48 p.m. Control received a call
the second floor of the Beacon Street from a coordinator of dormitories for
tween

?

the College of the Holy Cross. The
caller wanted to file a complaintona
BC student who was being destructive in one of their dorms.

Garage.
February 26,1999

8:30 a.m.
A professor complained
aboutradio station 94.5
a
publicity stunt on campus.

pleased with the lottery system. Morgan, who had been waiting outside for
a while, thought "the raffle was a great
idea, but it should have been done earlier."
Others, however, thought the selection process should have been handled
differently. Rydzynski wished they had
chosen peopleaccording to who had the
best costumes. "If it had been this way,"
he said, "I would have come naked."

At9p.m.,the lOlucky people were
given free tickets. Kevin Schuler.
CSOM '99, who was
the first person picked,
said, "It is great to be
part of one of the best
college parties in the
country!"
Two of Schuler's

also
fortunate enough to be
chosen. Ken Johnston,
CSOM '99, said,
'This is the first time
that the BC lottery system has treated us
well! We all had to live
on College Road
sophomore year."
Criscillo,
Pat
CSOM '99, happily
stated, "I got in for free
and didn't spend any
money on my costume."

roommates were

?

February 20,1999
1:21

8:09 p.m.
Officer confiscated
cans of beer found in the snow by
More Hall.

a.m.

fiscating a keg from a room in

?

10:23 p.m.
1:43 a.m. ?An off-campus student

By

bus and arrested a BC student for
theft of a motor vehicle.

March 11,1999

February

23,1999

ajn.

Two non-BC persons
urinating in a lot below

?

were found

''

the officers.
9:20 a.m.
A hall director reported
an elderly man sleeping in the secondfloor lounge of 90 St. Thomas More
Road.
))
?

7:55 p.m. Control received a call
from a hall director stating that Mod
Golf was in progress. An officer ob*»
tamed a list of the Mods that participated in the event.
?

?

February

22,1999

2:20 a.m. Officer reported a BC bus
had been stolen. Officers stopped the
?

?

Compiled by Colin B. Galloway,
Heights Staff.

Unfortunately, not

Nominate the Bus Driver of the Month
Drop off the person's name at the Student Services mailbox in the UGBC Cabinet office,

or e-mail buscomplaint@bc.edu.

ILLUSTRATIONBY JEREMY FOLDESY

all groups of friends
who arrived were as
lucky as Schuler and
his roommates. In
some cases, one friend
received a ticket and
the other did not.
Some of these people
scrambled to find a
way to come up with
an extra ticket. However, while a few left
disappointed, the
lucky 10 experienced
the excitement of being "the chosen ones"
to enter Studio 54.
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Wrestling: it looks like you really can try it at home
By

wrestler

no joke
must
be thrown
over a specific common room couch.
Most professional wrestling moves,
such as Torture Rack, the Figure-Four

Martin Foncello
IN Kill IS EDITOR

?

wrestlers took a fatigue break. The only
wrestler who didn't last long enough
to get tired was ihe Filipino Warrior. His
40-second stint in the match will probably be the source for many embarrassing jokes in the near and distant future.
However, due lo his size disadvantage,
the Warrior's quick exit was rather ex-

?

Ignacio Hall is not just a residence
hall for sleeping, eating, drinking and leg lock and the body slam are comprocrastinating. Surprisinglyenough, it pletely legal. The Bendertaker. one of
is also a haven for wrestling.
the participants in this match, noted that
Late one Sunday afternoon, seven only "crotch shots and closed fists" are
Boston College students decided to disallowed.
The match began in typical WWF
square off in their common room for
an "athletic" event, that would be as
fashion. Each wrestler made personalequally hilarious as it was disturbing
ized entrances to the fightingring. With
Now, this isn't that cheap wrestling theme music pumping over the loudwhere skinny guys in lights and funny speakers and a beastly yell, each conheadgear roll around on the floor. Intestant stormed into the ring. The most
stead, it's the more entertaining, flamstunning of all the stage antics was
boyantly fake style where dancing and
when a mystery guest, later to be idenpointing to jour crotch is as important tified as the Bendertaker. was escorted
as pummeling your opponent. In fact,
to the ring in a casket. This entrance
this wrestling event was modeled distruck fear into the hearts of the comrectly after ihe World Wrestling
petitors and dumbfounded the minute
Federation's annua! Royal Rumble.
number of fans, who had to ask themThe rules of the Rumble are plain selves, "Why?"*
and simple. Two opponents begin in the
The Royal Rumble itself was a
ring, while another opponent enters the rather exhausting experience for the
ring every two minutes following the participants. With no conditioning, the
start of the match. To gel eliminated, a
match actually came to a halt while the

For

Crying

pected.

Also in classic WWF style, this
match ended in controversy as the
Bendertaker threw himself over the
couch, making Bush, a wrestler bearing norelation to the ex-president, the
first BC "Wrastling" (8.C.W.) Champion. This ending set up a no-holdsbarred title match, to be determined at
a laler date, between Bush and the
Bendeitaker.
This on-campus wrestling match
will sound pathetic at best to most members of Ihe BC community. But for the
participants, it was a unique bonding
experience. And what better way to gain
a better spiritual and intellectual understanding of another than by throwing
him over the couch?

Progressive Revelations

Out Loud
;

estly, I don't think you should go if Dear PC,
Dear Kate,
Open your mind to this: break
This girl that I've been dating you're not up to it. You can "get out of
wants to take me home to meet her this" by telling her that you don't think upwith himVOrat least tell him that
parents. The idea of spending my
it's a good idea right now. Tell her that you won't stand for these comonly free time kissing up to her you cherish your weekends and you ments.
folks doesn't interest me. I'm really \u25a0want to stay in Boston.. Butprepare for
But even if he stops being obinto this girl and I don't want to hurt her disappointment. Then reflect on this" noxious around you, it doesn't
her feelings. How do I get out o£
decision as an aspect of your personal- mean that he has turned into a betthis?
ter person. It's just my opinion, but
ity.
Weekend Warrior
Keep in mjn(lmat someonebelieves prejudiced jokes are a huge character flaw. And if you don't find ragyou are not still in seventh grade.
ging on others sexy, then try findDear Warrior,
Warrior? How about "weekend Dear Kate,
ing a non-racist fish in the sea.
wimp" instead?
My boyfriend and I have been toWhat if you told her thatyou're gether since September, but some things
sorry, but you're just not mature that he says really bother me. He makes Readers: Ifyou would like For Cryenough or "man enough" to hang jokes about homosexuals and people of ing out Loud to continue in The
Heights, then you must write! Your
out with anyone else's parents but
different races and religions. I have alyour own. Or you could say, "Come ways had a very open mind to.others. qUestionsWCUL get answered. Send
letters to McElroy 113, Chestnut
on baby, let's spend this weekend At first I thought that he was just kidpartying instead."
ding, but now J think that he really feels ?Hill, MA 02467, or simply e-mail;
It sounds like she wants this reall of your questions to:
this way. What do you think?
?

f^Qli^re^bchei^hts^Q^... .;,',\u25a0

\u25a0

.

lationship tq :

HEIGHTS PHOTO/JAMES GALLAGHER

Steven Regal puts the West Roxbury Warrior into a vicious arm lock as viewers look on.

the weekly zaga
by Greg Gagliardi

I

I got held up at the Rat.

to Georgetown and, Notre Dame because of iced tea. It's hard to justify
that.

now mat we're talking about
iced tea, why is it that the dininghalls
carry so many bottles of diet ice tea
but barely any of the regular? Granted,
diet iced tea will single-handedly
make the difference between whether
or not you will be able to fit into those
sweatpants. However, parents of potential BC students are going to see
the lack of an option and decide not
to let their kids come here. We don't
want to lose top-of-the-line students

But don't think the abovesituation is
the only thing that is hard to justify.
Seriously, don't think that. Would I lie
to you? All right, stop talking to yourself, you're being annoying now. Anyway, other things on campus that are
hard to justify include: why coffee-flavoredFribbles give you less alertness
than a broken alarm clock, why
Sanford and Son is on television at
least 13 times aday and why Fruitopia
found the need to create yet another

want to begin by apologizing for
missing this year's Health Fair. Sorry,

Okay,

Caroline Brancatella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

It's a daunting experience to start
going to school in a new culture that
speaks a language that may not be your
own. That's the situation many Boston
College international students face
when they enter the university at the beginning of a semester. In order to alleviate some of the difficulties that come
from being in a new culture. BC developed the International Assistant Program almost 20 years ago.
The program pairs BC undergraduates

with international students in

or-

derto help students from other cultures
assimilate to life at an American college. However, the program is meant
to develop a partnership. The program
intends not only to aid the international
student, but also to teach the assistants
about other cultures.
The main function of an international assistant is simply to be a friend
to the student. It's hard enough for
most students to enter BC as freshmen
not knowing anyone. Things are even
more difficult for international students who may not speak English as
their first language, are not accustomed to New England weather or

UELS
)<A4V4r*A<
May 26-July 2

?

July 6-August 13

Six-week day and evening classes are available on two campuses:

Boston

X

\u2666

Medford

Discover the best value in Boston!
51,140 tor most courses. No problems

yjf/r

transferring credit

courses are four

?

semester hours.

TSmSff**
V*Ty\j

camP uses are eas V t0 Se* t0<
access.

and offer convenient ®

Benefit from a summer course. Lighten your fall course load,
concentrate on a difficult course or make up credit.

For a catalog, call (617) 627-3454,
or e-mail; summer@infonet.tufts.edu

also on the web:
www.tufts.edu/as/summer
or mail the coupon below.

Our catalog is

WAS THERE

have been done an injustice,

or simply

for those who want to talk to someone
about currentor past events.

Speaking ofcurrent and past events, St.
Patrick's Day takes place on Wednesday, the NCAA men's and women's
basketball tournaments are continuing
this week and Friday is March 19But I digress.

An international connection

;\>\;\xt\
\u25a0 '\u25a0

[TAMPAXI

Hey, can I have my money back? Last
week I had to spend almost three dollars in the McElroy vending machines
for a pack of crispy M&Ms and an improperly brewed half-cup of what Ibelieve may have possibly been some sort
maybe. At the very
of coffee blend
least, I could have bought two burgers,
a soda and a free coupon book for that
price. I am therefore proposing that an
employee be stationed outside of the
vending machine area at all times in order to give money back to those who
?

By

Women's basketball.
It's kinda like men's basketball.
With less whining.

kiwi-inclusive flavor.

Please send a Tufts Summer Session catalog to:
Name

Mail to:
Tufts Summer Session
108 Packard Avenue
Medford, MA 02155

qualities."

Because the program requires such
a strong commitment, assistants are not
permitted to be RAs, orientation leaders
or transfer

assistants. The commitment
includes orientation sessions in April and
August and helping to organize events
throughout both semesters, since being
an assistant is a full-year commitment.
The program is looking for dedicated
individuals who are interested in people
and having a yearlong learning experience.

Address,
City

simply aren't used to American food,
music or classrooms.
Prior to the beginning of a semester,
international assistants send postcards to
their students so they will feel as if they
know someone, even just a little, before
they arrive on campus. The first few
weeks of the semester are the most crucial part of being an international assistant. The program encourages daily communication to answer any questions
about BC life and make the international
students feel welcome at BC. This can
be achieved by having lunch together,
inviting students to a party or helping
them get involved in activities.
The program is meant to be a mutual learningexperience for the assistants
and international students. In working
with someone from another culture.
many BC students conic to realize what
they take for granted in American life
and what is unique and special in other
cultures.
Adrienne Nussbaum. who runs the
International Assistant Program, raves
about the results she's seen in her 12
years with the program.
"I have literally seen this change students," she said. '"We've had students go
into the Peace Corp and earn Fulbright
Scholarships. Students who graduated
five years ago e-mail me and tell me mat
this was their fondest memory in four
years at BC."
Being an international assistant does
not require any prior experience or
knowledge of a second language, but
only enthusiasm to learn and a commitment to the program.
"We want people who are really
committed and interested in meeting different students," Nussbaum said. "No
background experience is required. You
just need to be open-minded and friendly.
The interview process helps us see those

State

Zip

fTIT

TTTTpP

I I I 1H XIt
U

-F V/

Applications are available in the Intercultural Office (McElroy 114) and are
due back by March 26. For more information, students can call (617) 552-8005. It is recommended that applications be completed and returned as soon
as possible, since interview slots are limited.
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Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels
Newcomer Guy Ritchie talks to The Heights

about his new film, conquering England and why he's not Tarantino.
By

Martin Foncello

HEIGHTS ASST. REVIEW EDITOR

Vinnie Jones plays Big Chris, a fearful debt
Guy Ritchie's new indie hit. Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels. Right: Jones and Ritchie stare each other down.

Above: Infamous

soccer star

collector, in director

With a mere two million dollar budget, no
studio backing and a cast void of any "true" film
stars, Lock, Stock and 2 Smoking Barrels has
already raked in a phenomenal 22 million dollars in England.
This debut film from writer/ director Guy
Ritchie undoubtedly did better than any other
film in the UK last year. The 30-year old director admitted, "That is surprising, one
way or anclher. It was up against 250
British films that were made. 240 of
them had more money then we had.
And out of the 240, at least 200 had
some name quality to them."
Despite how the cards seemed to
be stacked against his film, Ritchie
explained in his unabashed and humorous way that, "If people make
films that people want to see, people
will, inevitably, end up going to see
them. Now, there are always exceptions to the rule. Bui, by and large,
most films that are successful are successful because people want to see
them. Until Britain or the rest of Europe makes films that other people
want to see, then no one is going to
go and see the f***ing things. The reason why
the British film industry doesn't really exist is
because most of the British films are f***ing
boring, and they're just not worth seeing."
Lock, Stock and 2 Smoking Barrels is far
from boring. It is a fast-paced, gritty tale about
four young lads who are trying to make some
easy money in and around London's East End.
The four buddies gather the money they've
earned from selling "dodgy" goods on street
comers and out of the back of a grocery store
and decide to go for the gold. They all stake
Eddie, a resident card shark, enough to get into
a £100,000 poker game with underworld crime
boss Hatchet Harry.
Eddie, unfortunately, loses more than he's
worth, and the boys are given one week to come
up with the money. If they don't, Harry's fearsome debt collector, Big Chris (played by soccer bad boy Vinnie Jones) will start taking the

fingers of the deadbeats. From there, the don't understand it," Ritchie said. "It's just hardstoryline only gets more chaotic and fun, leavcore cockney, so you need subtitles wherever
ing the viewer mesmerized for the concluding you're from."
Regardless of how Lock, Stock and 2 Smok40 minutes.
The critical acclaim of Lock, Stock has not ing Barrels does Stateside, Ritchie doesn't see
been void of Quentin Tarantino comparisons. the need to move to Hollywood. "It's only a 12
As in any film about a band of criminals, there hour flight. It's a half a day to get somewhere.
is an instant correlation to Reser\>oir Dogs or You live where you like nowadays," he said. AfPulp Fiction, but Ritchie prefers not to place ter some careful consideration, Ritchie wisely
much emphasis on that comparison. "People like noted, "You go where the work is. Ifthere's work
to pigeonhole any types of films," he said. "I in f***ing Iceland, you'll go to Iceland. But, it
will have to be a very good
script."
For Ritchie, Hollywood
wasn't always a plane ticket

understand that, because it is in the same genre."
But Ritchie is not Tarantino. Where Tarantino
creates crafty dialogue as the drive for his films,
Ritchie wants to keep the viewers interested with
a tight plot.

The plot and funny script grabbed die attention of a lot of faces for the film. The recently deceased Lenny McLean, who was
England's bare knuckle boxing champion, infamous soccer star Jones, who is known as one
of the dirtiest players ever and the musician
Sting all took roles in this hit film.
As far as how the actors' Br*\sh accents will
translate in America, Ritchie isn't worried.
"We've had no complaints at all" he noted. "Everyone seems to laugh in all the right places,
which means they must be understanding it."
There is only one incoherent scene in Lock,
Stock, in which subtitles appearbecause a slang
dialect is used. "Even in London most people

away. "When I was 15,1 realized that making movies
was what I wanted to do, but
I couldn't see how it was going to be possible. Then,
when I was 25, I started to
realize that, really, you can
dothe things that you didn't
think you could do."
After spending time makingcommercials and music
videos, Ritchie finally saw
his dream materialize. Those
days as a music video director actually served as a training ground for his current style of tampering
with the speeds of the camera itself. "The advantage of coming from music videos is that
you know, technically, more about filmmaking
than most
because you have experimented more," Ritchie said.
Ritchie gave advice to aspiring young filmmakers who want to see their dream on the silver screen. "Don't make films. I don't need any
more competition," he joked.
This statement is understandable. Ritchie
has all reasons to jokeand little reason to worry.
As a 30-year old director with his debut feature
film. Lock, Stock, a number-one box office hit
in England, and his next picture. Diamonds, already purchased by Sony without even a glimpse
of the script, Ritchie is on the brink of international stardom. His pipe dreams as a young teen
have become a reality, and he is enjoyingevery
minute of it.

Dining a fulfilling play EC's DeFranco Tells You
By

Tom McGuinness
HEIGHTS STAFF

It's nice sometimes to set aside the issues and just have
fun. Passing through Robsham Theater's Bonn Studio last
Thursday through Saturday was The Art of Dining, a play
written by Tina Howe and directed by Jennifer Hassenberg,
A&S '99. Continuing the trend of successful plays to grace
Bonn lately, The Art of Dining served up some lighter fare.
It is a play that thrived more on its humor than any great
social dilemmas that you were apt to find in recent productions of The Fifth of July and Waiting for Godot. Nevertheless. The Art of Dining was a satisfying performance, using
the chaotic relationships between characters to generate
laughs and entertain the audience.
The Art ofDining takes us into the lives of Cal (Andrew
Hopkins. CSOM '02) and Ellen (Sara Katz, A&S '02), a
young couple from the Jersey shore who have gone $75,000
into debt to open a restaurant in their living room. Thanks to
Ellen's cooking, business is booming. Every night the restaurant is booked to fill its capacity of three tables. Cal serves
us the maitre'd at the restaurant, and the relationship between
him and Ellen is a basic foundation of the play. While it was
entertaining at times, particularly the instances of Cal's unconscious consumption of Ellen's indispensable ingredients,
the interaction between the two of them made up the slowest scenes oi' the overall enjoying play.
Rather, the best part of the entire play is the interaction
between the patrons of the restaurant. The setting features
three different groups that were essentially mutuallyexclusive. The first was Hannah (Meg Pearson, A&S '99) and
Paul (Kevin Fee, A&S '00), a couple that subconsciously
discovered that you don't really need to listen to your counterpart while in a conversation. They speak (yet neither is
listening), they fight, they make up and they have a hell of a
time trying to order their meals.

The second couple is Elizabeth (Marissa McFarland,
A&S '00) and David Osslow (Ken Eaton, A&S '01). Elizabeth is a short story writer with a few screws loose. To put it
bluntly,she's absolutely nuts. Osslow has come to meet with
her because he wants to publish her work.
At the third table is a group of three women, played by
Meghan Cheprevich, A&S '02, Andrea DeCataldo, A&S '02,
and Patty Runcie, A&S '01. They bicker about what each
has ordered. They whine about diets. They steal each other's
food. Relationships are nearly severed for the sake of acquiring the much-desired bass.
It is the interactions in these groups that make the play
succeed. McFarland, as Elizabeth, takes over the stage with
her hilarious, insane behavior. She seems to be on the verge
of completely losing it throughout the play. Osslow is left
only to comment on the soup, and it is all he can do to keep
her from going nuts and killing everyone in the restaurant.
Eaton's sense of innocence and helplessness gives the character an effective, silly humor.
The chemistry between Hannah and Paul is wonderful.
They go from love to hate and everywhere in between. Meanwhile, the three ladies at the third table effectively create the
essential chaotic feeling that is intended for a play of this
style.
Each of the groups does exactly what The Art of Dining
is intended for. They each bring out and exaggerate what we
would find in the interactions between people in a restaurant. The play takes the obvious behavior of restaurant patrons and pokes at how humorous and crazy people act while
they are dining.
Like a show such as Seinfeld, The Art of Dining has an
"it's-funny-because-it's-true"humor. Only about 75 minutes
long. The Art of Dining was not a play that was at all exhausting. It was a nice break and a good laugh after a long
week. Well done and satisfying. The Art of Dining served
Bonn some fun, light fare.

Ex-Eagle makes film debut
have happened if he had remained faithful to her rather than
cheating on her at a party back in high school.
The acting in Telling You is remarkably good. Facinelli
and Mihok are both excellent. Andy Berman and Gary Wolf
TELLING YOU: A new film directed by Robert DeFranco are strong in their supporting roles as the drinking buddies
and starring Dash Mihok, Peter Facinelli, Jennifer Love and high school friends of Fazzulo and Nolan. Jennifer Love
Hewitt and Matthew Lillard.
Hewitt {Can 7 Hardly Wait) proves once again that she is eye
candy for die masses. Hewitt's acting skills, which have yet
XJ/veryone in Hollywoodknows it is a bad sign when a to be challenged, might not be all that great. No matter what,
major distributor like Miramax Films buys a movie and holds she has the ability to captivate the audience with her good
looks and charm.
on to it for two years before givingit a limited release. Filmed
The story gets a little muddled when Fazzulo and Nolan
back in 1997 by former Boston College student Robert lose $1,000 at the pizzeria. Rather than explaining to their
boss that the money at the pizzeria was stolen, the two deDeFranco, Telling You premiered last week as a benefit for
cide to throw a party and make the money back themselves.
However, the introduction of the mysterious homeless
the Leukemia Society. DeFranco explained to the audience
man Mr. P. (Richard Libertini) is where the movie really bethat his close friendship with Jay McGillis, a BC student
gins to fail. Mr. P. hangs around outside the pizzeria giving
who tragically died of leukemia in the early 19905, prompted advice to Nolan and reciting "TheRime ofthe Ancient Marihim to release his film at the benefit. Former BC football ner" as if he were the ancient mariner. It seems that this was
the director's idea of adding a philosophical twist to the film.
players Glen Foley and Darren Flutie were also on hand to
The conversations between Mr. P. and Nolan are filled with
honor the memory of McGillis.
sappy dialogue and cliched "seize the day" advice which we
Telling You has all the potential to be an independent
heard said enough of in Peter Weir's classic film, Dead Poet's
film hit, but a poor script keeps the film from really taking Soceity.
Telling You is a fun little film when it doesn't take itself
off. The film follows the lives of two college graduates who
are forced to work at a pizzeria to make ends meet. Phil
too seriously. This is extremely apparent in the last 10 minFazzulo (Peter Facinelli) and Dennis Nolan (Dash Mihok) utes of the movie. Rather than continue as a funny comedy,
spend most of their time at the pizzeria hiding from people the film turns into a melodramatic mess.
who might recognize them and hangingout with their friends
The end of the movie is a real letdown. Overlooking this,
it is an entertaining movie that showcases the rising talent of
in a very Clerks-esque fashion.
The plot thickens when Kristen Barrett (Gina Philips), stars Mihok, Facinelli and Hewitt. Telling You will make you
Nolan's ex-girlfriend, comes into the pizzeria. After she laugh, but its failed attempt at drama will leave you grimacing.
leaves, Nolan explains that he often wonders what would
By Thomas O'Leary
HEIGHTS STAFF
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Rap gets back to its "Roots" Sleater produces a Hot Rock
By Joe Basto
Heights Staff

As for the single that's
made a commercial splash,
"You Got Me." featuring
Erykah Badu, the melodious
chorus flows harmoniously
with the drums and bass.
Close your eyes and you'll

*****

The Roots
Things Fall Apart
(MCA Records)

We live in a world constantly undergoing change. As hip-hop enjoys its
third decade of prominence in American culture, the industry has been no
stranger to change, taking on a more
commercially acceptable form than in
the

revolution/ evolution. Retreating to
The boundless beauty of Sleaterdarker songs and sacrificing a punk Kinney lies in the resplendent vocal
edge for sweetness and harmony, work. Tucker's banshee-like wails, exSleater-Kinney creates a subtle masterplosive and sexual, put Sleater-Kinney
on the map. When her deafening voice
piece of style and elegance unlike anything they've ever recorded.
fuses with the quick, choppy guitars,
This transition is best grasped by theresult is both blissfully shocking and
again comparing the Sleater-Kinney of unprecedented by current rock stanenter a hypnotic state, perfect
the past and present. On "Sold Out," a dards.
for the track termed by
defining song from their self-titled deMost of The Hot Rock's depth lies
Thought as "The Love Joint."
but, Tucker yelps sardonically that in the emergence of Brownstein as a
What is this "noize" the
Roots are always clamoring
"Diamonds are a girl's best friend."
singer. When she's not singing on her
about? It's Rahzal's brand of
By Donny Mahoney
The diamond theme is very present own, she's voicing her saccharine voice
original beats that make ya
on"The Hot Rock," the magical title alongside Tucker. The sound that erupts
HEIGHTS STAFF
head bob and sway to tracks
track,
in which S-K ironically displays is simply divine. As a listener, hearing
like "3rd Acts: ? vs. Scratch
their blossoming song writingskills and Tucker's fervor naturally countered by
2
Electric Boogaloo" and
their ever-present self-awareness. The Brownstein's tenderness is like a.Bos"Without a Doubt." From the Sleater-Kinney
sober lyrics include lines such as, "You ton College student faced with chooscaptivating percussion of TheHot Rock
don't need to tell me that it's not real." ing between Cancun and the Bahamas
"Electric Boogaloo" to the energetic (Kill Rock Stars)
a tough decision,
Here, S-K reveals that they haven't sac- for spring break
sounds of "Without a Doubt," who
needs a synthesizer? Put it away, son.
Circa 1993, after recording a fiery, rificed integrity to pursue the proverbut how can you lose?
Numerous publications have reuproarious album simiJar in sound to bial hot rock. Instead, the hotrock came
The Hot Rock stammers on songs
viewed the Roots' latest cut, all rewardBikini Kill and other riot girl acts of to them, and proved to be just a decoder that attempt to combine old Sleatering it with maximum acclaim. Being
ring from aCrackerjack box.
Kinney rage with their newer, subtler
the Clay, two impassioned and empowthe skeptic that 1 am (and not wanting
ered females, Corin Tucker and Carrie
This may be the best way to comside. But, in reality, Sleater-Kinney is
seem
a
bandwagoner),
to
like
I took
two words
in
prehend
very much the same band that captured
Brownstein,
the
obvious
sound
placed
simply
change
someproject
finding
on this
bent on
thing "wrong" with it
but it's sim- on their LP cover: Sleater-Kinney. Since from earlier Sleater-Kinney work. On the hearts of feminists and indie rockply not possible. This album here, this then, KISS has reunited, and Sleater- the surface The Hot Rock seems to lack ers alike.
is somethin'. In fact, I don't hesitate to Kinney, with the addition of drummer the punk intensity of Call the Doctor
Their social awareness is displayed
call it a modern-day masterpiece.
and the vigor of Dig Me Out. While Tlie on songs like "God is a #" and "Banned
Janet Weiss, have perfected their meIf you're a Roots fan, you've al- lodic, combustible brand of rock, and HotRock is definitely a departure, its from the End of the World." Even "The
ready got it, and even if you're not, it's
songs are laden with more discreet emoEnd of You" is worthy of 1996 S-K.
they find themselves indie rock's glamnever too late to join the movement.
orous, chic queens and most pondered tion and a more sophisticated sound, a Sleater-Kinney, with an earnest kiss,
Just march down to the record store
sexual fantasy.
tribute both to producer Roger remind us, to quote their last album,
$15 for the album
with a 20 spot
On their latest CD, The Hot Rock, Moutenot and the maturing ability of they're "Not what you want, they're
and $5 for batteries, 'cause your
everything."
discman's definitely going to need it. we witness the next stage in the S-K Sleater-Kinney.
joint.

past,

While the infusion of synthetic
beats and sing-songy hooks has widened die mass appeal *>f hip-hop (no
doubt to the delightof merchants and

...

money-grubbin'artists), hip-hop"purOn "Act Too (Love of My Life),"
ists" criticize the direction of the industry. And for good reason
amid the Black Thought and Common depict the
dying state of hip-hop. Immediately, the
played-out covers and incessant sampling lies the problem of dwindlingcre- mesmerizing sounds and clever lyrics
ativity. It is an alarming trend that begs elevate your mind to another plane. Bethe question, "Who will step up and ginning with a pleasing blend of noises
save hip-hop from itself?"
and violins courtesy of Rahzel, the bass
The answer? Black Thought, Com- kicks in as Thought and Common take
mon, Mos Def, ?uestion, Malik B, the stage.
Passing the mic flawlessly, there's
Rahzel. Kamal and Leonard Hubbard.
You still don't know? Maybe you no hint of played-out themes like sex,
only lyrical wizshould be listening to something else, money and drugs
then. With the fourth opus of their ardry. But that's to be expected from this
Illadelphlife span, the prestigious circle crew of talented emcees. And they don't
of emcees known as the Roots rise to stop. Witness the dynamism and expresthe challenge. Spittin' out thoughtful sion in tracks such as "Ain't Sayin'
lyrics and lacing tracks with live instruNothin' New" or "Step into the Realm,"
mentation, Black Thought and comwhich, just when you think it's ending,
pany re-revolutionize hip-hop by bring- kicks back into full throttle. Imagine that
ing music back to its "roots."
something unexpected in a hip-hop
?

?

?

***

GrooveGrass Boyz
GrooveGrass 101
(Reprise Records)

This new release from The GrooveGrass Boyz fuses bfcgrW. 5
blues and rock into an unheard-of sound. This interestingsCund
derives itself from banjos, fiddles, dobros, steel guitars, mandolins and any other rare instruments. The originality of the music
comes from this unique fusion of instruments and the great list of
guests performing with the band, includingBootsy Collins, Mac
Wiseman and other bluegrass and blues performers.

j

?

?

?

Running the full spectrum of lyrics, from pure blues to pop,
the album transcends almost every genre of music except heavy
metal and rap. The range of music, although diverse, leans
heavilyupon bluegrass, witixtwangy.short notes and lyrics^The
a
the

actjffTinslrugj^ut^nJaecomes fcjfiit^

what it lacks in time by tracks laced with feeling and soul from
all members. Starting with the first track, "Cypress Grove," to
the last, "Stand By Me," the group successfullymixes their short
but to-the-point lyrics with their intricate instrumentation, which
sometimes encompasses more than 10 instruments at a time.

With their full sound, GrooveGrass 101 has turned out one
of the most original albums in a long time. The intricate sound
of multiple genres of music should appeal to the true music lover
as well as to fans of bluegrass and blues. GrooveGrass 101 should
to for a better understanding of music and all the
that music can offer. This album is highly recomjifenreflTbr those listeners who want to hear a change of pace
from the same old same old from bands like the Dave Matthews
Band.

?

Ratings Key
*****

***
**

i an McKellen
Roberto Benigni
Edward Norton
Tom Hanks
Nick Nolle

Brad Barron

JUNIORS!
Important Career Center Meeting:

RECRUITING AND JOB SEARCH ORIENTATION
Attend this meeting if you plan to participate
in the Recruiting Program during the 1999 2000 year.
-

Date:

Time:
Location:

Monday, March 22
4:30 p.m. 6:30 p.m.
Heights Room
-

Refreshments will be served.
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Intentions cruel to moviegoers
Did Last Summer and 54). to understand why he is still sought after in
movies for this reason. However, once
his 15 minutes are up, Hollywood will
always find someone nev
Newcomer Blair (Zoe, Duncan,
Jack and Jane) plays the part of a sheltered, unsophisticated teenager well,
but this film definitely won't jump-start
her career. Gellar (Simply Irresistible, I
Know What you didLast Summer), who
has lately starred in a string of disappointments, is lucky she has a success-

By Allegra Pollock
Heights Staff

CRUEL INTENTIONS: A pitiful adaptation o/Les Liaisons Dangereuses directed by Roger Kumble and starring
Ryan Phillippe, Sarah Michelle Gellar,
Reese Witherspoon and Selma Blair.
Why in the world would someone

take an Academy-Award win-

want to

ning adaptation of a novel and update
the story once again simply to suit the
interests of a teenage audience? This is
just what director Roger Kumble has
done in the fourth screen adaptation of

Pierre Laclos's novel, Les Liaisons
Dangereuses. Director Stephen Frears
garnered three Oscars for his production of Dangerous Liasons, which
starred John Malcovich and Michelle
Pfeiffer. However, Kumble won't be
walking away with any awards. It's
more likely that he'll be thrown out of
Hollywood,

And yet, this is die kind of movie
that will automaticallyrake in money
because of an instantly recognizable
cast. Forget the horrific dialogue, the
deadpan deliveries and the ludicrous
plot the movie stars the oh-so-adorable Ryan Phillippe and the sexy, sultry Sarah Michelle Gellar! Young prepubescents are more excited to see attractive faces and sexuality displayed
?

Ryan Phillippe and Sarah Michelle
on screen than anything else. Phillippe
stars as Sebastian, a very rich and thoroughly bored young man anxious for a
challenge. Enter Kathryn (Gellar).
Sebastian's sister through marriage,
who is only too willing to help her
brother find a sweet young thing to engage his interests,
The calculating duo develop a ploy
which involves the annoyingly naive
Cecile (Selma Blair) and the sweet, virginal Annette (Reese Witherspoon).
Kathryn seeks revenge on Cecile for
stealing a former beau and wants the
aid of Sebastian to ruin her reputation.
Annette serves as nothing more than a
fun little game. If Sebastian successfully deflowers Annette, he will be able

thee

Get

you

his longtime fantasy: a tumble
in the sheets with Kathryn. However, if
he fails, Kathryn gets the keys to
Sebastian's beautiful car.
On the surface, the plot seems like
it could potentially develop into a decent production. However, as the movie
progresses, the audience is subjected to
talentless performances and an ultimately stupid story so that, as viewers
are leaving the theater, they are kickto fulfill

ing themselves, thinking, "Okay, why
did I.spend $7.500n this?"
It's a no-brainer as to why Phillipe
is the boy ofthe moment in Hollywood.
His sculpted good looks are dazzling,
and it is possible, even after a couple of
poor performances (/ Know What You

?

(WarnerReprise Video)

To many college folks. Faith No
More was that group that played that
song where the singer screams out
"What is it?" To these unlucky souls,
Faith No More was just a cheesy '80s
metal band that rode on their one hit
for way too long before breaking up last
year. From this standpoint, it seems like
a greatest hits album and video collection may be going a little far.
In "Epic," this San Francisco band
had one true hit. This song, which still
gets occasional modern rock airplay to
this day, is considered groundbreaking
by critics and rock historians
for
Faith No More, along with Anthrax, are
known as some of the first groups to
have brought the rap-metal fusion rock
to the mainstream. The rhythm of rap
and the crunching noise of hard rock
found their first home together in their
music. Limp Bizkit and Korn, two of
today's most notable acts in this genre,
might never have existed if it weren't
for FNM.
Beyond this grossly exaggerated
history lesson, Faith No More had but

?«\u25a0!
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10% OFF
Please present this coupon when ordering. Valid on dinner
Not to be combined with any other specials.

Time to Party
in Manhattan!
The New Habitat Hotel is offering students
guest rooms feature one or two twin

and shared or private bathrooms.

second set of prints.
Now through March 31 st

Enjoy your break.
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Free
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In the end, this video is a gem only
No More die-hards and people
curious about one of rock's living legends.Anyone that is uninterested
in the group will switch to watch UPN
9 (a crime in many states, Ikid you not).
You may now ask yourself. Who Cares
A Lot about this band or video?
to Faith
who are

LUNCH BUFFET

Increase your -visibility to leading employers and recruiters

Kxcltisive

people.

ASHOKA

-

post xjon.*-

Such segments include a spoof
video in which the group parodies each
other's movements and gyrations.
bungyjumping,disturbing laughterand
a segment where one of the band members follows some random old woman
down the street. Watching this helpless
old woman try to flee from her
Panasonic-carrying pursuer is sure to
bring joy to the faces of many sick, sick

Fine Indian Cuisine
Exotic Vegetable, Chicken,
Lamb, and Seafood
Specialities

B

.afl

eos.

?

.

tr. Wan

videos that saw play on
MTV (which doesn't necessarily stand
for "music television" anymore). So
yes, it does seem odd that there is a
greatest hits video
but let's face it.
any group can do it. No Doubt did it,
so some day expect to see Harvey Danger, the Refreshments or Green Apple
Quick Step doing it.
The reason to purchase such a video
is to see the insanity that is this travelling circus of a rock band. It is great to
see the interactions between the band
members that are captured within the
short segments between the music vida handful of

Faith No More
Who Cares a Lot?
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c
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Gellar get close in Cruel Intentions.

ful show on the WB to fall back on.
Phillippe's real-life girlfriend
Witherspoon (The Man in the Moon) is
the only actor who contributes talent to
this dreadful flick, but any effort on her
part is drowned out by the others.
Joshua Jackson of Dawson's Creek
fame plays the funniest character in this
film. Viewers who expect to see this
teen heartthrob share an on-screen moment lip-locked with a lady will be let
down. Instead, one will be treated to
"Pacey" playing in bed with another
boy.
There are a few fleeting moments
where the film shows promise of evolving into an appealing movie. However,
the ending falters big time by not culminating into something intriguing.
Instead, it is weak and disappointing.
This movie's crudest intention is in ripping off its viewers.

FNM goes visual
By Martin Foncello
Heights Asst. Review Editor

I
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HABITAT
HOTEL

57th Street between
Park and Lexington Avenues
New York, NY 10022
Tel (212) 753-8841
Fax (212) 829-9605

Toll Free 1-800-255-0482
Close to major attractions: Niketown,
Bloomingdales, Planet Hollywood, Hard Rock

Cafe, Carnegie Hall and more!
A PROPERTY OF CITYLIFE HOTEL GROUP
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student identification or a copy of this ad required
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Pfeiffer gives Deep performance in Ocean
Katherine Lane

By

Heights Staff
THE DEEP END OF THE OCEAN:
Director Ulu Grosbard's touching story
starring Michelle Pfeiffer, Treat Williams, Whoopi Goldberg and Jonathan
Jackson.
Screenwriters dream up movie horrors everyday. Whether it is monsters,
terrorists, crazed killers or demented

aliens, the writers purposely try to terrify people. And while the bad guys
may startle or scare, these movies often do not have much of a resonating
effect on viewers. Rather, it is movies
that invoke real or potential fears that
seem to influence people the most. And
for anyone who has a little brother, sister, son, daughter, cousin, niece or
neighbor, the premise of The Deep End
ofthe Ocean, kidnapping, is truly terrifying.
The Cappadora family is an average American family
three kids, a
?

Beth (Pfeiffer) embraces her son in The Deep End

Volvo station wagon and Michelle
Pfeiffer and Treat Williams as parents.
Yet. their lives are forever changed
when their three-year-old son, Ben, is
kidnapped. Director Ulu Grosbard
stages this early in the film, and then
focuses on the emotional repercussions
Ben's abduction has on the family.

of the Ocean.

see the world in a new light

Pfeiffer's character. Beth Cappadora.
bears the emotional toll most openly,
but Grosbard depicts the entire family
as one in free-fall.
The film then fast-forwards nine
years, when the turmoil and emotions
have seemingly disappeared. That is,
until a 12-year old boy named Sam
rings the Cappadora's doorbell looking
to mow their lawn. In a bizarre twist
(fear not, this in no way ruins the ending) their long-lost son is living two
blocks away from them. The family
must now piece together a new identity, one that includes the unwilling
Sam. And as they struggle to relate to
this stranger, they must decide who
would make the boy truly happy ? his
adoptive father or them, his natural family.
True, true
the idea of people
finding their kidnapped child because
he simply lives in your neighborhood
may seem implausible. But Grosbard
makes it very easy to forgive this contrived detail, for he presents a most gripping film filled with poignancy and
emotional resonance. This is the kind
of movie premise that could have devolved into the maudlin or even the
unrealistic. Yet, he keeps the taut plot
line moving forward and relies on the
talents of his strong cast of actors.
Treat Williams gives a solid perfor?

mance playing the likewise

solid father.
not one of intense anger or
depression, but his understated emotions serve as a good contrast to the
catharsis that Pfeiffer's character, Beth,
experiences.
His role is

As the parent who "lost" Ben, Beth

able to extendher character's emotions
to the viewer. Often underused in romantic-comedyfluff, Pfeiffer shows her
mettle as Beth, and serves as the heart
of this three-hankie movie.
Rounding out the cast is Whoopi
Goldberg as Detective Bliss and
Jonathan Jackson as the family's older
son, Vincent. In a smaller role,
Goldberg is the cop turned family friend
who becomes a sounding board for
Beth. And while Goldberg goes relatively underused, Jackson shines as the
troubled and guilt-ridden Vincent. He
emits a quiet intensity that not only sets
his character apart from others, but also
enables him to match the emotional
vigor of Pfeiffer in their scenes together.
Director Grosbard's cast of actors is
what truly makes this movie believable
and enjoyable.

Jim Rowan

Heights Editor

WING COMMANDER: A new science-

fiction film directed by Chris Roberts
and starring Freddie Prinze, Jr., Saffron Burrows. Mathew Lillard and
Tcheky Karyo.

Rarely does a computer game ever
make it to the movies, but the classic
science fiction computer game Wing
Commander has hit the big screen.
Imagine an alien fleet of starship battle
cruisers that would put the Enterprise
to shame, travelling to Earth at light
speed. Earth's only defense is a small
carrier. Tiger Claw, diat must slow down
the alien fleet before the main confederation battle group can arrive to defend
Earth. This is where the movie begins,
as two extremely talented and rather
reckless Top Gw/.-esque fighter jocks
are dropped off at the Tiger Claw with
the orders to slow down the Alien fleet.
Wing Commander's cast is led by
Blair (Freddie Prinze, Jr. of She's All
Thai). Deveraux (Saffron Burrows from
Circle of Friends), Maniac (Mathew
Lillard, the psycho killer from the
thriller Scream) and Paladin (Tcheky
Karyo of feature films Addicted to Love
and GoldenEye).
Wing Commander has a great
premise for a science-fiction movie. The
premise, however, can not make up for
the poor dialogue and sloppy directing
and editing. With lines like, "It's not
faith, it's genetics," one really has to
wonder what the writers were thinking.

Tahe Summer Sessions Classes
at stony Brook
252 courses in over 40 subjects Day and evening classes
Low New York State tuition
Classes start May 24 and July 6.
For course listings, visit our Web site at
?

www.sunysb.edu/summer/.

To request a catalog call 1-800-559-7213 or
e-mail to summerschool@sunysb.edu
An AA/EO educator and employer

STONY
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IT'S 11:59ON MEW YEARS EVE.
DO YOO KNOW WHERE YOOR DATE IS?
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Wing Commander steals from many sci-fi films, including Star Wars.

In fact, the lines were so bad that most ees that looked silly rather than threatof the audience laughed at the poorly ening. The battle scenes from Wing
constructed phrases that appeared at Commander seemed borrowed from a
inopportune moments of the movie.
combination of Star Trek episodes. The
The directing fell apart when the Huntfor Red October w\& fighter scenes
camera cut to different scenes with no from Star Wars and Top Gun. Imaginaapparent connection between the
tion was clearly lacking.
former shot and the latter one. This kept
The movie failed to provide the
the movie going quickly, but also made necessary battle passion-induced sex
it seem sloppy in its execution. Further scene. Well, actually there was one, but
evidence for the sloppy execution ofthe the two people were fully clothed and
movie is the rather lackluster ending. lying in bed, lacking passion and the
The movie just stops, with a rather poor sense of immediacy that the ensuing
attempt at catharsis for the fallen solbattle should produce.
diers of the war and the survivors.
There was also the young pilot hero
The only cool special effect was (Prinze) falling for the female comwhat the Wing Commander writers call mander (Burrows) type romance that
"time-slicing," which leads to a moseemed added in at the end because the
mentary stoppage in time as a spacewriters realized they needed to add
ship jumps using the energy of another some feeling of emotion to the war
star to propel the ship through space.
hardened soldiers.
The movie also had rather funny-lookTruly, the only redeeming quality
ing big green men with long gray goatof Wing Commander was the trailer for
the new Star Wars movie. To put it
frankly, the approximately five-minute
preview for Star Wars put Wing Commander to shame. The preview had bril-

Live in
Newark City
This Summer

x/
Ben Affleck Casey Affleck Dave Chappelle
Guillermo Diaz Angela Featherstone Janeane Garofalo
Gaby Hoffmann Kate Hudson Courtney Love Jay Mohr
Martha Plimpton Christina Ricci Paul Rudd
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liantly generated computer graphics,
cool aliens and thoughtful dialogue.

The movie theater also had reminders
posted stating that one could not just
return their Wing Commander ticket for
a refund after the Star Wars trailer, an
idea that definitely crossed many
people's mind.

I #20: Meryl Streep
By Matt Swenson
Heights Review Editor

If someonewere to argue that Meryl
Streep is the greatest actress ever, you
would be hard-pressed to argue. Her
amazing 11 Oscar nominations stand as
proof of her incredible talent. Only
(Catherine Hepburn and Jack Nicholson
have earned more Oscar norhinations
than Streep, which certainly puts her in
selective company.
The 49-year old New Jersey native
trained as an actress at Vassar and
the Vale School of Drama before making her film debut in Julia. However, il
was her Oscar-nominated turn in The
Deer Hunter in 1978 that put everyone
on notice that a great actress had arrived
on the scene. The same year. Streep also
earned an Emmy for the television
miniseries Holocaust.
Following the death of her first husband, John Cazale (bestknown as Fredo
Corleone in The Godfather), Streep
began working almost non-stop, and
she picked up two Academy Awards.
The first award came in 1979 for her
memorable role opposite Dustin
Hoffman in Kramer vs. Kramer.
Streep returned to the Holocaust era
for Sophie's Choice, considered by
many critics to be one of the great performances of all time. The heartbreaking performance gave Streep her second Academy Award in 1982.
Among other films that Streep
earned nominations for are Postcards
from the Edge, Out ofAfrica and A Cry
in the Dark.
One thing you can never say about
Streep is that she doesn't take chances.
Not only do almost all of her roles require different accents, which she
seamlessly carries off, but she has even
tried genres not generally associated
with her style. The River Wild is a case
in point, where she entered the action
field and was rather successful. In addition, she starred in Robert Zemckis'
black comedy Death Becomes Her, a
very funny film.
As we approach the next century.
Streep has not lost a step. In 1996. she
earned yet another Oscar nomination
for Clint Eastwood's film adaptation of
The Bridges of Madison County, and
earned a Golden Globe nomination for
Marvin'sRoom in 1997. This year, she
is in the race for another Academy
Award for herrole as a cancer-stricken
mother in One True Thing.
Streep only seems to be getting better as time goes on. She has broached
the serious subjects of the Holocaust
and divorce better than most actresses
could even dream of doing, while mixing in some action and comedy. Though
her films are rarely huge successes at
the box-office, there is no denying her
uncanny ability to truly capture a
character's emotional core. Streep is
undoubtedly one of the greatest actresses of all time.
was
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Stars of
the Century

experiences guilt, anger, sadness and
lifeless depression. And Pfeiffer successfully conveys these emotions with
a credibility necessary for this movie
to work. Pfeiffer plays a multi-layered,
somewhat flawed character, and she is

Wing trails off after the trailer
By

Matt Swenson's top 25

secure a

space.

For more information, call toll free

l-800-771-4NYU.ext.H46
Mon.-Frk, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,

est.

New York University li »n affirmative action/equalopportunity Imtitutlon

You are invited and urged
to attend a meeting on Thursday,
March 18, 1999, in Carney 102
from 4:30 p.m. to 5:15 p.m. to
explore two special
academic opportunities
for your senior year:
1. History Department Honors Program
3 credits each semester
Eligibility: at least 3.3 average in history, 3.0 GPA

2. Scholar of the College in History
12 credits over two semesters
Eligibility: 3.67 GPA
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Jim's show matches his ego
By Greg Gagliardi

By Jonathan Raelin
Heights Staff

Academy of Songwriters.
Highlights included a cover of
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
with Jim replacing the words with
"kumbaya" camp-song lyrics. Jim also
played songs from his studio albums,
includingseven tunes from his September 1998 release. Don't Get Smart.
From his past albums, Jim played songs
such as his 1994 "Big Chinos," where
he sings about his love for big pants,

HHKili'lS EDITOR

If you've been asleep for the past
five years and can only see one up-andcoming band before you have to sleep
for another rive, see Jim's Big Ego in
the Lizard Lounge on Friday, March 19.
The wit, musical craftmanship and
unique sound are almost enough to
make up for the time you've missed.
Jim's Big Ego headlined a fourand his 1996 song, "She's Dead," where
band night at T.T. the Bear's Place on he sings, "But now she's dead and that's
Friday, March 12. The night that began okay/ At some point everybody dies/
with two good sets from Violet Tide and And though her life was kinda short by
Todd Thibaud just kept getting better. the standards of today/ It woulda been
The packed club, made up mostly of long in medieval times."
men and women justabove college age,
The crowd went crazy throughout
was intially tilled with a calm energy.
the duration of the set, and more reThen, Jules Verdone, dressed in markably, most of the audience knew
black with a guitar in hand, rocked the the words to Jim's songs and were able
crowd through several songs, noting to sing along. Truly, this is testimony
later it was her last day working for The to the growing fan base of Jim's Big
Boston Globe as a copy editor. By the Ego ? a fan base which may run simiway she was playing, it's good she quit lar lines to that of popular non-radio
her day job. Although her sound is not bands such as They Might Be Giants
the most unique in the industry, she or Phish.
does have the finely-tuned alternative
Although it is often technically
female voice that blends very smoothly classified as folk, infandno's music
with an electric guitar.
clearly can't be held back by labels. His
Those in attendance were enthusicomplex and far from usual lyrics blend
astic about the first three acts, but the extremely well with his guitar, creatcrowd moved very little, and there was ing a live-band sound that makes the
recordings seem feeble in comparison.
not a whole lot of verbal feedback to
go along with it. either. That's only beDon't Get Smart, the band's first alcause, as Verdone pointed out, "Jim's
bum on Eastern Front Records, is filled
Big Ego is next. That's what you're all
with an adequate mix of the serious and
here for, right?"
the bizarre. The album follows his 1996
Answering with thunderous aplive album, Titanic, as well as More
plause, the crowd proved it was ready
Songs About Me, which hit record
for the local band that is bound to make
stores in the same year. His two solo
a big impact on the music scene, even
albums were released in 1993 and 1995,
on the national level. Back from conbut Jim does not plan to go the solo
certs in a number of states down south,
route again.
the trio led by frontman Jim Infantino
After ending the set with their first
utilized an electric guitar, uprightbass radio single, "Feelin' Groovy," their
and appropriately loud drumbeats to rendition of Simon and Garfunkel's
make sure no one in the audience was "59th Street Bridge Song," the band
disappointed after their 75-minute set.
came out for an encore and played
It's no wonder Jim was named 1995- "Love Everybody."
-1996 Artist of the Year by die National
Ironically,there is the sense that Jim

Deconstructing Elvis
Careless Love: The Unmaking ofElvis
Presley
By Peter Gurlnick
(Little, Brown)
767 pages

"The king is dead, long live the
king." As the eternal saying states, the
mighty live on long after their demise,

Jim's Big Ego played

to

a raucous crowd

does just that. His amusing facial c.v
pressions and energetic motions on
stage prove the singer and songwriter
to be a man devoted to his fans, which
is only complemented by his approach
ability and appreciation of those who
support his work.
When he does two sets in an
evening, Infantino does what he calls
"Napkin Poetry." In the first set, people
in the crowd are told to write two
of poetry on a napkin and throw it onn

on Friday

night at T.T.'s.

the
then collected, and
Jim combines them into a song for the
second set. This unci a sure-thing energetic scl will he whai (he audience will
he able to sec at Friday's Lizard Lounge
show.
Jim's Big Ego might not be big, or
even close to it. by today's mainstream
standards. But anyone who has seen a
linfs Rig Ego show or listened to an
ilhuni can iv\e:il wh;ii the mainstream
stage. They arc

and this is most certainly the case with
the one and only king ofrock-and-roll,
Elvis Presley. Despite his unfortunate
overdose 22 years
ago, the King and
his legacy live on
strong to this very
day. In this vein,
Peter Guralnick has
provided the counterpart to his acclaimed book on the
first half of Elvis'
life, Last Train to
Memphis. This time
he delves into the
depths of the final
19 years of the great one's life.
Starting with Elvis' dramatic return
from the army as a maturing and energetic adolescent, the reader is taken on
a roller coaster ride filled with drugs,
women and rock and roil that lands
them in the Graceland bathroom with
Elvis on that fateful afternoon in 1977.
Truly, this man's story unlocks the
drama and inherent tragedy within the
lives ofmusic's greatest and most powerful icons.
Despite all the wealth and fans that
he had amassed, deep down Elvis was
being eaten up by a self-esteem problem coupled with a severely uncontrolled substance addiction problem.
The reader literally sees this talented
young man decompose into the stagnant and decrepit shell of a human being that he became.
Portraying Elvis as areligious man
who could neverrecover from the death
of his mother and had an obsessive need
for people to love him, this book comes
across as an in-depth psychological
analysis of a man who was destined to
crash and burn. It is this tone of impending doom that helps to set the over-

whelming tension within the book.
Despite all the misfortune that is

inhenerent story, there is still much to
be uplifted by in this American tragedy.
There is an abundance of black humor
to be found in such episodes as a crazed,
religiously obsessed Elvis on uppers reclining on the porch of Graceland, closing his eyes and believing that he can
turn the sprinklers on the lawn on and
off with his mind. Similarly, who cannot help but smile when they hear of
stories such as Elvis marching into a
Cadillac dealership and purchasing cars
for all who were present.
However, despite the implicit
power of this
story, it ap
pears that
Gural n i c k
took the task
of researchingElvis' life
with such a
zeal that he
has bogged
down
the
book somewhat with a
virtual onslaught of information.
Concentrating so much on song-bysong descriptions of recording efforts,
stop-by-stop narrations of tours and
blow-by-blow discussions of medical
problems, the book tends to become
overwhelming and loses its focus.
For those potentialreaders with an
undying love for Elvis, this book delivers the factual information that will
satisfy an unquenchablethirst; however,
for an individual with a passing interest in the King, it all becomes tough to
swallow. Thus, a relatively concise
book becomes an unwieldy 700-plus
pages. On the other hand, it is this information that in essence guarantees
that this book is the most comprehensive on the subject.
Quite simply, Careless Love is a
must-have for fans and even for those
that enjoy a good tragedy now and
again. This book might look overwhelming at first but after finishing the
reader will be an unquestionable expert on the latter half of Elvis' life. From
the ups to the downs, the marriages to
the divorces, the riches to the rags and
the happy times to the heavy times, the
reader is dragged throughthe rapids, in
order to get an honest glimpseof a man
that is a stranger even to himself.
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Science Night
Three Panels on Careers in
Science featuring BC Alumni
-

The lender that
helps you bring order
to all your law school

financing needs.
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Careers in Science and Industry

Government and Environmental Careers
Health Services Professions (including Physician's Assistant,

Physical Therapist, Optometrist, and mere!)

Finding the right financing for law school
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All Classes and Majors Welcome

The Heights Room (LCDH)
Tuesday, March 23,1999
Sponsored by ibe Career Center 5523430

jd

rely on Key Education Resources? We
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m

provide a full range of law school financing
products and services, making it easy to
help you earn your degree. Call our
Education Resource Line' today. We're
certain you'll return a favorable verdict.
BL

1-800KEYLEND
www.Key.com/educate
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THE OSCARS

Shakespeare to battle trio of WWII films
By Matt Swenson
Heights Review Editor

Who The Heights
thinks will win the
Oscars

When Hollywoodrewards the best
movies of 1998 at the Oscars on March
21, one thing is sure to be true: Nearly
all of the movies that take home awards
will either be about World War II or be
set in the Elizabethan era. However, trying to predict who will win which
awards seems harder than ever this year,
as no one film will sweep this year's
Academy Awards like Titanic.
If there is a clear favorite in any
category, it would have to be Saving
Private Ryan for best picture. The gripping D-Day drama clearly established
itself as the cream of the crop last year,
but that does not always guarantee an
Oscar (ask L.A. Confidential about

Best Picture:
Saving Private Ryan
Saving Private Ryan (left) is the favorite for best picture, but
Roberto Benigni could earn the best actor award for Life is Beautiful (below), and Billy Bob Thornton (above) could win best supporting actor for A Simple Plan.

that).

If one film will upset Ryan, it will
be Shakespeare in Love, which actually
garnered more nominations than any
other movie this year. As for the other
nominees, no film with subtitles will
ever win best picture, so Life is Beautiful fanatics will be disappointed (at least
in this category). Not enough people
saw Elizabeth to make it a serious contender for best picture, and mass audiences seemed to reject The Thin Red
Line despite its critical praise. Look for
Saving Private Ryan to win best picture, a rare example of the actual best
movie of the year winning the same
award.
The winner of the best director
award usually directs the film that wins
best picture, which makes sense for
obvious reasons. Therefore, Steven
Spielberg should win this award easily.
as long as Private Ryan wins best picture. Roberto Benigni (Life is Beautiful) and John Madden (Shakespeare in
Love) have an outside chance of pulling the upset, but it is unlikely that
Spielberg will lose.
On paper, Tom Hanks would appear
to be the favorite for best actor. But,
don't expect to see him give another
movie acceptance speech this year. Instead, look for Roberto Benigni to pull
a real shocker and win best actor. He
won the Screen Actor's Guild (SAG)
award, and in the five-year history of

Best Director:
Steven Spielberg
Best Actor:
Roberto Benigni
Best Actress:
Gwyneth Paltrow
Best SupportingActor:
Billy Bob Thornton
Best SupportingActress:
Judi Dench

the awards, only two winners have not
gone on to win the same award they
earned at the SAGs. Benigni's performancewas better than
Life is Beautiful
was a movie, and few could criticize
his selection. However, lan McKellen's
performance in Gods and Monsters was
also truly magnificent,
It is a two-horse race for best actress. It will either be Cate Blachett.
who has won nearly all the awards this
season for her performance in Elizabeth, or Gwyneth Paltrow (Shakespeare
in Love), who won the SAG award.
Using the same logic as the best actor
prediction, Paltrow will rightly win the
award. In Shakespeare in Love, she had
to be play four different roles (Viola, a
man while trying out for a role, Romeo
during rehearsals for the debut of

Romeo and Juliet and Juliet on the
play's opening night). This is quite an
accomplishmentand should earn heran
Academy Award.
The best supporting actor category
is wide open. Robert Duvall is probably the favorite for A Civil Action, in
which he was very good. However,
Billy Bob Thornton was arguably better in A Simple Plan.
It looks like Kathy Bates (Primary
Colors) and Judi Dench (Shakespeare
in Love) are the only two real contenders for best supportingactress. It should
be no contest though, for Bates gave
Primary Colors its heart while Dench
only was on screen for nine minutes in
Shakespeare. Dench was effective, but
the role is too small to overlook Bates.
who deserves to and probably will win

her second Oscar.
If any award is more assured than
Private Ryan's best picture Oscar, it is
the best original screenplay award.
Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard have
earned nearly every award possible in
their field for Shakespeare in Love's
script. The screenplay was smarter and
wittier than any other this year, so there
will be no complaints in this category.
No one knows who will win best
adapted screenplay. In a just world,
Scott Frank would win for Out of Sight,
a movie whose title matched its quality. Scott Smith and Bill Condon both
have strong cases for A Simple Plan and
Gods and Monsters respectively, with
Condon being the favorite if there is one
in this category. The real joke of this
category is Terrence Malick, as The

Thin Red Line's, most noteworthy asits cinematography, not the
characters or dialogue.
This year's Oscars are wide open.
Shakespeare in Love and Saving Private Ryan look to dominate the field.
but there are no assurancesas to which
awards the two films will garner. March
21 will be an interestingnight indeed.
pect was

Best Original Screenplay:
Shakespeare in Love
Best Adapted Screenplay:
A Simple Plan

Think we don't know what
we're talking about? Tell it to
our face every Monday at 5
p.m. in the Eagle's Nest.
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Business Briefs

Learn the lingo: how to do a super search

Dow Jones Industrial Average

By

is

Antonina Guarino
HEIGHTS STAFF

SEARCHING TIPS

Have you been frustrated by
what search engines call a
"simple search"?
I often felt 1had little control
over what information I received
from a search. Was it the keyword
I chose? Was it the search engine
I used?
Knowing about search techniques and search engines can
allow you more control and a
greater grasp on how to access
information on the Web,

Composite Index

Business News
The road to 10,000 a little bumpier then expected
Last Thursday, it seemed like there was nothing stopping the Dow
from reaching the 10,000 mark. On Friday, however, the Dow had
slipped 21.09 points as aresult of poor earnings by Caterpillar (CAT),
a heavy machinery manufacturer, and poor performance from technology stocks. Most analysts, however, believe that the Dow will top
10,000relatively soon.

What is a search engine?
A search engine is a tool that
lets you explore databases containing millions of web pages.
The most widely acclaimed
search engines have been called
the "Big Six." They include
AltaVista,Excite, Hotßot, Lycos,
Infoseek and Yahoo.
All of these are excellent
search engines and each has distinguishing features. You will see
how each search engine relates to
a basic search.
There are a few techniques
that you should know to narrow
or expand your basic search.
These helpful techniques can help
you become more adept at getting what you want from the Web.
TYPES OF SEARCHES

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. sues Philip Morris

Plain English Question: This
search allows you to ask a question. For example, What is the
date ofthe Boston Tea Party?

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., a division of RJR Nabisco (RN), is
suing one of its competitors for unfair retail practices. The lawsuit
attacks Philip Morris' (MO) retail lenders program. The program forces
its participants to devote a certain amount of space for advertising

Phrase: Type a phrase as a sequence of words surrounded by
double quotes. For instance,
"Boston Tea Party."

Philip Morris products, such as Marlboro, Merit and Virginia Slims,

TechnologyNews
How to use search engines
A comprehensive guide on how
engines. See right

to get

*

perform wild card searches.

Be as specific as you can.
*

It searches the World Wide

Use unique keywords.

Find out if case matters. Some search engines ignore case completely, but
others (AltaVista and HotBot) assume you want only that combination of
case. You achieve the broadest possible search with
*

lowercaseletters.

Use initial caps to distinguish proper names.
*

Visit "help"file
*

OR search: Type words or
phrases separated by a space
without any notation. An example
of this would be Vienna Freud.
NOT search: Use a minus sign
in front of the word or phrase
you do not want to appear in the
results.
Think of the minus sign as
telling the search to exclude. For
instance, +pumpkins -smashing
would specify a search on pumpkins without including the band
the Smashing Pumpkins.
(-)

Wild card search: Use an asterisk (*) at the end of or within a
word, with at least three letters of
the search term, (star*)
If you have any questions, the
"help" file is a wonderful source
of information. Clicking on the
"help" file on any of these sites
will tell you the specifics about
that particular site's search capacities and modes.
THE BIG SIX

AND_ search: Type a plus sign (+)
in front of each word or phrase

AltaVista"

you want to appear in the results,
such as +Boston + "Tea Party."
Think of the plus sign as a way
of telling the search to include,

This is one of the most powerful search engines. Great for locating obscure facts and phrases,
AltaVista also searches for more

ofsearch engine.

Check your spelling.

than text. You can view how to
search for specific images, text,
words and titles byclicking at the
"help" file on the site. The reference information above is handy
for AltaVista's basic search.
It searches the World Wide
Web, Web topic directory and
Usenet news groups,
www.altavista.com
Excite
This search engine

uses a

concept-based technique, Intelligent

Concept

Extraction

(ICE),which looks for your designated term(s) and related ideas

and concepts.
The benefit of using this
search engine is that it goes beyond simply locating key words
by forming associations with
your query.
It provides good plain English searches and is a good site
for locating current news articles,
Excite also has a feature
called "More Like This," which
allows you to identify a site that
you like, from which Excite will
have an example of the type of
available information.
Excite does not perform wild
card searches. It searches the
World Wide Web, Web topic directory, Usenet news groups, cur-

articles from more than
300 publications and travel
guides for 5,000 cities.
www.excite.com
rent news

Hotßot
Everyone loves Hotßot. Rivaling AltaVista's database in
size, it is very easy to search for
multimedia files and locate
websites by geography.
You will notice the above reference techniques are unnecessary at this user-friendly site, because the search page includes
scroll-down menus and check
boxes to aid your search.
You can search by text, any
words, exact phrase, page title,
person, location and time span.
For best results on Hotßot, use
at least two or three search terms.
Hotßot does not perform wild
card searches.
It searches World Wide Web,
Usenet news groups and on-line
shopping.
www.hotbot.com
Infoseek
With search capabilities that
rival AltaVista, this search engine
is one of the most heavily visited
sites. It performs plain English
search queries very well.
One of its valuable features

Web, Web topic directory, current
news articles and Usenet groups

company profiles, including
stock prices and SEC data,
www. infoseek. com

Lycos

This user-friendly site includes a simple search form. One
of the best reasons to use Lycos
is to access its reviews of exceptional websites,
Written by "web-savvy editors," Lycos Top 5% includes reviews that are enlightening and
well-written,
You can also find great mul-

timedia files with Lycos, Lycos
does not perform wild card
searches.
Try to list at least two or three
star terms and use the above
search techniques to improve
your search results with Lycos.
Its search covers the World
Wide Web, reviews of top-rated
websites, Usenet news groups.
image and sound files, current
news articles and personal home
pages.
www.lycos.com

Yahool
Although Yahoo! is a direc-

Web content) and not a
search engine, it is nonetheless a
powerful search tool. Yahoo!
gathers information about new
sites from humans rather than
searchrobots or spider programs.
It does not answer to a plain
English search, but it performs
the other searches well, including the wild card search.
It has a."besj and most detailed directory" and searches the
World Wide Web, a Web topic ditory (of

__

rectory, current news articles,
Usenet groups, Net events and

chat.
www.yahoo.com

the most out of Internet search

CityScape: London,

NCAA Internet coverage
The Final Four game you want to see isn't on any of the local TV
stations? Solve that and all your NCAA Final Four problems using
resources on the Internet. See right
AT&T to buy IBM's Global Data Network
Last December, AT&T announced a plan to buy IBM's Global
Network for $5 billion. The deal first had to be cleared by the U.S.
Justice Department, but it is believed that this will happen soon. The
Global Network serves 35,000 companies in more than 100 countries, as well as 1 million subscribers in 59 countries. The move should
help position AT&T as a top global communications company,
Netscape and AOL merger deal makes it through

Justice Depart'

ment

This past Friday, the Justice Department cleared a deal between
America Online (AOL) and Netscape Communications Corp. for $4.3
billion. AOL will now incorporate the Netscape browser into its popular Internet service. This deal may make the Justice Department's
anti-trust case against Microsoft weaker. Netscape shareholders will
vote on the deal on Wednesday.

Weekly Columns
Career Center: Science career night
The Career Center is hosting a night for science majors. See Cl2
Career Center: FAQ on Internship Night
Find all the answers to your questions about the Career Center's Internship night. See Cl 2

CityScape: London See right
Websites: NCAA

*

tournament coverage See Cl 2

For More Information
The Heights On-line: Theon-line version of this paper, where
ries are hyperlinked and available for download.

sto-

www.bcheights. com

Marketplace Meeting
Interested in writing about business issues, technology or new
video and computer games? Was your New Year's resolution to
start writing for The Heights? Come to the meeting and learn about
reviewing computer and video games. Our meetings are Mondays
at 5:30 p.m. in McElroy 113. You can also contact us by e-mail at
marketplace@bcheights.com, or call us at (617) 552-2221.

NCAA tourney

England
By

on the Net

Jeff White

HEIGHTS STAFF
By

Ask

most Britons you enwhere they're from, and
chances are they'll tell you in
terms of London: "1 1/2 hours
south of London" or "45 minutes
outside of London."
London is in the vocabulary
of every Briton, and rightfully so
it is Britain's cultural, economic and political capital. It has
been the home of poets, playwrightsand authors. It has weathered horrendous devastation and
spawned unbelievable growth.
Still, London remains accessible to travelers who are willing
to take the time and get to know
it. And it rewards such efforts
with countless things to see and
do and a few surprises particular
to each visitor.
?

HEIGHTSPHOTO JEFF WHITE

Facts
London is the largestcity in
Europe, with a population between seven and 10 million. Of
course, this figure can swell, as
London receives over 20 million
visitors a year.
\u25a0 The actual size of the city
of London is about one square
mile, referring to the site the Romans settled in 43 AD. The
sprawling expanse i visitor beholds is really the city of
Westminster, yet London still is
the all-encompassingname.
? In 1666, London was virtually razed by the "Great Fire." A
memorial still marks the very spot
where the first flame was set off.
\u25a0 During the Nazi bomb campaigns of World War 11, Londoners took refuge in the vast arter-

Patrick M. Morrissey

ASST. MARKETPLACE EDITOR

counter

Big Ben is a famous London landmark.

*

ies of the Underground, the city's
extensive publictransport system.
(And one wonders why they love
the Tube.)
Getting Around

London has two major airHeathrow and Gatwick.
Both have relatively easy access
to the city.
Travel in London is remarkably easy, thanks to the Tube,
which spirals out across the city
ports:

along eight lines,
Victoria, King's Cross,
Paddington and Waterloo stations
are the major train terminals, with
services to all other points in Britain as well as continental Europe.

Food and Accommodation
Finding cheap food alternatives in London might seem, at
first, an exercise in futility but
they do exist. Pubs are the best
bet, often offering counter meals
in the $5-$6 range.
'Takeaway" shops, like fish
and chips or noodle shops, are
also a good value.
For those with deeper pockets, Britain's culinary capital will
exhaust even the most enthusiastic palate.
London is littered with budget hotels and hostels, catering to
the independent backpacker.
The greatest concentration of
?

See LONDON, Cl

2

NASDAQ

set searching, which allows you
to search a second time over your
initial query. Infoseek does not

watching CBS's coverage of the
tournament and accept that you
will only be able to watch selected games.

When I was in the fifth grade,
The Internet is one alternative
my teacher, Ms. Sallet, used to
to the television coverage thai
say that her least favorite month
provides sports fans with audio
was March.
The "March Doldrums," in coverage of every single tournaher estimation, were 30 days of ment game.
utter boredom, since spring was
When you find yourself
weeks away and it was the low wanting to watch a certain game
point between the February and that is not broadcast on CBS. log
onto www.broadcast.com and
April vacations.
you will be able to listen to live
Most Boston College students would tend to disagree with play-by-playradio broadcasts on
my favorite elementary school your computer.
Inorder to take advantage of
teacher because of two words:
broadcast.com s resources, you
March Madness.
If you are a die-hard college must dow uload a free version of
basketball fan, you probably Real Audio at www.rcalspent spring break watching audio.com.
Once equipped with the auNCAA games during championship week on ESPN while trying dio interface, you are literally two
clicks away from listening to steto ignore the annoying banter of
ESPN resident loudmouth Dick reo-quality audio of your favorite team.
Vitale.
The easiest way to jumpright
The BC women's basketball
into the games is to click on the
team is in Lhe tournament as an
March Madness icon on the main
eighth seed in the East; however,
menu of the website, or go to
most likely, you won't be able to
watch our Lady Eagles or the www.broadcast.com/sporis/ncaa/
majority of the 126 total women's basketba 11/madn ess 99.
At this point, you will be able
and men's games because of limto choose between listening to all
ited television coverage.
This is not the case in the later men's and women's games, press
conferences, sports shows and
rounds, but in the two weeks of
play there are just too many even archived greatest moments
in NCAA history.
games for CBS and other netThis site allowed me to lisworks to be able to broadcast
ten to Creighton's upset of Louthem all.
Your choices are simple. If isville and Duke's thrashing of
A&M
with
you are 21, you can go to sports Florida
bars such as The Sports Depot or broadcast.com. 1 am a huge fan
The Keils, which have satellite of the BC women's basketball
dishes that allow patrons to watch
virtually every game.
See NCAA, Cl 2
You can also settle with
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London,

Career Center Advice
a pub and

have

a drink. With most

lines

having over 25 stops, this is the pub
crawl to end all pub crawls.
Speaker's Corner: Free speech personified. Men and women on soapboxes and ladders wax political, poetical, evangelical and even nonsensical.
The northeast corner of Hyde Park is
alive on Sundays. A lot of anti-American sentiment is voiced, so be prepared
to become Canadian.
Leicester Square: On warm Saturday nights, London's pulse can be felt
in Leicester Square. It's a sea of buskers
and brawlers, drinkers and dancers,
strollers and swingers, all flanked by
neon clubs, theaters, cinemas and bars.
See a show, hit a rave or just sit and
soak in every thing.For sure, London
intimidates. Its sheer size, endless array of things to see and do and relatively high price tag bring some travelers to its fold with quivering knees.

hostels can be found around Earl's
Court, the main hangoutfor backpackers and student travelers.
Things to do
The famous Buckingham Palace,
Westminster Abbey and the Tower of
are

16. 1999

England

CONTINUED FROM CU

London

INARCH

sightseeing icons. Under-

standably, tourists arrive at these sights

in droves.
Some of the less crowded sights can
prove more interesting and entertaining,
while providing an escape from the
maelstrom of organized tour groups.
Here's a sampling ofthe best things
?
which might
to see and doin London
not appear on the first page of a shoestring guide:
St. Paul's Cathedral: The second
largest cathedral on me planet is a testament to human accomplishment and
endurance. Exactly 594 stairs lead to
the top, which affords the best views of
London's immensity (and colored
cranes). The view inside is just as inspiring.

But London also enchants. It's

a

city of contrasts: hopelessly industrial,
yet amazingly green;
HEIGHTS PHOTO/ JEFF WHITE

London is

Parliament: What could be better
then witnessing high-ranking, powerful officials jeer, boo, whistle and (occasionally) throw things at each other?
Take in the roar of a Parliament debate
when in session (it's not in session dur-

a city filled

with historical buildings, such

ing the late summer months).
Cabinet War Rooms: This is the best
little "museum" in London, where, in
this underground maze of rooms and
chambers, Churchill led the English to

as

this

one.

their "finest hour" during WWII.
Go Underground: That's right, pick
any line of the Tube and ride it from
?
one end to the other
but make it interesting. Emerge from each stop, find

English,

yet

immensely international.

When you visit, London remains a
doorway into a country and a microcosm of the world.Succumb to London,
and ponder the words of Samuel
Johnson: "A man who grows tired of
London grows tired of life; for there is
in London all that life can afford."

from

The tournament's official site
(www.fmalfour.net) provides users with
everything they need toknow about the

Cll

team, and broadcast.com allowed me
to follow Alissa Murphy and company

Other sites similar to this one are
ESPN's page (www.espn.go.com),
CBS's page (www.cbs.com/navbar/
marchjmayhetn) and www.cnnsi.com.
If you are wondering if two teams had
any common opponents or how a certain team faired this year, these three

Besides broadcast.com, there are a
myriad of college basketball and NCAA
tournament websites that provide fans
with up-to-the-minute and comprehensive coverage of March Madness.

ment.

Another on-line trend that has been

tourney.

in their first-round game against the
Buckeyes of Ohio State.

sites have statistics and backgroundinformation on every team in the tournagrowing in popularity are the on-line
lournament pools, which are completely free and allow participants to
compete against other sports fans from
all over the country or against a select
group. ESPN.com, CNNSI.com and
Yahoo.com. are running pools in which

Websites: NCAA Final Four
By

Patrick M.

few simple clicks of your mouse. All
you need is a computer with Internet
access, speakers and the most recent
version of Real Player,
Although there might be assorted
sites that provide coverage of certain
teams, broadcast.com is the Internet's
only site that provides coverage of every game in one site.

Morrissey

ASST. MARKETPLACE EDITOR

1. Official NCAA Tournament
website If you are planning on following the Duke Blue Devils in their quest
to be national champions, you should
probablybrush up on knowledge of the
team.

If you want to learn more about first
team All-American Elton Brand or the
Alaskan Assassin Trajen Langdon, log
onto the official site to indulge yourself.

www.finalfour.net
2. Broadcast.com If you find that CBS
is not covering a certain game you want
to watch, check out broadcast.com and
listen to every tournamentgame with a

ment.

Check out the channel's website to
read in-depth reports by ESPN's journalists, who really know what they are
talking about, since they have covered
these teams all season.
www.espn.go.com

4. Real Audio.com If you plan on listening to any of the games on the
Internet, you must first download a free
copy of Real Audio player. Log onto
their website and follow the simple instructions on how to download and install the software.
www.realaudio.com
5. CBS.com If you

are wondering what

Summer
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May 24-July 2
July 6-August 13

Apply online:
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wvsnv.luc.edu/
academics/summer
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games are on television, visit CBS's
tournament site that provides scores,
statistics and analysis of every game.
You can enter their chat room and talk
with fellow sports fanatics as well as
post your thoughtson their tournament
message board.

www.cbs.com/navbar/march_mayhem
6. CNNSI.com Cable news giant CNN
has teamed up with America's top
sports magazine to create CNNSI. Their
website is filled with in-depth stories
by the writers of Sports Illustrated, statistics and much more.
They are one of the few sites on the
Internet that has begun providing online pools for users to compete against
others for cash and prizes.
www.cnnsi.com

About 40 employers representing a
variety of career fields will be represented. The

event is

open

to

all Boston

College students. We will also be offering the Internship Training Program
during this event.
This program provides first-hand
information from employers on how to
prepare for your internship.

els.
Do I need to wear a suit?
Students should dress in business
attire or business casual.
Do I need a resume?
Resumes are recommended. If you
don't have a resume, attend a resumewriting workshop and sign up for an
individual resume critique.
To sign up for either the workshop
or an individual critique, call the Career Center at (617) 552-3644.
You may get individual resume help
in the Internship Office on Monday
through Friday, 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

find a sum-

to

but keep in mind
space is limited and most of the employers attending the fair will be local.
For access to listings all over the country and for multiple listings in certain
career fields, check the Internship Exchange.

What is the Internship Exchange?
The Exchange is a database of all
the internships sent to BC. It is Webbased and shared with 14 schools across
the country.
With access to over 10,000 listings,
there is truly something for everyone.
Access the Exchange via the Career
Center's website, careercenter.bc.edu.
Are the listings on the Exchange current?
BC keeps 18months' worth of listings in the Exchange. You can always
use the "updated since" feature to see
listing solely from this academic year.
What

are my

chances offinding a paid

summer internship?
Most full-time summer internships are
paid. Certain career fields, however,

don't offer many paid internships. In
that case, consider doing a part-time
internship in addition to a paying job.
Is March

too late to find a good summer internship?
we receive summer
Absolutely not
?

internship listings right through the
month of June.
?Amy Donegan

assistant director,
Boston College Career Center

This is an excellent opportunity lo
gain an overview of the job possibilities available. It is also a good chance
to learn what you can do now to prepare for these types of positions.
5 p.m. Careers in Science and Industry.

BC graduates from Genzyme,
Polaroid and Nova Biomedical have
been invited to attend.

6 p.m. Government and Environmental Careers
Representatives from the Department of Environmental Protection, the
Massachusetts Water Resource Authority and a consultant from AIG Environmental will be on the panel.
7p.m. Careers in Health Services
Panelists from Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Sciences, Northeastern University and
Simmons College will discuss health
care professions, includingoptometry,
physician assistance, pharmacy, physical therapy and health care administra-

tion.
While the focus of the panels will
students explore the
opportunities available to them, the information will be valuable to anyone
considering a career in business, environmental affairs or health care.
You may have some knowledge of
certain fields, or you may just be beginning your career search. Either way.
science night is for you.
Anyone from any major is more
than welcome and encouraged lo attend.
be

to help science

Medical School Admissions Night
On Wednesday, March 24 at 7p.m..
the Mendel Society is sponsoring a
Medical School Admissions Night in
the Heights Room of Uie Lower Campus Dining Hall. Deans from Harvard,
Dartmouth, Tufts, Boston University
and the University of Connecticut will
review the application process.
All students who are considering
medical school are invited to attend. In
addition to the formal presentation, the
deans will be available to answer individual questions.
?Dom DeLeo
assistant director,
Boston College Career Center

Summer '99
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN FOR STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

NOW BEING ACCEPTED

Applicants from the
Classes of 2000 and 2001

For more

Y

|A J

-

information, call:

1-800-7-LOYOLA
(1-800-756-9652)
-«.

For a summer bulletin
or to learn more,

The Student Judicial Boardis composed of representativesfrom each class,
withfive board members and one Chairperson sitting as judgeand jurors
in disciplinaryhearings involvingtheirpeers. The board adjudicates
cases and, when appropriate,recommends sanctions to the dean'soffice.

call 617.287.7904,
visit www.conted.edu,
or return the coupon.

re ma :

*^
'
.

terns.

The Career Center is offering something new and different for science
majors on the evening of Tuesday.
March 23. Science Night will consist
of a series of three panels. These panels will take place in the Heights Room
of the Lower Campus Dining Hall.
We have invited graduates from
Boston College and other professionals to present information about their
career fields.
While there are certainly more areas where science graduates will pursue their interests, this program is designed to focus on three areas. You may
want to attend one or more of the pan-

BOSTON COLLEGE
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ESPN to hear what Digger Phelps and
company have to say about the tourna-

www. broadcast, com

3. ESPN.com During the season, ESPN
broadcasts college basketball several
times a week. However, come tournament time, CBS's deeper pockets allow
the network to gain exclusive rights to
the tournament every year.
Personally, 1 prefer ESPN's expert
basketball analysts, and 1 usually
change channels between games to

fill out their brackets and submit
them on-line. As the tournament goes
on, these sites track your progress, and
you can compete to win various prizes
such as a new car or cash.
Although listening to a game on
your computer speakers can't compare
to watching a game on television, the
Internet is one of the only ways to follow your favorite team live in their quest
toward the Final Four.

tournament

Can you give me some information
about the Internship Fair?
The Internship Fair is on March 16
from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Heights
Room. The event is similar to a job fair
except employers are looking for in-

mer internship?
It is one resource,

users

SCIENCENIGHT

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Is the fair the best place

Finding NCAA resources on the Internet
Continued

FAQS ON FINDING
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summer-sessions@luc.edu
Address

Applications for members of the Gass of 2000and 2001 are available in the
Officefor theDean of Student Development McElroy 233. They are due
by Monday, March 22.

x

Crcy, State, Zip
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Mail: UMass Boston Summer Sessions M
Division of Continuing Education M
100 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125-3393
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Pan-time babysitter wanted. Friendly Chestnut Hill
family seeks reliable, non-smoking, experiencedbabysitters
(mornings, afiernoons. summer) for 2 and 3 year old
References required Please call Cnthy al 566-2342.

SUMMERJOBS. FEMALEAND MALE
COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR TOI> CHILDREN'S
CAMP IN MAINE! TOP SALARY. ROOM. BOARD.
CLOTHING. LAUNDRY.AND TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
PROVIDED. POSITIONSAVAILABLEIN AQUATICS.
LANDSPORTS. GYMNASTICS. TENNIS.
WATFRSKIING. ARTS ANDCRAFTS AND RIDING
CAMPVEGA. CALL FORAN APPLICATIONAND
VIDEO. 1-800-838-VEGA. VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.CAMPVEGA.COM.

1

Chlldtare Provider Needed. Wfltertown family looking
for an energetic person with earlychildhood education
experience and references, [-accessible within short walk
Flexible hours and excellent pay siarting immediately or at
Ihe end of spring semester. Call Cheryl (617) 924-5356.

SUMMERON CAPE COD! The Wychmere Harbor
Beach Club & Thompson's Farm Market is interviewine
lot all our summer employment opportunities March A. 5. 6.
& March 18. 19.21). Call
Amy at 1508)432-1000v.129 for
dentils.

Newton. Responsible, earing person to pick up our kids
from school (age 5 and 7). Tuesday and Thursdays 1-7
p.m.. additional days optional. Own car preferred.
references necessary SlOlir. 244-1357.

FREE RADIO SI 250! Fundraiser open lo all student
groups & organizations. Lam $3-$5 per Visa/MCapp. We
supply all materials at no tost. Call for info or visit out
website. Qualified callers receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 565, www.ocmcwiccpls.com

4 BED-On Chiswick Rd., Big While House.
ol'Pkg., Beautiful kitchen. 2 baths,
Sunny&SpacioiiS bedrooms, Ssoo'pp.

Lois

There are still great units left!! Don'i "ait uns lunger:!
Huge 6-7 bed 2 bath house right on shuttle mm around, new
eik. prkg. in huge house 54000.00
Easl Coast Really 739-2211

Great Places Realty "64-8900
4 BED-Cleveland Circle, Adorable Apartmetii,
GrealLocation! $450/pp
Grent Places Kei.Hy 964-8900

5 bed on South Si 1 modem w' d<S.d. 2 baths, prkg inch porch.
Indry! Amazing unit S4OOO.
F.asl Coast Really 739-2IU

to Campus, Washer/Dryer in unh,
ModemKiichen and Bath, Greai Deal! $400Great

5 bed less than I mile from campus! Large and modem
53500.00six people max
Easl Coast Really 739-2211

.1 BED- Minnies

Places Realty 964-89003 BED-Strathmore Rd!
Cozy. Modern Appliances, Big Common Space,
Popular Location 5450/ppGreal Places Really 964-89002 BED-Orkney Rd! Charming, Spacious
Apartment, Nice Building, $500pGreai Places
Realty 964-8900

h-7 beds... 1789 Comm. Aye, Brand new kiichen! 2 baihs.
porch, fireplace, up lo people Ok. 53950A1 Home Realty
"

738-1821)

<i beds...Tui,ilK renovated house on Kilsyth Road. 2 levels,
new kiichen and 2 baths, parking
53700A1 Home
Really 738-1820

Really 738-181(1

famil; 5 bed designer eik, 2 baths. .1 prkg. Indry. yard
frpl! Gorgeous!! 53300

5 heuV.l'riscilla Rd. off Chestnut Hill Aye Gorgeous new
unit. 2 levels, fits 7. awesome house!
53500A1 Home
Realty 73H-1820

Ultra Moslem 4 bed on Orkney! A steal

5 beds...Collision Road. Dishwasher'disposal, porch, parking,
great B.C. location, large rooms. S3OOOAI Hume Realty 738-1820

Single

FREE ROOM ANDBOARD IN EXCHANGE OF 15-18
HOURS OF CHU.DCARE/IIOUSEHOLD HELP.
LOCATIONS CONVENIENT TO B.C CALL NOW FOR
SUMMER ANDFALL PLACEMENTS. THE STUDENT
HOUSING EXCHANGE617 277-6420.

EASY MONEY. Earn S2OO-1200O+ per week part-time.
Send sell addressed scaled envelope to BML Enterprises.
POBox 271563. West Hartford. CT 06127.

Room and Board in Exchangefor MorningChildcare.
SlO/hr. for over 15-20. Walk to school. Great location
Parking available Call bonnic 527-6383.

'92 Hyundai Excel GL, leak manual, n't. cassette. 2 door
hatchback. 67k miles. 52500 or best offer, going quick-call
today! 739-393S or hamncc fi K~.edu

EXPERIENCEDSITTER WANTED. LOOKING FOR
A MATURE, RELIABLE SITTERTO CARE FOR2
CHILDREN(AGES 3. 6) IN OUR NEEDHAM HOME.
OCCASIONALDAVS'EVENINGS. NON SMOKER.
TRANSPORTATIONPREFERABLE, BUT
NEGOTIABLE. PLEASE CALL (781)444-0586.

FOR SALE: IMACCOMPUTERwith disk drive. Brand
new. Great deal. 636-5815
A hook, ,i bargain. J liles.iver when drowning in
conservative can't httji-. members.aol.com bruinprcss
mairVhiml.

Room for Rent: Cheap. Cheap. Cheap. Lease September
I. 1999-Augusl31.2000. 3 girls looking for 2 nonsmoking girls to share large room in A bedroom apartment.
Cummings Road. 538l)/mo. Heal and hot water included.
Call Christy al 617-738-9274.

raw!

Think summer
Cambridge School of Wesion Summer
Day Camp is interviewingfor (he following siulTpositions:
Water Safety Instructors. Group Leaders. Senior Councilors:
Music. Ceramics. An.Computers, Sports, and Drama
Specialists. We oiler pick-up at public transportation, daib
tree lunch, full scholarships for si.iffchildren, a 4,5 da\
workweek, and competitive salaries. Call 781-642-8666 for
a stall'application.

IVifesMon.il female looking to sublel May I-August I.
Dale* flexible. Call Stephanie 617-922-1554. Leave

SI7HR. SAT TUTORS. Needed in all pansof MA.
Flexiblehours. Need ear. Top StandardizedTest Scores
Mm avail thru May. College student or graduate student or
others. Call weekdays 2-1 pm. 1781) 237-4504 or apply at
www.mytuior.com/jobs.

Part-Time Jobs Catering WaitstalT& Bartenders SSS
W.irk when you want! Transportation pro\ ided!
BartendingClasses also available! Call New Dimensions
Service (6171 482-1999.

HOUSES 8 APTS. ARE
STILL AVAILABLE. 5-

I
dishwasher, dining room, fresh paini. location' 52200A1 Home

4 beds... Exclusive. 4 identical 4 beds in a house on
52400A1
Walhngford Rd. Renovated, large and nice.
Home Really 738-1820

3 beds right nexi lo campus! You can't get closer large &
modern all utilities included. Indry A parking! Have ii all
SI 700

4 beds. SutherlandRd. al Cleveland Circle, Huge rooms, fits
6 easy.we have 2 of these units available.S27(XiAl Home
Realty 738-182(1

Cumming, Egermont,

4 beds. 1653.1657& 1661 Comm. Aye. Enormous rooms, fits
5-6 easy, all B.C. building.
S24OOAt Home Realty 738-1820

APARTMENT
MARKET. 617-254-

1

SCHOLARSHIPS/GRANTSAVAILABLEFROM
PRIVATEAND INDEPENDENTORGANIZATIONS.
repay. Call 24 hrs. (800) 975-0204

Spring. Summer Fall '99 Baseball learn seeks players ages
17-30. Also coaches, helpers and volunteers needed. Play
Sundays at noon. Call Henry's Baseball Club at 781-891-0621.
Power I e.immg S\ Mem. Learn anything inrecord lime.
Amaze yourself tap your inner genius.
wivxv.magicleaming.com/cgjmembers 5R24552 himl
DrinkMaslerBartendingSchool Evening & Weekend

( losses! Siudeni Discounts! SSS Job i tpportumm-s
Available 1 "TIPS ' Certification

1617)482-1999

CAMPCANADENSIS.Prxono Mountains. PA. Excellent
residemiel coed summer camp. Caring counselors lo leach
gymnastics, aihlelics. hockey, tennis; mountain bike*. b-v>lf.
motorcycles, outdoor adventure, ropes, rifelry. archery,
drama, video, photography, fishing. WSI, waterfront
activities, arts and crafts, newspaper, yearbook, cooking and
much more' Fwcellenl frciiitiw j-iJ great salary! 6/20/99.
8/17/99. Call (800) H32-822R or Email;
camp4you(a;Hol.comfor an application. Visit us;
www.canadensis com

I,

1

hugecondo.d&d. eik $895
$895
2 bed condo. oak floors, euro kitch
3bed clevcirc.lg, I.Sliath.hwll
$1375
.1 bed com aye. d&d. eik
SUOO
4 bed renin, eondo. steps from BC
522011
5 bed more from
S2OOH
NeighhorsRealty
1284 Comm Aye
(617) 738-0295
Open 7 Days
Buston-apartmenls.com
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING!...StiIIlookingfor an olfcampus apartment or house for nesl fall? Disappointed with
Ihe lottery? WE CAN HELP! Call At Home Really Was ai
738-1820, We'll pick you up and show you all ihe great places!
THERE'S STILL PLENTY LEFT! Read about some of our
listings below...

,

t

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT-Workers earn up lo
S2(KX)+/monthtw/tips&benefits). World Travel! LandTourjobs up lo SSOOO-S7OOO/summer. Ask us how! 517-336-<235Em.c50382

tm i

f

CPA Firm in need of an assistant through graduation,
possible full lime position avadablc in May. Loo Cleveland
Circle, Brookhne.MA Call Paul days Ifl, 617-731-2333

0.

JJ

/)

.....

Amazing 5 bed on Chestnut Hill Aye Modemkitchen and
bath newly renovated. TWO UNITS AVAIL (ssso'person)
Neit MoveRealty 527-6655Near White Mountain

Luxurious 3 beds in house, two units avail.2 baths, mod. Ealin-ktt. dishwasher, disposal. Good for 5-6 <$500-4607person)
Makeyour next move wilb the Next Move Realty 527-6655

service!

Sunday

10-5

as you want to

be.

Saturday 9-7

Coupon*aluljinlyMpanii;ipjtin|S>ioie».

Not

valiJ

with

3 bed5...290 foster St. Gorgeous unit, fits 4 easy! Parking,
dining room, porch, new siulT. walk to 8.C.! 52300.M Home

Charming 2 beds (2 unilsl mins lo campus wilh large
bedrooms, dishwasher, disposal, park included, laundry. Each
good for 4 (Ss2s'person) Neit move Really 527-6655 Near
While MountainCreamery

Realty 738-1820
3 beds. Huge units on Cummings and Egremonl Road. Eat-in
kitchen, porch, parking, cheap!
$1600 At Home
Realty 738-1820

Gorgeous 2 bed on Commonwealth includes heat and parking
plus has all new appliances. (SI 350) Makeyour nest move
with the Neil Move Realty 527-6655

Hundreds mure! Just call and tell us whatyou are looking for.
groups art our specially. We have every B.C. listing:
Call today AT HOME REALTY 738-1820.

Large

*
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own place.
Your own schedule.
Your own doctor.
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Marvelous 4 beds <1' & 2" floor available), eat-inkit.
dishwasher, disposal. 1 bath, porch, with parking. Good for 6.
($5OO/person). Makeyour neit move with the Neil Move
Realty 527-6655

3 beds...Lusury townhouse al loun Fslates. 2 baths. 2
parking. A.C.. lennis. walk lo campus.
iIXJOAt Home Realty 738-1820

"""fl

J

Cleveland Circle

?

I

Extraordinary 4 bed has newbalh andeat-in-kil w iih
dishwasher, disposal, new deck, parking & laundry included.
For7lS42S/person) Nenl Move Realty 527-6655 Near
White MountainCreamery

Huge rooms, modem eat-in
$2200 At Home

-

~?«/».

Monday-Friday 9-8

Aye.

3 beds...Exclusive. 1680 Comm. Aye. Gigantic common area
and humriiijj.-iLL'. 'vdrooir.s (rural location!
S2IOOAI Home
Really 738-182(1

1 bed

No appointmentnecessary. Use our callahead

I

'

tu.

Wonderful 5 bed wilh 2 baths, dishwasher, disposal, loundn.
on Strathmore Rd. For 7 people. |$514/ person) Makeyour
nexl move wilh IheNeil Move Really 527-6655

3 beds.. 1706 Comm.Ave 2 baths, dishwasher and disposal,
porch, sunny and clean.
SI 500AIHome Realty 738-1820

&

f SUPBtCUTS
As hip

GET PAID TO PARTY!!! Festive Events is looking for
ouieniriK people to learn ihe line an of DJ entertaining.
Great source ofexira cash. Full trainingprovided' Must
have cor. Musi be available weekends. Cal! (508) 881-1095.

3 beds... 1653-1661 Comm
kitchen, great B.C. building,
Realty 738-1810

Luxury two beds Kclton Place. Colboume Coon. Redstone
more!! Slum at SI 800
East Coast Realty We have May 15* A June 1" Studios to 5
beds!! Call Today

f $I.oo°U\
(<a

Awesome 2 bed on Sirathmore laundry,d7d. near B & C lines
Good for 3. (SiOO/'pcrsonj Nest Move Realty 527-6655 Near
While MountainCreamery

4 beds .Bracmore Rd. near Cleveland Circle. 2 baths, freshly
painted, good size bedrooms, $2000A< Home Realty 738-1820

bed next (o Maddic's Market' Beautifulbuilding tireat
Location! $1050

7 beds ..Exclusive. 15 WallingfordRd. 3 level townhouse, 3
haths.-t parking, great layout and location
54400A1 Home
Really 738-1820

t

Amazing 7 Bedroom, 3 Bath hose near Biuestone Bistro, with
laundry. For 10 people ($495/ person I Make your next move
with the Next Move Realty 527-6655

on

I

-2900.A
A'evgf

n

. '\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
o'

1 bed in Civ Cir. Right on T! Modem and Spacious! Great for
two! $950-1000

IS NOT TOO LATE TO
GET YOUR EAGLE'S

SUBLETTER AVAILABLEFemale wanted lo share
double in apartment with 5 oiher girls Brighton. block
IromT, S4ld/negotiable. Call Dave lo sei up appl, 617-655-6237.

Lakeshore. Cleveland cirelc. Cnmm
Too ninny lo list!! Prices sum as lov. as SI 500!!

2 be J Modern 'list one i c,i- iild c:V. Jis.
Orkney' Besl Deal $.1250

CLEVELAND CIRCLE
ON THE SHUTTLE. IT

NEST FOR NEXT
YEAR! CALL THE

Out expert friendly staff looks forward lo serving your offcampus needs. We take pride in our excellent reputation & our
ability to provide personal service. We will walk you through
the process and make sure you arc satisfied.
Neit MoveRealty
27A Common wealth Avenue
Chestnut Hill 527-6655

floor unit wilh 2 baths,

Gerald Rd. 3 bed in house! Brand new eik. d&d. KrmSdnrm.
prkginel, Indr, $5,24011
Easl C'oaM Really 7.W-2211

Aye 3 beds!!

-10 MIN. WALK TO
CAMPUS. PLUS 2

Brand newroom and bath Separate, extra nice, for female
non-smoker. Can walk to campus: laundry, cooking and
parkingAvailable. Call 969-6338 eves,

l

How Green is Green* Work in Ireland on a Student Work
Abroad Program and find out! Call 1-888-Council and as
for Tom

4 beds. Sou h St.

Huge ground

Realty 738-1820

8D5.,38D5., 4BDS.,
SBDS.,ALLIN

1

GRADUATINGTHIS YEAR? Earn S5OOOO Ist year and
Slay in Boston. ?l)-\ ear-old inierrulional computer support
company seeks ambitious, energetic graduate lo manage
sales office. Near campus. Managesiaffof college
Students. For info call Jason ut KOO-548-32K5,

CHESTNUTHILL TENNISCLUB SEASONALAPRILTHRUOCTOBER LOOKING FOR FRONT
DESK HELP. HOUSEKEEPERS, LIFEGUARDS.
BARTENDERS. CAMP COUNSELORS, ANDSNACK
BAR HELP. TO ARRANGEAN INTERVIEW PLEASE
CALL (617) 731-2900.

beds in house inAllston! Right on T! Large rooms wilh prkg
avail.BEST DEAL? $2200

'

<{

u\i\vcamppage.com l.oehcjm

Sl'HiO

4

PER STUDENT.
LOWER CAMPUS

Part time nanny. Ist grade boy in Newion school Pickup from school and help wilh homework. 16 hrs'wk. Need
reference. Call K;uhy 965-779(1 m 6pm

Summer positions at beautiful Vermont girls' camp.
Lochearn Camp, one of the oldest & finest private camps
for girls, seeks counselors/activity instructors for lennis.
gymnastics, waierskiing.sailing, canoeing, snorkeling.
studio arts, field sports, English riding, hiking. Senior stall'
positions for leadership iraincr. program coordinator,
division heads Drug, alcohol. * smoke-free. Coniaei 1-800-235-6659or Locheam,?eanhlink.nel Website:

HEYBCSOPHMORES!
WE OFFER $100 OFF

ul

Attention Snphomores: We have ihe big houses you're
lookingfor close (o campus! Neil MoveRealty is Ihe oldest,
most reputable office specializing in BC off-campus
housing. We are locatedacross Ihe street
(from Si. Ignacio
Church near While MountainCreamery | Call now! 527-6655
to see the best selections of eicliuivrhouse* and apartments
available.
Nest MoveRealty
27A Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill 527-6655

5 bed*. Chesmut Hill Aye. Renovatedand xIra large,
basement rec room, parking included, nice. S2BOOAt Home

+

CHILD CARE. Two boys, ages 4 and 9. Musihave ear.
Monday 3-6. Wednesday 3-6 or 3-10. 5,10/hr. Call 739-6218.

AWESOME 3-4 BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR RENT.
Available September I, 1999. 2-' floor ofhouse on Foster
Street. So close to B.C. you can walk lo class! Modem kitchen,
dining room, enclosed porch, new floors and windows, fresh
paint. 2 parking, fits 4 easy' $2300 Norealtor* fee. Call
owner at 782-5715.

It-** WOMEN'S
BRICHAMAISIIZ>
HOSPITAL

Bfifl

*

eves. 617-784-oi|B.

Part Time General Maintenance Purl time position on
B&M siaffofa private institution in Brookline MA.
Versatile individual w/carpentry. paintingknowledge, valid
drivers license required. Sunday shift v. possible additional
hrs.. full time summer employmentalso possible. Salary
range +/- SlO/hour. Call (617) 734-5509
\u25a0

Fun instructors needed to present science activities for kids
at schools & parties. Need car and
e.\perience wilh kids.
hr. program. Mad
Trainingprovided. P/T. Pay:
Science:

S2O-525/1

Hmtoim needed for upcoming

season March 22-Dec.lO
Please call 617-<J26-2427, Perfect for night student.

APARTMENTS APARTMENTS
Real

Estate

7 BED-On Comm. Aye near Biuestone Bistro.
Huge House, Porch, Yard, Brand New Renovations,

NO FEE

A Must See! $500/pp
Great Places Really 964-8900

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a01

The

\u25a0

Heights

EXCELLENT SOUTH STREET
LOCATION...
FREE SHUTTLE BUS...
ONE STOP ON THE GREEN LINE...
WALKING DISTANCE TO BC (7 MIN.)
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1999

\u25a0

Classified Ad Form

jk

|

\u25a0

I

m

Category (Choose One)

lUraßiw n Child Care
ffiH|
I hI«h1 i n He| p Wanted

3

klffiKjl ; tZI Lost and Found

|

> D Services
mll&BKI; D Other

|

Name

|

|

CH Apartments/Roommates
I
I
|

McElroy Stuart tower Live Lyons
?

|

Phone
of words)

Body Text
|

?

50 winners will revive the

Address

(#

?

|

Warner Records Alternative Rock CD
I
1 winner from each dining unit will receive
a personal CD player
A national drawing will be held mi May 1,1999
for a trip for two to a concert in t major
city of trie winner's choice.
Entries must be received by Afrf ts, 1999 in order
to be eligible.

\u25a0 \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0I

ONE, TWO, AND THREE
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
FROM $900 TO $1850
INCLUDES HEAT
AND HOT WATER
LARGE EAT-IN CABINET KITCHENS
WITH DISHWASHERS,
REFRIGERATORS, AND STOVES.
MOSTKITCHENS HAVE MICROWAVES.
OWN PRIVATE PARKING
AVAILABLE AT REAR OF BUILDING.
CABLE READY BUILDING.

I^M^DWRnSEME^r

C14
AHANA Leadership Council

?

Communications

ii

Undergraduate Government of Boston College

m

I

m

jr.

WMi

?

LtaJl

jM

Programming

?

McElroy 123

?

?

Social and Cultural Issues

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

?

Gail Dines lecture
"Pornography and the Media:
Images of Violence Against Women"
7:3opm in Devlin 008

"Women's Art Extravaganza"
7:3opm in Walsh Function Room

Clothesline Project
10am 4pm in the
Academic Quad and Dustbowl
-

Violence Against Women
Lecture by Lisa Linksy
3:oopm in Fulton 245

~

.-(ORr if

°

iWtjpW\
HT

H

hmmiwmw

,__

s:3Upm

Location TBA
Food will be served
Forfurther information, contact Amy at 5-2245

?

If
interested in making
j*rr
a difference in this community,
you are

?

days a week
700pm 300am
Walking and Driving
w
On and Ori-campus
I

"~~^~"""

6-UGBC

~

,

~

Please Call 2-8800

Sponsored by the Departmentfor
Social & Cultural Issues. AIDS Issues.

UGBC Cabinet Applications
Apply NOW.

""^~

26th

-

Escort Service

Discriminatory
Harassment Hotline

If you
have been the victim of
J
discriminatory harassment,
g i ve us a call at 6-UGBC.

,?

.1.

the Law

Domestic Violence Workshop
Lecture by Jean Heart!
4:3opm in Fulton 250

fflfc%

Monday, March 22

.

&

"Circle of Survival"
12 noon in the Academic Quad

Friend who has been
Sexually Assaulted
,

www.bc.edu/ugbc

3-17-99

How to Support a

~

?

University Issues

3*18*99

"Take Back the Night" Rally
s:3opm in O'Neill Plaza
Followed by a brief reception
at the Women's Resource Center

jf

(617) 552-3490

?

3#ls# "

3*1 6-99

jPIf

Student Life

?

Diversity Week March 2 1 st

?

8

Executive

?

now Available
Pick UP an APP v"ation
?

.

.

'"

McElroy 120

Applications for Chief of Staff and Executive Director are due Tuesday, March 16.
A\\ other applications are due on Tuesday, March 23.

Any QuestionSf ca n chris

@ 0 .3856

or Alvin

@

5- 1020

